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THE WOODHULL TICKET RATIFIED.
of the lecture-room are easier felt than al government. The recent session was alThe loudest erowd that has thus far enterthirty years ago. Yet the same consum- ready about to close when this. new indigA. WEERLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
emperor's stable.
)
4 mate magnetism lingers around and upon nity was threatened. - But when another be- ed the campaign, held a meeting in Cooper
It
We
reached
Wang-shu-shan
in
time
to
every word and phrase; there is the same gins, we trust that our national legislature Institute, N. Y., last Thursday evening.
PREPARATIONS FOR GOING TO THE WALL.
efijoy the fine prospect for an hour, and de- thrilling earnestness of antithesis, the same will see the necessity of subjecting to some was a ratification gathering of the WoodISSUED BY THE
Our Chefoo friend recommended us to scend before sunset. The numerous ruins delight and gloating over poetry and excel- judicious regulations this wholesale impor- hull-Douglass constituency. Pity that FredFREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT
take mule litters, And though some pro- passed, attest the presence of the allied lence of expression as of old. There is no tation of foreigners into the United States. ‘erick should get in such a
crowd. They
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
posed one thing and some another—though forces in 1860, in a way calculated to con- other man in America who can,by the mere Let not our country be made the rendezvous roared, and shouted, and cheered,
now for
L RN. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
some offered their horses, and others a vince the most
force of what he says, enthrall and domi- of bandits and assassins from the Old World. Grant, and then for Greeley, and for Woodskeptical.
The
Summer
To whom all letters on business, remittances of great deal of good advice, still we stuck to
mooty, &e., should be sent. All communications
Palace, Yuen-ming-yuen, is overlooked nate: an audience. Breathless attention is
hull between times. Finally, amid a great
designed for publication should be addressed to the the ‘three days” plan and determined to
Events of the Week. *
about
half a mile to the north-east, It is sur- given, although now and then his voice
| noise and the wildest confusion, some resoExiitor,
go in the litters: The requisite number of rounded by a high wall, has eighteen gates, falls away so that those seated farthest off
—
G—
Jutions were read from the platform, indorsTerms:
$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD
these elegant machines were engaged, a and has as many and similar halls to those have to strain every nerve to catch the
VANCE, $2.50
THE RECENT STORM.
ing the valiant Victoria and promising to
MEMITTANCES must be made in money or
part of the contract being that they should connected with the palace in the city, the words. The grand condensation, the unThe storm of last week was unusually help seat her in the White House so soon
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible, When
be ready for an early start, Monday morn- government being administered here in faltering and almost cynical brevity of ex- extensive and severe.
It seemed to ap- as Grant vacates. Then somebody arose
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
ing.
summer as in the city in winter. You have pression are atfirst Startling and vexatious; proach us from the west, while the wind up and bellowed that *‘ this means revolu
registered letter,
All Postmasters are obliged to
On Supday our dragoman came, saying a fine view of the walls and towers of Pe- but pyesently one yields to the charm, and was north-east,it having been reported first tion,” cautioning the oppressors of muchregister letters whenever requested to do so.
Moneys thus sent will be at otr risk. Otherwise
he could not go without an increase of pay, king, the Western hills, the country be- finds his mind in the proper .assenting in central Illinois, then in; Pennsylvania,
wronged women to flee from hastening
they will be at the rigk of those sending them.
and the whole to be paid in advance. He tween, and the lake stretching away from mood.
New York, Massachusetts, Maine, &.
In doom.
The regular charges for
money oders,
bank
Nobody made speeches, but - there ;
was directed to be on hand early in the the foot of the hill.
checks, and Post Office money orders may be de
On the North and
each of these states it did more or less dam- was the greatest amount of yelling and
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
morning, and assured that we should keep | West are hills at no great distance, while
Be a Penal Colony? age, crops being injured in many cases and hooting, and whistling, and blustering,
"are particularly requested to make their remittances
our part of the engagement, and ekpeet him all-around are pleasure grounds and hunt- Are We to
roads damaged to quite'\an exten. But which seemed to express the Woodhull
|
, a8 large as possible®and thrus save expenses.
fe,
0 apers are forwarded until an explicit order is to keep his.
Breakfast was despatched in ing parks; the magnificence of the gatethere seems to be little complaint thus far. sentiment quite fairly.
There
have
been
frequent
complaints
latereceived by the Publisher for their discontinuance, Pood season, though we had some fears lest
ways, and temples, now in ruins, evideac- ly that several countries in the old ‘world Everybody takes it good-naturedly and reand until payment of all arrearagesis made as re- the mule litters might not put in an appearing their former regal grandeur. Here is were discharging a good many of theft. con- marks cheerfully, ‘“ Just what we need.”
quired by law.
Literary Notes. .
ance.
About half-past eight they came, too a small temple, double-roofed and about
Each subscriber 1s particularly ‘reguestedto note
victs, with the understanding that they The storm was accompaniedby a high
Bt
oe
the date on the label for the expiration of his sublate to carry out our Chefoo«riénd’s pro- twenty feet high, constructed. entirely
of should émigrate to América. Referring to wind, and as it blew towards the coast conscription, and to forward what is dre for the ensuing
gramme.
Though we were disposed to copper ; being fire-proof, it escaped the genHorace
Greeley’s
‘‘
Recollections
of
a
Busy
marine
daniage
was done.
year: without further
reminder frem this oflice,
the report that a score of Greek convicts siderable
submit to the disappointment, and take an- eral conflagration.
In front of the highly have just beeu pardoned by their govern- Moreover, it has been an unusually cold Life,” brought down to the latest date, is nearly
ready for publication. This volume, in connecNEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
other day, yet they resolutely refused to ornamented gateway are a pair of huge
ment on these terms, the Evaminer
& storm for June, and there is a shivering tion with the two campaign lives of the great
1. Any person whe takes a newspaper regularly
move an inch unless the pay was increased brenze lions, in a state of” good preservachill in the air, which the philosophers say Edito® will give=all the information the most
from the post-offlce—~whether directed to his mame or
another’s, or whether he has subscribedor not—is
and paid in advance.
We kad lost the tion, and the finest bronzes we have seen Chronicle says:
The occurrengg, whichever character it is caused by a great number of icebergs ardent admirer of the Cincinnati convention ean
responsible for tha payment.
chance of carrying out our pet plan, and
in China.
A rough specimen of a boat, may assume, cammot fail to call atten- off the coast. Butthe philosophers are al- desire.
2, Ifa person erders his favor discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages,or the publisher may coawere loth. to submit to .the squeeze. Be- carved from white marble, is seen on the
Rev. 8. Baring-Gould is a most energetic workways saying something of the sort.
itinne to send it until paymentis made; and collect'the
tion to a seridbus peril
to which
we
whole ameunt, whetker the paper is taken from the
sides, to pay all in advance placed us too shore of the lake, and a large cow, in
er in the mine of Middle-Age legend and story.
DEATH
OF
HON.
NATHAN
WESTON.
_.,
have long been exposed—the. peril arising
oflice or not.
:
He has recently published in England the initial
much in their power and ensured other bronze, on the road to the island temple.
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
The venerable Nathan Weston, LL. D.,
"| from the indiscrithinate and well-nigh unvolume of a Book called the ** Lives of the
* newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice,
or
squeezes.
Believing
they
would
prefer
to
The
island
is
reached
by
a
bridge
of
late
chief-justice
of the- supreme Court of Saints,” which is also in preparation in this
removing amd leaving them wucalled (oy, is prima
restricted immigration which is constantly
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
go for the ordinary rates,
ording to pre- seventeen arches. A little further to the
taking place to our shores. This immigra- Maine, died at his residence in Augusta, country. It is the first of a series of twelve, corvious agreement, rather - lose the job west is hunchback bridge, thirty-one feet
last week
Tuesday, aged nearly ninety responding to the months, and this number
tion
has from the beginning been largely
2a When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
and day’s work, we resolutely held out, high with a span of only twenty-four feet.
on moneys sent for the Star
is allowed in addition.
years.
He
was
a native of Maine, and has gives us the record of those saints whose history
encouraged
by
the
government,
and
it
must
s@ We send no books out to be sold on commis.
thinking we could fall back on the ponies The hill is crowned with a yellow tiled
is connected especially with the month of Januaalways
been
more
or less ‘prominently ension, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
be admitted that in the long run we have
ry.
Mr. Baring-Gould is an English Catholic
kindly offered by friends.
them.
temple, built of green glazed bricks, each
been greatly the gainers from it. We have gaged in legal and judicial affairs. Besides clergyman, but his work contains much of value
Sad for us, and strange to say, ‘‘ John” brick containing an image of Buddha.
As
his-legal acquirements he possessed a vast to persons of other eommunions,
put the litters on the mules and moved off! we approached the entrances, we were at all periods received those who have done
amount of general information. He was
Hon. James Brooks, M. C., the cultured Edus
nothing
but
harm.
But
we
have
received
Sad, for from that moment it was impossi- followed, for the last mile or two, by as
profound in theology ‘and * familiar with itor of the New York Evening Express, during
ble to make a contract with any similar many hungry, half-clad beggars as ever be- a vastly greater number who, in one ‘way or
nearly every
department of science and his late trip around the world wrote a large
establishment in Peking, for this trip, with- set poor traveler in Egypt or Palestine. As another, have contributed to our prosperity
literature.
The
honorary degree of doctor number of letters, which appeared in his paper
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 1872,
out paying even more than-he had asked. we emerged from the gateway to descend and our progress as a people. Our imporat the time. They are soon. to. be collected in
tations, however, from what in Europe are of laws was conferred upon him by Dart- book shape by D., Appleton &
We of course did not know it then, but from the hill, they swroundéd us again,
Co., and will
mouth, Bowdoin and Waterville colleges, form a very sprightly
Abraham Lincoln.
and readable volume.
days of waiting, planning and bargaining each claiming to have acted as our guide, called the dangerous classes, have greatly
He
was
universally
honored
and
beloved,
They have not been rewritten, but continue
te a
——
in
at last convinced us that we were the viec- and demanding what our Syrian-traveled increased, and the consequences are at any
not only by the profession but by all who the same gossipy style as originally published.
Nay ‘here, behold the sad soul of the West
tims of a combination. The friends who friend would call Backscheesh. It seemed time liable to become serious. This threat- Adams, Victor & Co., New York, the pubPassing:behind a rainbow bloedily !
ened arrival of brigands from Greece should were acquainted with hisrare social qualiConscience incarnateteadfast,strong and free, had kindly placed their horses at our dis- the more we gave them the more unsatisfied
lishers.of T. DeWitt@almage’s * Abominations
ties
and
generous
nature.
He
died
as
he
open
our
eyes
to
the
risks
which
we
have
Changeless through chenge, blessing and ever posal, learning we had engaged the litters and clamorous. they became, so we mounthad lived, tranquilly and peacefully, retaih- of modern Society,” have a somewhat similar
long been incurring.
blesses.
made other disposition of the animals, and ed our donkeys and galloped (7) away.
book in press by Olive Logan, entitled; “ Get
. Sad-stormecléoud. with Ged’s Iris on his breast,
There is scarcely a government in West- ing his consciousness up to the last hour.
thee behind me, Satan.” It is a scathing exposé
our case began to be really desperate. We * The sun had set clear, with every appearTEMPERANCE IN MAINE.
Across the troubled ocean traveled he,—
of all the loose notions so prevalent in the soecieern Europe which has not; at some time or
reluctantly
gave
up
all
idea
of
catching
the
mile
a
on
w¥rode
and
day,
fine
Sad was his passing! gentle be his rest!
ance of a
A dei@zate convention of -the temperance ty of the day, and which are called by some
other, sent to this country shipments of pausteamer
we
came
up
on;
but
woul
not
God’s Bow sails with him on anether sea!
or two towards Nankow, to be so much
‘* progressive,”
{ abandon the trip to the wall, if we remain- nearer our goal, before stopping for the pers of whom it wished to rid itself. The Reform Clubs of Maine was held in AugusAt first no‘larger than a prophet’s hand,
A Brussels publishing house, which had anauthorities of Great Britain have done this ta, last week.
Fourteen clubs were repreed
in
Peking
till
winter.
Against. the dense insufferable blue
night. A little before dark we stopped at "repeatedly, the latest instance being a con- sented
nounced the * Mémoires de Constantine de Cataat the opening by seventy-four
We ran over the plan as giveam by.the the only inn in the vicinity, but found it so
Cloud-like he came ; and by a fieree wind fanned,
cazy,” has reconsidered its intention, the RusDid gather into greatmess ere we knew,
quondam Peking resident. Tt is certainly dirty that, after consultation, it was agreed signment of convicted Fenians, whom some delegates, many of whom have been reform- sian Government having forbidden its publicaThen, flash by flash, most desolately grand,
of our politicians were foolish enough to ed from lives of intemperance within the tion. To many publishers this would be just the
worthy of attention, especially, dear reader,
Passed aw ay,sadly heavenward. dropping dew. if, like many others, you will never travel to go back about two miles to a larger vil- welcome with a sort of ovation for political past three months.
The delegates all reason for pushing ahead its publication, as the
lage, called Hai-yen, where there were sev—Robert Buchanan,
this interesting road but in imagination. eral largeyand good inns. Darkness now effect among our Irish naturalized citizens. brought up good reports from their several public always have an especial fondness for forbidden books,
;
i
We have it in our Note-book. Here it is set in, but it was starlight, and each seem- Certain British noblemen have in like man- fields, representing that the movement is
Topeliusis the name of a Finnish author whelly
second
in
power
and
. “Chinese Correspondence.
influence only to the
for the benefit of the public! * Take an ed much absorbed in his own thoughts, as ner sent us shiploads of paupers from their
unknown to the American public, but possessing
early start, get a Iuok at the Great Bell and we rode slowly back. The carriages rat- exhausted estates in Ireland or Scotland, old Washingtonian movement of thirty in his native land a long-established reputation.
years
ago.
The purpose of the convention
without providing for their necessities a
PEKING.
- |. the ruins of thé Summer Palace, and push
His works are mostly historical, and are valuatling along the streets—men riding on
was to form a State organzation, to give ble for their accurate
We reached Peking Saturday night, in- on to Nan-kow.
and impartial treatment of
Pass the night, and en- horseback—the lights in the shops—all gave week after their arrival in New York. Several of the German States have at different uniformity to the pledge, constitution and subjects appealing strongly to popular likes and
tending to leave for the Great Wall early gaging fresh donkeys, go up into the Pass
to Hai-yen the appearance of a foreign
Monday morning. “We must make sure of | and see the Great Wall before breakfast. village. We found the first inn full, but times pardoned their convicts by the score, by-laws, and to advise and counsel each “dislikes.
and shipped them to this country, on con- other as to the best means of promoting the
Victor Hugo has a reputation for artistic as well
seeing this, *‘ one of the seven wonders of To do this you will need to be in the saddle
passing through the village, which seemed
the world,” if ‘we saw nothing else in and by daylight. (Note, since sleep is out of to tired travelers interminable, we found dition that they would never return. Mul- cause, Thigis the result of one man’s ef- as literary talent,and a collection of about fifty of
titudes of European criminals also have es- forts, himself a reformed drunkard, who be- his best drawings is soon to be published. They
about Peking.
‘
the question, one may as well be on the one, with a couple of rooms, having but
are said to be startling productions, as one might
caped
from justice and landed on our shore$- gan his work last January, and new has expect from
OUR PLAN FOR GOING TO THE:GREAT WALL. road as anywhere else.)
Breakfast; get one occupant, an opium smoker, just in the
so vivid and epigrammatic
an
to renew here their career of robbery and the whole State ablaze with temperance ar- author, and consist mainly
of strange, weird,
into the litters and hurry off to the hot act of taking his evening quietus. It was
The Captain of the steamer on which we
dor.
The movement is certainly a remark- moonlight scenes, like the creations of a dream,
murder.
And now we are threatened with
had come to Tientsin, assured us he had | springs. = Spend the night at the Ming
soon evident that we could not pass the an arrival of world-renowned bandits and as- able one, and it is to be desired
that it dis- in which castles of impossible architecture form
Tombs,
take
a
look
about
that
vicinity
and
never known a party go te the Great Wall |
night there, unless the opium smoker could sassins from the kingdom of Greece, as if we appoint not in the end.
a leading feature,
:
:
:
and get back iu time for the next trip of the return to Peking the third: day.” This bit find other accommodation. Fortunately this
The Cincinnati convention on the alliance of
were not fully supplied with burglars and
FINANCES.
NATIONAL
THE
same steamer. _‘‘ When will youn leave here of a schedule, furnished gratis by a friend, little difficulty was soon removed, though,
Protection and Free Trade, as shown in its can.
rowdies among the population, native-born |” During a recent speech
in the’ United didates, is likely to call renewed attentionté the
again?” we inquired. * Just two weeks is worth fifty dollars mere -or less to the we knew it not then, graver onés awaited
and foreign, which we already have.
States House of representatives, Mr. Hale opposing theories. A numbeps of new works
fr6m next Wednesday morning,” he re- pilgrim to Peking and the Great Wall, and us.
As our laws now stand, we believe, there
have lately appeared advocating"dne view or the
plied. He had brought up many a party | a Yankee might make a fortune by selling
The long ride and ramble over the hills is nothing to prevent this indiscriminate im- of Maine reviewed the financial policy of other,
and still more are in preparation.
On
the present Administration, showing results
It, is however, given gave us a good appetite tor our food, which
who intended to go back with him, the next the ‘‘ information.”
the Free Trade side Lippincott & Co. have
migration of all who choose to come, and all
at once surprising and satisfactory. Mr. lately
trip, but all had failed. - We had our plans to. all freely, and now we go on to explain, was soon ready. Dinner over, we sat talkpublished a volume
by Hon.
whom their governments choose to send, to
Amasa
well laid, dnd determined that we would
ing till tea was brought in—not that so the United States. Our State legislation, it Hale included in his computations the ap- Walker, entitled, * The science of wealth,” and
HOW WE WENT TO THE WALL.
propriation bills of the present session, Theodore D. Woolsey, late President of, Yale
show him that it could be done, and that we
Determined, if possible, to get free from common in the North, which reminds you is true, has made some imperfect provision
which are nearly enough completed to indi- College, perhaps the ablest advocate of Free
would not fail. It was Monday morning, and
of
the
herb
teas
administered
when
you
celestial - squeezes, we packed into a cart a
that these people be not immediately chargecate that [the expenditures for the next Trade in this country, is said to be engaged on
in Tientsin, withtwo weeks and two days to
were
sick
by
kind-hearted
old
nurses,
but
few requisites for the journey and drove to
able to the port in which they may land, but
go to the Great Wall and back.
*‘ Plenty
year' will be at least $12,000,000 less a text book presenting the results of the study
fiscal
of a lifetime on Economic subjects.
the An-ting Gate. To make sure of non- the genuine article, Toong-foo chop (?). the well-known fact . is, that multitudes of
The Proof ‘time,” we said to ourselves: and thus
than for the year ending on the 1st of next tectionists, through
The kang, beneath which in winter they
their principal publisher,
dependent, in one
we ram over the ‘plan again the third or interferencesthe carts were left at a safe dis- build a good fire, was covered with clean them become very soon
July. The summing-up of what has been Mr. Henry Carey Baird; of Phila,,
have just
bounty of the public. accomplished during the
fourth time.
We will be off at once. tance, and we went in person to engage looking matting, upon which we spread our: way or another, on the
past six years is as issued for gratuitous distribution a pamphlet by
donkeys.
Just
outside
the
gate
there
were
But
so
far
as
we
know,
there
is
no
law
of
. Three days may be allowed to reach Toong:
follows : —
Sir John Barnard Byles, entitled
Sophisms of
beds and lay down to rest. ‘‘Rest!” Ah
chow. Afier being cooped up in a boat so several mule and donkey drivers lounging yes, well said, for it was soon evident that Congress whatever which prohibits or re- Reduction of annual taxation.e..... $308,000,000 Free Trade.” A work called * A Dream of a
stricts the landing, in any part of this counFree Trade Paradise and other sketches,” by
long; a gallop into Peking, the salme even- about, ready for a job. There were no sad- sleep was out of the question.
Reduction of annual expenditures. ... 225,632,228
Tora.
Cyrus Elder, is also in preparation by. the same
try, of Old World criminals, the fugitives Reduction of the principal of the na~ing, over that well paved stone read, will dles; but instead a thick padding, over
.
Oct. 20, 1871.
:
:
from justice, or the refuse of convict prisons tional-debt to April 1, 1872.......... 315,151,730 publishers.
only jolt some of the cramps outof a fellow. which was usnally thrown a bag containing
>
1
and
pauper
asylums,
in
Europe.
provender.
A
pair
of
stirrups,
fastened
to
The
govJ.
R.
Reduction
of
annual
interest
on
the
Osgood
&
Co.
have
in preparation a
Be off to the Great Wall bright and early
20,484,502
new edition of Thackeray’s works, called the
ernment may interpose some executive or national débt.seesesesecanis veedies
on Monday morning.
G. of Chefoo, an the two ends of a strap or rope, hung
Emerson’s
Conversations.
** Kensington.”
They have issued two previous
diplomatic objections ofa temporary nature,
Among the incidents of this result ave the editions,
old resident at the capital, told me how to across the animal's back and answered the
the “ Household” and the *¢ Library,”
%
if
—.
——
but
such
objections
will
be
unavailing
in
arpurpose
very
well,
so
long
as
the
equesreduction of the number of articles and oc- and the coming off of this'last
go to the Great Wall and back to Peking
A graphic writer thus portrays Emerson
is a proof of the
in three days, seeing the Great Bell, the trian pressed upon each equally. Lifting as he appeared in his recent Conversations resting or averting the evil which now cupations subject to excise tax from 285 continued popularity of a somewhat cynical but
the
apology
for
a
saddle
revealed
sores,
as
threatens
us.
:
,
;
to 88; the dismissal of’ 2334 internal reve- most powerful writer.
Summer Palace and Ming Tombs in the
¥
in Literature, in Mercantile Hall, Boston :
Our hospitality to foreigners has been one nue officials, by which an annual saving of
bargain. He had done it often, and it was large as your hand, reeking with pus,
«
Harper
&
Brothers
have
a
book
just ready
A venerable gentleman, well preserved,
of the leading characteristics of our national over $1,200,000 is effected, and the collec- for publication by that
easy enough if one was willing to rise ear- while the animal cringed. and crouched at
prineé of Sunday-school
elegant
in
manner,
takes
his
seat
upon
the
the
slightest
pressure
on
the
back.
Such
policy.
We
have
welcomed
them
from
tion
last year of $87,250,000 of ¥evenue
Singers, Philip Phillips.
ly and rough it a little,
Itis ¢ Song Life,” ilWe of course
platform of a cozy and comfortable hall at every region of the globe, and from from spirits, fermented
liquors and tobacco, lustrating the journey of Christiana and her
shrank from no danger or exposure. This were rejected. A complement was howthree o'clock on a Monday afternoon, when every variety of the human species. This in place of less than
$34,000,000 in 1865.— children from earth to the Celestial city.
arrangement would leave us five days for ever soon selected, and a bargain struck for
the
rush
androar
of
business
in
practical
‘“ Waifs
has
been
dictated
by
liberal
and
enlightened
from: the Way-Bills of an Expressthe
trip,
a®
moderate
figure.
On
similar
sight-seeing and. calling on friends in PeQuite a good campaign . document, and we
conditions another cart was engaged for the Boston is at its- hight, .and gently arrang- views, though it would be idle to pretend don’t believe but that it what is was intend- man” is the title of a book giving the rise and
king.
.
progress of the Express business in this country.
ing his papers before him, looks serenely that it was adopted for their sake rather than
baggage, and we were off.
ois
ed for.
*
*
La
*
*
It has just been : published by Lee & Shepard,
around upon the large audience gathered for our own.
Thus we reasoned on Monday morning
But this hospitality, itis eviOur route lay past the Great Bell, which
Literature and a devotion to expressage
Boston.
REDUCTION OF THE REVENUE.
* in Tientsin, . But. a week of precious time we had visited before, then nearly north- to hear. him. Itis the causerie which he dent, has been carried to a dangerous extent,
are not often found wedded together, and this
had elapsed. It had taken a day and a half west to Wang-shu-shan, a high hill in the has undertaken—the familiar and delicate and it has also been shamefully abused by
The total reduction of revenue by the volume is said to be a rather crude and unsatisto get the boats and make necessary prepa- midst of the Emperor's pleasure grounds enunciation-of his ideas in the form invent- many of those who have eagerly accepted it. new tariff and tax bill is $53,057,259.
The factory work. The subject is a fruitful one,
rations for starting ‘from Tientsin.
The about the Summer Palace. To the hill the ed by our sprightly yet thoughtful French ‘The time has evidently come when the duty on salt in bulk is 8 cents, in bags, however, and contains no end of anecdote ‘and .
»
boatmen could not be induced {o start the road crosses a level plain with. few objects friends—and the ladies! throng to hear him government is called upon to take some sacks, barrels or other packages, 12 cents incident,
Charles Lever, the Irish novelist, whose last
same day they were engaged; it would of interest. Old ‘temples, mostly in ruins, in greater numbers even than when he ap- measures for the security of our American per 100 pounds.
The existing duties are
take them at least twenty-four hours to with large parks attached—extensive do- peaks in the attitude of the lecturer. A society from this indiscriminate inundation reduced to 10 per centum on all manufac- bookis so lately from the hands of the author
that the public have hardly had time to turn its
¢ wet ready.”
;
mains enclosed by the ruins of old walls, red curtain hangs behind him, getting off in of foreigners. It should take some pains to tures of cotton or of which cotton is a com- pages, died June 3d, at Trieste, where he held
It had taken four days against the current ‘pointed out lands belonging to the Crown, sharp relief the keen and noble outline of know the antecedents and character of these ponent part of the chief value, on all man- the office of British consul.
?
and wind, poling and pulling, to reach or perhaps confiscated princely estates, his features, the head thrown foward with human cargoes which are every day brought ufactures wholly or in part of wool or part
Henry Ward Beecher’s ““ Lectures on PreachToongchow, We were still tired and lame Here and “there at long intervals were the poise of daring . assertion, and the face to our ports. All other cargoes are inspect= of alpaca and .other like animals, and on ing,” delivered the last winter before the Divinfrom the thumping and bumping and walk- peasants’ cottages.
The men were seen now animated with all the ‘warmth and en- ed,and admitted with something like nation- alliron, steel or other metals ‘and other ity School of Yale College, are to be published
ing on the stone paved road. A week affer busy gathering their ‘harvests or carrying thusiasm of a genuine poetic admiration, al'approval, Why should shiploads of immi- manufactures, which ' include pig iron, about the middle of this month by J. B. Ford

FOR THE

FAMILY.

Visiting

and sight-seeing, the days flew

quickly past, till it was too late to go that
week, and return before Sunday.

with
grass, had each a little yellow flag
stuck in his load. This was, likely, for the

The Horning Star.

our arrival in Tientsin, and barely ready to

start for the Great Wall, nor *‘ so bright

and

early”

as was necessary to accomplish

it in three days! Besides, some of our party
were thoroughly ‘used up” by the jolting

their

products,

in

carts

or

on

asses, 10

saddened

and reserved with the diffi-

grants alone be introduced into the country,
without any regard to the effect which their

market. You meet camels, horses, mules dence of the habitual student @nd the man
and donkeys, riddén, bearing Bu¥dens or of reverie. Side-lights from each wing of presence here may produce upon our highest
drawing carts, as the case’may be. One the stage throw a sharp light upon the am- | interest gs a people ?
:
train of twenty-four patient camels moved ple manuscript on the reading-desk,
“This matter is beyond the power of the
for the

on the: stone road, and utterly unableto | past with their long leisurely ‘stride, A
proceed for'a day or two.
f
rain of donkeys going intp the city laden
A}

now

philosopher and poet is now rapidly nearing seventy years of age, and the fatigues

States to control.

It demands the action

of

Congress, and the intervention of the nation.
§

but a duty of $15 per ton isimposed on all
moisic iron, made

process.

from

sand

ore

by

one

The specific reduction on copper

and lead are stricken out, and those metals
are now includedgin the 10 per cent. reduetion, The tariff does not touch wines or
liquors.

& Cou, New York.
}
Appletow’s Journul is soon to commence a
new novel by James DeMille, entitled, “ An

Open Question.”

. ~~

#

George Sand is said to be engaged on

of Christ.”
‘Madame Ratazzi has
against Woman's Rights.

a * Life

ih
written

a

i
pamphlet
:

3

fox

rahe
We feel sure that there are many Christian

sisters in America, who would be adapted
to this work, and who

would

and do it, if they oly knew
nen 4
“ Come oper and help us.”

bettering the condition

rt

‘The Macedonian,
cry comes up from this
place, on every breeze that passes, Come

over and help us.

:

Bhudruck is a native town
very large number

of

come

how

much

they could do in gladdening the hearts, and

Bhudtuck.
hy

gladly

containing a

inhabitants,

sisters in India.

of their neglected

At fhe present time, we

look upon the Zenapa teaching as the most
interesting and hopeful part of our mission
work, . For years and years the gospel has
been preachéd here in Balasore, and these

proud Babus have heeded it not.

When

and is the missionaries have preached the gospel
between Lin the bazars and markets, they hate passBalasore and Cuttack, forty-three
miles ed by as though they noticed them not,
from the former, and sixty-three from the and when they chancedto meet a missionalatter towny and is the capital of a rich, ry in the streets, they were almost! sure to
‘open, ind’; populous distriet, bearing the pass by on the other side. This we say in
same name.
regard to a certain class of Babus, as a matThis place has often been visited by our ter of course.
-"
missionaries.
We have, time and again,
Noy, many of these proud men have
pitched our tents in its old mango groves ; “opened their doors to the Zenana teachers,
we have attended the large markets that and have asked them to come

situated on the great pilgrim road

are held, almpst daily, in its immediatevicinity : we have visited the surrounding

in and teach

quired,. We do not assert that * both in- of six days' continuance, he gave continua ‘to fall into conversation with him. * I told
And the earth grows fore like heaven
fants and adults are sinmers,” but that all evidence of a faithspurified from doubt, and him frankly the state of feeling. I repre- ‘more-of
such lamps there are lit on it,
were included in the result. of Adam's sin. a soul at peace with God,
:
Yer sented thatit was® very desirable that the
For he, the federal head and representative
The day before He‘dled, he called for matter should go no further unless there’
of the whole race, bound his posterity; and bread, and said he wanted to eat that por- was a prospect that he would
consider
in the breaking of the covenant, * sin en-i tion that would glorify God. And then, favorably a call if it werd”
given him. He
tered intd the world, and deathby sin,” as though he was administering the Supper, replied with equal frankness. He said
that
that “ the judgment was by one to con- ‘he ate and gave to his wife. He then sang he was delighted
with the place and with
Reach Down to Them...

the

S. SS Wepartment.

demnation, but the free gift is of many ef two verses of the hymn commencing,
fenses unto’ justification. ‘For ify one ©
“My God, the Spring of all my joys.”

man's offense death reigned by one; much
One .who witnessed
more they which receive ‘abundance of “And the communion,

grace and of the gift of rightéousness, sill
reign in life by one,Jesus Christ.”

5: 12, 16, 17.

Romans

his

dving

hand, was

the scene writes:
administered with
indeed like

the Mas-

ter’s farewell to the types and shadows until
that day when the new wine shall be tasted

Then, by a correct rendering of the arti- in the Father's Kingdom,”
cle inthe Star of Feb. 7, the difficulties of
Brother Lee left a wife, with whom he had
a writer in the Star of March 13th will all
livgd for thirty years, and two sons and one
vanish, But itis said: —‘ As GGT is the daughter to mourn their loss. A sermon
creator of infants, he is under obligations was preached at his funeral by Rev. Mr.
to secure their happiness, unless they .be- Norton, of the'M. E. chureh. He had ats
come rebels against his government, and tended a session of the Q. M. at Masonville,
thus forfeit that protection.” Can the Infi- —was takensick soon after JMis arrival at
nite be under obligation to the finite? his home, but kept.about for a week, and

their wives and daughters, and now when
we meet them, they come. across the street Can infants, while they remain infants, be
was present at a funeral,and made a remark
and give us the most familiar salutation, held—under a dispensation of mercy—as
that be hoped) when he’ came. to the close; of
saying, Your lady has been at my house, and accountable beings, and thus forfeit the
J life his work might be done and well done.
is teaching my wife to read and work.
protection of God?
And may we not as
The following resolutions were passed by
Surely, raising up the women of this { well ask why God has created man with
Quarterly Conference in view of Dro. Lee's
country, is bringing down the haughtiress | capability to sin? | &
:
death :
.
|
of . thé men, and preparing
We believe that the atonement is not of
them for the re- ||
the Lord in his infinite wisdom
ception of the gospel.
5.%
justice buf of mercy.
Man could not have andWhereas
allwise Providence has seen
fit to call
Ia“conclusion, let us say, the field is demanded it as his-right, * but God so from the scenes of earthly confl®t and gos-

the ‘people,

He

wanted to come. “There

was only one obstacle.

He understood that

we paid our Rormer pastor only £1,200 a

year. He couid not undertake to live on
that.
“In fact,” said he, ‘‘ they want me very
mutch at North Bizzy, in Connecticut. They
pay there $1,500 a year,

uring town.

It. is a manufact-

I do not think either

the

so-

ciety or the work would be as congenial as

like .the quiet of your
in Wheathedge.
raral parish. I appreciate the advantages
it would afford me for study. But 8300 is
I do not want to
a good deal of money.
Mercenary,

be

Mr.

Laicus,

but

I do not

»

A needed

\

lesson

in religious

and influence is well stated

and

teaching
illustrated

by the “Rev: W. M. Taylor, in the Sunday

School Times :
The other evening a gentleman told me
that he went into the room where his son
was taking lessons in singing, and found
the tutor urging the boy to sound a certain
note.
Every time the lad made the attempt,
however, he fell short, and his teacher kept

saying

to him,

*‘ Higher!

was all to no.

higher!”

But it

purpose until, descending to

the tone which
the boy was sounding, the
musician accompanied him with his own
voice, and led
him gradually up to that
which he desired him to sing; and then he
sounded it with ease.
As 1 heard this simple incident déseribed,
I received a lesson from it in the winning
of souls to the higher life that is in Christ,

want to be pinched.”
I assured him that no -such diffitulty
villages, and have long felt the great deshould stand in his way. When I returned
sirableness of occupying this ash Mission
I found he had expressed the same sentistation. ! 2
¥
ments to Deacon Goodsole and Mr. Whea- and I should wish to share it with the readWe have not failed to ‘express our feelers of The Sunday School Times.
We
ton. We were all agreed that we would must put ourselves in some respects upon a
ings frankly to oyr Society on this subject,
do
as
well us North Bizzy. So we gave level with those whom we would elevate,
_ and to urge on ir attention; Both by leti
him a calf at 81,500. Possibly we presumes if we would be snccessful in raising them,
}er and in person, the importat@e of occuedtoo much; but we generally considered | This is the: great gospel law, and it has {1%
pying this field; but, so far_as the plea has
most glorious illustration in the work of.
it as good as settled.
been noticed at all, the reply has hitherto widening on every side—it
the Lord Jesus himself.
is ripe, and all loved the world, that he gave his only be- pel labor, our dear brother and fellow-laThe Sabbath after the call he came to |
been, ‘ Where are, the men? and where
In dealing with the young, for example,
ready for the harvest. The band of labor- | gotten Son,” to restore to life, and to re- | borer Rev. John S. Lee, to his reward
| Wheathedgze.
are the means?” = Surely a significant, ers is small and feeble,
This time he brought his | we must become ourselves young again in
A
deem Yhe world, and, therefore it is that | above, therefore,
and, ‘thoubh, we
thdugh tous, we must confess, a sad and trust,
Resolved,
1. As a Conference represent- | young: wife, with him.
The ladies were ! thought and feeling for the time, entering
it is trying to do .what it can, we *¢ our lives are hid with Christin God.”
into their experiences, their difficulties, their .
(ing the Delaware and Clayton Q. M., that | more charmed than ever. All Wheathedge
humiliating reply !
otra
sometimes fear, awfully fear, that some one
:
occupations, and even into. their amuseA. J. CooLy.
we
will
meekly
and
most
quietly
bow
to
the
turned. out to see and liear our new minis- | ments, if we would do them permanent
- Bhudruck seems to be the center of the may faint,
and fall, at his solitary post, |
Port Byron, N. Y.
expressed will of our Heavenly Father, and ter.
He remained over to our weekly | good, or lead them to the highest happiness
Oriya field, where the-Oriya language pre- without a
say “Thy will be done.”
;
single one to take his place.
We must find out that which
prayer-meeting. . It was astonishing what a | in Christ.
vails, and, as the idea of re-occupying Sam2.
That
we
most
heartily
and
devoutly
Is this always so tobe ? Are we always
Early Sketches.—No. 29.
deeply interests them, and descendextend our Christian sympathy to our dear spirit of devotion was awakened in our [most
bhalpore, one of our former stations, seems to have
our hands tied, our hearts pained,
|| ing to that and entering iuto their interests,
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
sister Lee and family, in the severe afflic- church.
I have never seen the praver- | we shall, by the help of God, be able to
to be abandoned, at present, and perhaps
and our hopes crushed for the want of the
/
——
——
tion they are called upon to endure, in the meeting-so fully attended.
forever, we think it highly important that a
He seemed ful- lead them up more easily to nobler things
needed reinforcements ?
| ELD. RANDALL IN 1807.
In former arti- death of a beloved husband and a kind and ly to reciprocate
our “enthusiasm. He and | This is a diferent thing, however, from
Mission station should be established there
affectionate
father.
We candidly propose these questions, and | cles some account of the founder of our deThere is
at once.
.
3. That we will ever pray God, that he | his wife were tireless in the praises of the | speaking childishly to'a child.
shall anxiously wait for the reply.
| nomination has been given. Just a few will grant them the consolations of his beauties of Wheathedge.
nothing
which
young
people
so
soon disThrough the kind interest of Mr. Beames,
“It is just the |
cover, and so bitterly resent, as the effort
:
| notes of his last labors and death will suffice. grace, in this dark hour of their life, which place,” said Mrs. Uncannon,
- B. B. Smuts.
the Collector and magistrate of Balasore,|
* in whieh I to speak down to thgm in * baby talk.”
Balasore, Apr. 16, 1872. .
{
The year 1807 was the last of his exten- shall be equal to their peculiar trial.
4
should choose to spend my days.”
we have been able -to obtain Government
Of] Everything like thal an offense. Bat
4. That, in the death of our dear brother,
| sive public work in the gospel field. He
course this saying was repeated all over the | when they see that one
land on which to locate several of the |
feels a genuine inwe
feel
that
the
cause
of
God
suffers
the
| made it a very busy and laborious one, al- loss of an earnest, zealous and faithful parish, and this evidence of her
youths from our Famine Orphanages, withapprecin- | terest in what they delight in, and knows
Infant
Salvation.
| though much of the time he was in very fiend, and an able ministér of Jesus Christ. tive taste increased
about it, and loves it in its own place
in thirteen miles of Bhudruck, on a cross
very measurably her | much
—as much as they do, then they give to such
| poor health. Yet in weakness he traveled Therefore we who remain will endeavor own and her
road leading to the Bay of Bengal, where
husbands popularity.
:
A previous article asserts, that Adam sep- much and preached with great effort to con- to be more vigilant in the Master's service
an one their hands and their hearts 00; and
there is a seaport and communication, by arated himself from
He went away Thursday morning with- | he may lead them to the Lord with ease. _
God, that this separa- | gregations, and witnessed great and good and will strive to preach with greater fidelisteam, with Calcutta.
Five of the boys tion is spiritual
ty the unsearchable riches of Christ, which out giving a final and definite answer. Dea- | A brother in the ministry whom I knew
death, also, that Adam results of the phwer of God.
from the Balasore school have already gone
was a work so dear and precious to him con Goodsole indeed asked him point blank | and loved in Scotland, teld me that one
transmitted to his posterity his own depray- |
evening, when a farmer's son had been sent
“ His work was burden bearer,
even to the last of life.
to the new settlement, where they have
for one. He replied that though his mind |
ed nature. Wethink that these conclusions |
Though strength was almost gone;
5. That we deeply sympathize with the was about made up, still he felt that so sol- | to drive him home in a gig, a distance of
built their houses and are making arrangesome six or seven miles, he got into conare deducible from the Scriptures. Yet it
He shouted as journeyed,
church at Spring Valley, of which our de- emi a connection
ments for cultivating the present year.
oughf not to be made | tersation with the lad. He talked about
Deliverance will come.”
appears to be exceptionable doctrine, to |||
parted brother was pastor at the time of his
We are expecting them all in, in a few
‘without a prayerful consideration. This | the farm, the. horses and the dog; then by
|
one, at least,
Ave. 8. He arrived home from a preach- death, and pray God to send them another
It is asked in the Star of |||
days, to be married to “the girls they have
was all very proper.
faithful
wninister
to
break
to
them
the
bread
We waited, with pa- | some subtle link of associntion, the subject
March 13th, in reference to the results of | ing ‘tour to Ashley, Mass.
He had been
of life.
Con.
selected from Sister Crawford's school. As
tience, till this decorous delay should be! wds changed to that of the sehool. ‘My
friend soon discovered that arithmetic
original sin, ‘“ Can the writer believe that gone 12 days, and attended meetings nearly |
the season for cultivating the soil is apover. But we already considered him our | was the favorite study of the lad, so he askAdam had a power even beyond that of the every day. He bled frequentlyat the lungs,
proaching, they will be likely ta stop with
| ed lim what he was doing in that.
pastor.
Infinite One, to make all his posterity sin- and recordsin his journal that on his way
Jilting a Church.
us but a few days after their marriage, and
“Oh,” replied the bow, “IT am in Profit
It was the next week that Deacon Goodnets?” We believe that all power in pos- home, about 100 miles, he left blood in severa
—
then we shall have to send away the five
sole camé into my house one ¢vening, in a || and Loss.” ** Can you do all the example
session of finite beings is derived from God. al places in every town.
| in it? *Yes, -some of them were very
youthful and inexperienced families, to deRev, Lyman Abbott has not sat down state of great excitement. He had an open hard, but I have done them all. 1 did the
If Adam had] power to enter into covenant
For many years he rarely failed of atpend in a great measure upon themselves.
last one to-day.” ‘I think I eould give
relation withthe Infinite One, then By this | tending Yearly Meeting in Edgecomb, Me., among the congregation these last few letterjn his hand. ** Look there,” said he. || you
Now, this is just what we want, to have our
one in that
covenanting power, he might bind his pos- | or in that vicinity. There he found, * The years for nothing. He has been a keen ob- “The church at North Bizzy is trying to “1 doubt it, Letrule that you could not do."
me hear it.” “It is this,
school children thrown upon their own reserver
of
the
ways
and
methods
of
clergyget
omar
minister
away
from
us.”
terity in the consequence .of his own act. | Lord had much people.” Early in Sept. he
“What shall it profit a man if he should
sources, and learn, as much as possible, to
The
letter
was from Mr. Uncannon.
It | gain the whole world and lose his own
The meeting wis in Edgecomb, {amen as well as church-members, and the
This also, we think, is deducible from the was there.
depend on themselves. But how can we
habit of ministers who flirt with various was te the effeet that the church at North | soul? Could you work that out?” “ No m
Scriptares,and therefore, we are not charge- but he was able to be present but a few hours
help caring for them? We must look after
able with holding to an adsurd view of the each day, and could not preach. This was | | ehurchi-committees, and end by jilting the Bizzy were taking measures to secure «| said the boy, as a thoughtful expression
“ Nobody
them more or less. At whatever sacrifice, result
whole of them except that one that offers parsonage. He preferred to come to Wheat- | came over his counténaunce.
of original sin; for if Adam, by rea- his last visit to that section.
hedge, but he did not know what he should { could do that one.”
we must go out and see them.
We must
|
the
largest
salary,
is
made
the
subject
of
Oct. 21 and 22, he was in Quarterly Meetson of the fall, became depraved in nature,
His confidence and affection having been
see if they are abounding in the truth, as it
do for a house. There had been, he be- thus won, our friend preached to him a lithis posterity, being bound by his act, were ing for the last time. It was in Deerfield.Eld. pretty sharp satire in the following article:
is in Jesus. We must hear their complaints,
Wheathedge is in a fever of excitement, lieved, some talk of building 4 parsonage | tle sermon full of love and pathosewhich
Simeon Dana preached once and Randall,
included in sin, and without the atonement,
if they have them to make, sympathize
—not
very agreeable excitement.
Disap- at Wheathedge.
He felt very desirous to | issued in his conversion to the Lord.
feeling the word like fire, preached ‘twice.
all must be chargeable injsin. Therefore,
with them, and give them, as far as we are
take his bride to her ‘“home"—not to de- |
pointment
and
anger
are
curiously
comone of the results of the atonement is to It was said he bad great freedom.
pend on bearding-houses or landlords. If | Fartn 1x TIME Of Thoeste. A little
able, the needed advice. Yet, they must, reinstate the
Nov. 7,8 and 9, he was in Yearly Meet- mingled. Little knots of mén and women
posterity of Adam in the favor
this could be provided, he thought it would | story of the war:
gathered
after
church
on
Sunday
in
excited
necessarily, need more attention than we of God, as well as to
lay a foundation for ing for the last time. It was in Gorham,
discussion. A by-stander might overhear settle the question; for both he and his | Our storekeeper, anEnglishman, earnest,
can give them, living as we do, fifty-six repentance, without which there
Me.
He
gave
the
closing
discourse
from
is no salng, patriotic, and a Christian,
miles away, and with more work on our vation for actual transgressors.
‘1st Peter, 1:22. ‘‘ Seeing ye bave purified in these conferences such phrases dropped wife infinitely preferred the ** clear air and hard-worki
was asked one day, when our supply of
sunny
skies,
and
grand
as
““Shameful.”
“It's
too
bad.”
‘“If
he
old
mountains,
hands than we sometimes know how to
and!
That infants were included in the results yourselves by obeying the truth,” &e.
provisions was getting very low, to cut
is that sort of man, it's very fortunate we glorious river basking in the golden sug; | the
do!
>
slices of bread whiclt he gave * the
of original sin, we think to be probable— The Christian warrior returned home pale
light,”
and
did
not
get
him.”
¢
I
have
no
faith
in
mnso
forth,
to
the dust and soot | boys” a little thinner:
Now, if we had a missionary family at at least, as probable as that they were not. and wan,and was soon to give up the weapons
isters,” and the like. Do you ask what is and noise of man’ busy but dirty industry.
“Oh, no 1 said he, ‘“I. can't, the poor
Bhudruck, they could go out to the new Leaving Scripture inference
s, we may take of the Holy War for the congperor’s erown.
fellows are so hunguy.”
the matier? Weihave been jilted.
“ Very well,” said I/
settlement, in the morning before it would’ the visible governm
“1
do
&
not
care
to
ent of God as being
I will not give names, at least not the bid against the church/at North Bizzy. But | * But our bread will soom be gone.”
get to be hot, and could return in the even- analogous to that of his invisible govern- f
Rev. John S. Lee.
‘“ Well, I bave faith thag the Lord will
true ones. For I have no inclination to ia- I have always wanted a parsonage at | send
/ing, if they should wish, after the heat of ment. In the visible government of God,
us more before we are
quite out.”
nye
: volve myself in a newspaper controversy, Wheathedge.
I will be one of five to. pay
day had passed, and thus carry on that part we find that infants and adults alike are inHe was: allowed to take his own course,
Rev. John 8. Lee died in Fayette, Fayand none to injure the prospects of a youmg the rent for this year, and one of ten to though advised to be as spaving as possible.
of their work to good advantage.
ette Co., Iowa, Mar. 10, 1872.
cluded in the resultsof Adam’s disobediThe day wore away, and still the hungry
:
1t is not only the ten that are now to ence, and by’ thé analogy of the case, we _. This venerable minister, who has now man who possesses qualities which fit him build one next year.”
for abundant
usefulness, if vanity and , Deacon Goodsole started a subscription erowd of soldiers pressed avoundieur doors. .
commence the new
settlement that .will must infer that they, as well as adults, must
gone to receive the reward of Christian
The last loaf was
the shelf. A
‘thoughtlessness do not make shipwreck of paper on the spot. Ina few days we had hundred delegates taken from
need to be looked after; but as there isa
were yet tovhave their
have perished had not the atonement been fidelity and zeal, was born in Orange Counhim,
secured a house for the yéar, and money supper. But. there were no cragkers, wo
prospect of our obtaining a large quantity
made. We find that all were involved in ty, N. Y., Oct. 8, 1808. At an early age he
For six months now we have been with- enough te make our building operation cer- meat, no bread for them, or for the still unof land in that direction, and as our chil- ruin, when by the deluge God, because of removed with his parents to Schuyler Counout a pastor. We are hard to suit. Mr. tain. The Deacon wrote Mr. Uncannon fed soldiers who; weary with wounds and
dren are pleased with the idea of going the wickedne
ss of man,destroyed the world ; ty, where he resided till the Autumn of
Wheaton was right. Wheathedge is a pe- accordingly. We expected his answer forth- a long, limping march from the field-hospithere, we hope, in a little while, to have a
tal, lingered
also ‘in the destruction of the cities of the 1865, when he removed to Iowa.
at our rooms for morsel of
with, and his arrival soon after. Wheat- food,
large settlement of Christians in that, place. plain for the same cause, In either of the
a cup of eoffée, and a
He was' converted at the age of thirty, culiar place, and requires a very peculiar
of direcman. But about six weeks ago thére came hedge wasat last satisfied.
We are glad to say that nine out of the ten,
tion about the trains for B#Mtiwore and
under the faithful preaching of Eld. Steal,
infants
that
claimed
be
it
will
cited,
cases
Imagine then, if you can, the ehagrin Philadelphia.
=
along a very peculiar man. He seemed to
who are now going out fo commence for
were actual transgressors? We find, also, and united with the F. Baptist church in
Just at the last moment, when our faith
and disappointment which was caused
themselves, are members of the Balasore
be
just
adapted
to
the
place.
He
was
fresh
that in the law given at Sinai, the sin of the Veteran, N.Y. At once he resolved on the
almost exhaused,, an imuense load of
from the seminary. He had a wife but no when, last. Sunday morning, a letter was ‘was
and Jellasore churches, and are in good
provisions stopped befere our quarters, and
parents was to be visited on their children. entire consecration of his life to the work
standing. If they only maintain the Chrischildren. He wis full of enthusiasm. As read from Mr. Uncannon to Mr. James the drivers asked for the agents of the ComSce Exodus 20: 5. We believe that the of the Christian Ministry. The Bible betian faith and character, what an influence
a preacher he was free from conventional- Wheaton, Chairman of the Board of Trus- mission. “ We have brought bread, lint,
atonement restored infants to just that spir-- came his study, and he soon became
ism, bright, sparkling, brilliant ; more bril- tees, declining the call.
they will be able to exert on the heathen
Mr. Uneannon bandages, ‘jellies and wines; we don't
itual status they would have had if Adam thoroughly convinced of his call to the
liant than warm. In private life he was so- had given it his most prayerful comsidera- know just who ave the most needy, but we
around them !
4
had never sinned. This will not be consid- work, and was licensed to preach by the
have confidence in you. Will you distribFor a long time a strong desire has been ered a different salvation from that by which Chemung Q. M. About tive years subse- cial, genial, unministerial. . Old Aunt Sue’ tion. He was deeply moved by the warm ute these things for us? The stores had
manifested on the part of the Babus of adults are saved, for if it were possible for quently he was ordained at Veteran,ht a did indeed complain that when he called weleome which had been accorded to him. come a hundred ang three miles.
there he did not offer to pray with her. He had hoped that the Lord would make it
Bhudruck, for
a girls’ school, and for some
Never again did'4ve chide the stére-keepadults to live without sin, they would be session of the Q. M. The sermon was
one to teach their wives in. their Zenanas, under the atonement,” conditioned as the preached by Elder Wright.
.
= And good old Father Haines said he wished plain that it was to be his privilege to cast er's faith, nor did our stock of provisions .
it there was less poetry and more Christ in his lot with us. But the Lord had order- ever again give out while we remained at
and recently Mrs. Smith has taken meas- infant, but the ,atonement reaches further
~The path of duty, though plain, was
Gettysourg.
ures to settle a Christian family there for and provides for the pardon of the actual hedged about. ‘with many discouragements in his sermons. But neither old Aunt Sue ed it otherwise. The Providential indicanor
old
Father
Haines
contribute
mueh
tions
to
seemed to him clear that it was his
that purpose. Rebecca, the wife and moth- transgres
sor. We, therefore, do not believe and trials. Like many others, who entered
er in the family, is the eldest daughter of that ¢ infants of to-day are punished for a the ministry at that time, he had not receiv- the - support of the church, -and their criti- duty to labor in amother field. But he unit“Tue BmLE Is THE Root.” A son of
our lamented Bro. Rama, our first Native sin committed six thousand years ago, with ed a thorough education, and he felt deeply cisms did nothing to abate the general en- ed his prayers with ours that the Great one of the priests of Mysore, who had been
aroused by reading a tract to deep anxiety
Preacher, and has gained the reputation of which they can have nothing to do.” Only the lack of the same, and was led to depend thusiasm., Jim Wheaton said he was just Bishop would soon send us a pastor who for
the salvatiom of his soul, traveled nearthe
man,
and
promised
to
double
his
sukshould
feed
us
with
the
bread
of life,
an excellent Zenana teacher in Balasore. in their physical conditions they are suffer- more entirely on the Divine Word, and the
ly two hundred miles to visit a missionary
The Babus have raised an encouraging sub- ers. To call in question the justice of God influence of the Holy Spirit, in his ministe- scription, if necessary, to get him. Deacon ~Deacon Goodsole says that the Providen- in order to learn the way of God more per1 tial indicatiqps are a salary of $1,800 and a fectly. On one ogcasion he was very much
scription, not only for the support of the in this, will be:to call in question the pre- rial labors. His Christian experience was | Goodsole was scarcely less enthusiastic.
parsonage ; and Mr, Wheaton says if any |:interested in reading Btinyan’s. ¢ Pilgrim's
do
not
think
there
“was
a
dissenting
voice
school, but alse for defraying Mrs, Smith's rogatives of God, and shall we, the work- one of peculiar trial, yet faith triumphed at
among the ladies; and the young folks other young man succeeds in playing us off Progress.” He said several times to the
expenses in going occasionally to superin- manship of his hand, find fault therewi ? last, and he could say :
.
missionary who -had taught him and given
th
were absolutely unanimous.
against a rival parish he is mistaken ; that's him the book, that it was better than the
tend it. They have also heen raising a sub- The act of pardon passed in the mind of |
Not the eross then ‘do I bear,
“If we only get Mr. Uncannon,” said all.
Even gentle Jennie is, indignant. Bible. The missionary pointed him to the
scription for a school house, anil have been God, andsugt in the mind of man. Its proBut the cross it beareth me.
/
:
Jim Wheaton to me one morning, as we “Of all flirtation, ministerial flirtation scene before him, and said:
waiting only for Mrs. Smith t" go and se- visions are those of a merciful God. By it
While
connected
with
Chemung
Q.
M.
“Do
you
see
that
beautiful
mango-tree
seems
to
me
rode
to
the
city
in®the
cars
together,
*‘
in
to
be the worst,” she says;
lect the location, and now, while I am writ- the irresponsible infant was restored to that
thare.P"
:
:
s
ing, she is there for that very purpose. The union with God which was severed by orig- he labored many years as pastor of the Vet- three weeks we will drain the Methodist and truth to tell she never had much pa“Yes,” was the Hopi.
eran
and
Odessa
churches,
also
with
many
church dry of its young folks.”
‘| tience. with any other.
interest that'they are now taking in the ed“ Don’t you see the beautitul fruit which
inal sin, and by i¢ ‘actual transgressors are, neighboring churches as a revivalist,
Personally I have no taste for foraging in
Ido not want to judge Mr. Uncannon too drops its nectar on the ground?”
ucation of their. wives and children is surwith
the
additional”
requirement
of
repentAfter
removing
West
he
became
connectother men's fields. But I knew that Jim harshly. In fact I am not in a very judicial
Vest:
prising to us all, and ought we not, like ance and faith, included in the same result.
ed with the church at Spring Valley, where Wheaton would. not appreciate my senti- frame of mind,
“Don’t you eat the fruit and enjoy its
© wise servants,to take the advantage of this
But, whatever his intent,
sweetness
“For as in Adam all died, even go in Christ he has labored faithfully to advance the ments, and so I kept silence.
“ Yes.”
y
wide-opening field ?
shall all be made alive.” 1st Cor, 15: 22. We Master’s cause and to disseminate those lib- Mr. Uncannon preached for us two, Sab- his ministerial coquetry has injured the
“And where would that tree be if there
cause of Christ in Wheathedge more than
Now, what we want is a mission’ family ; do not believe that * original sin is spiritual eral principles which were so dear to his
© butif wecan not have that at once, why death,” and do not so assert, but that the heart. Naturally benevolent, with an un- baths. He spent the intervening week in a year of preaching can benefit it in North was no root to it?”
“‘Oh,” said the man, *“ now I see what you
will not some sister of age, piety, experi- result of that sin was spiritual death, inas- bounded charity for all men, it seemed the Wheathedge. He. visited, with Deacon Bizzy. Meanwhile, the parsonage, which mean:
the Bible is the. root, and all the
Goodsole,most of the leading families. He we hired, lies vacant on our hands, and
ence, and executive management,come and ‘much as that, by it, God and mad were
other
good
books in the world are produced
highest
pleastire
of
his
life
to
‘preach
the
stopped at Mr. Wheaton's,
If they had waits for an occupant,
take charge of the Zenana work there ?
from it.”
separated. It will not be claimed that man word, to be instant in season, out of season,
been charmed with him in the pulpit, they
The lesson was a timely one, and proba-

While visiting that place, a short time can have spiritual life without regeneration.

to reprovél to rebuke with all long-suffer- were delighted with him in the parlor, The |since, one of the Babys told me that if such This results, to the infant by restoring them ing aid doctrine.” Together with those ge- second Sabbath
I do not think there would + Heaven is called a world of light. The
a lady would come, out from America,he -without conditions, andto the adult by the nial and social ‘qualities, which made him ‘have been a
dissenting voice to the call,
best books say there is no night there;

would pay Rs. 830

per month

toward her’ exercise of faith, repentancetand obedience. welcome in all homes, he possessed a
There was
one difficulty. It was
‘support; It is true, this Babu is a servant Is,then,the one saved by a different process Christia” dignity, which commanded re- considered veryonly doubtful
if we could get
of the British government, and is liableto front.the other? We think not; but more spect, and a loving earnestness, which him, That
doubt I undertook to solve.
be removed,but we see by this how anxious is required’ of the one than of the, other, reached the heart.
a
Monday he feturned to the city, I went
they are to havé the work go on,
v
for where much is given much will be reDuring his last sickness, which was only | down on
»

the same train, and tpok

occasion

that
the fice of God is the sun that fills it with

a day that can have no end. Now all the
hearts that burn with His love here are
lamps that shine with the same light that

bly was never forgotten, Nor should we
ever forget, while enjoying - the, sweetness

of some” work

which

sends forth, that

which

in any

it springs.

soil, and

of Christian

the

»

press

Plant

that blessed root

by and by the luscious fruits

literature

will

sprip

orth.

Fail to plant the Bible, and we shall look
in vain for all the sweet « nd rofreshing

His facd gives out to all who live in heaven, | fiuite,~ Macedonian.
o

the Christian

Bible is the root from
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© Mr. Hepworth’s New CHarch.
of the recent Con-

gregational Reunion’ in New
tly

Acre.

in the

‘| course of his remarks uttered these noble

pe

1 like that ancient Saxon phrase, which calls
The burial ground God’s acre! Itis just!
It
consecrates each grave within its walls,
d breathes a benison o’er the sleéping dust.

bby

i

:

words

The seed that they have
garnered in their hearts;
Their bread of life; alas! no more their own.
Into its furrows shall we all be cast,
In the sure faith that we shall rise again

dows in Divinity Hall at Cambridge.

Comfort to those who in the grave have sown

At the great harvest, when the

archangel’s blast

Shall winnow, like a fan, the chaff and grain,

Then shall the good stand in immortal bloom,

In the fair gardens of that second birth;
And each bright blossom mingle its perfume
With Sit of flowers which never bloomed on
earth.

x

Wily thy rude plowshare, Deathttura up the
Y

And spread the furrow for the seed we sow;
This is the field and acre of our God,
Thik is the place where human markets grow !
:
= Longfellow.

eighteen years old, looking

out of the win-

That

old dream has haunted me wherever I have
upon my path now and
been; it has come
but now, thank Heaven,

then like a shadow ;

path like a sunbeam.

it shines upon that

shall be no respecter
1 want a church which
of persons, a church where the rustling silk
and the noiseless calico can sit. side by side

pray

and

God.

same

to the

-

——

I want a

horeh w ere the home-spun coat and the
swallow tail shall stand side by side and

Aiur aati

white
Jesus,

:

‘Dear

lovest

the

and

blessed

r, and

opeénest

the eyes of the blind, I
thank thee that thou
hast not hidden thyself from u poor blind

girl, And since T ean not read thy heavenbe dark like my poor
dear

eyes.

Jesus,

I can see with

and .thou

knowest

paroles pen-

sing of their common wants and supplicate
a common mercy. I think the danger in
ling danger it is,—is the Sauter of aristoc-

Christ Gentle, Compassionate.

our American

to-day,—and a start

the sweet words as I read P”

:

than slarming.
racy. It seems to me more
Christian Economy.
It is the wild firebrand of the hour. It is
The secret of the adoration of the Virgin
t danger that stares us in the Mary by the Roman Catholic Church is
the onl
theories
republican
have
we
le
face.
The Church of Christ holds in trust for the
found in that intense craving for Sympathy
Master all the means and powers of every. of politics, our theories of religion are so which is common in the human breast.
kind which it can control ; and it is bound to elastic that we build a barn for the poor, tender, sympathizing, heavenly friend. is
administer this trust economically and wise- and we build a palace for the rich, as though wanted, and sucha friend they believe to
ly, just as the individual Christian is bound God cared under what roof you worship, be found pre-eminently in the kind, grayour heart, and
to employto the best advantage his gifts so you worship Him with
cious Mother of our Lord. Hence they exand possessions, Our word talent originally not with your clothes. lknow there isa alt Mary in their hearts and worship, and
meant a sum of morfey; the Saviour’s use of peerage ; I know there is in every society,
proportionately depreciate her Divine Son.
democratic it may be, a
it in a parable led to its adoption into our no matter how
yeerage, an order, of nobility; and in our The remedy for this is to show that there
language to signify the natural capacities
oved America,—where the flag waves at is in Jesus all the tenderness and sympathy
with which men are endowed; it 1s high
that there is in her who bore Him, and intime to add to it again the money significa- last, thank Heaven, over mot a single slave
here in America, if” this land that lies so finitely more. And there should be no
tion which it has lost, and to’ emphasize
difficulty in making this appear, for to it
afresh the duty of wise administration which close to our hearts, where we believe every the life of Christ bears ample testimony.
one should be free to follow the beut of his
the word symbolizes.
:
Says Martin Luther: ¢ The conversation
Take, for instance, as a purely business own conscience, here we ought to have a of Christ with his disciples, when he took
nor
rich
question, the wasteful expense caused by church-roof that knows neither
leave of them at his last supper, was most
soor, neither high nor low, but where the sweet,loving and friendly,talking with them
sectarian jealousies and rivalries,
We do
eggar .and the king come in to worship lovingly, as a father with his children,
not assail sects; nor do we pause here to
condemn from a moral point of view the the common God. The only nobility the when he must depart from them. He
bitterness of feeling among
them.
We church knows is the nobility that is here in took their weakness in. good part, and
merely lay down; as a Christian rule of econ- the heart. You can- not put it on parch- bore with them, though now and then
omy, that whenever and wherever different went. No autograph except the autograph their discourse was very full of simsects have a common object requiring or- of Jesus Christ can make it felt; and He
licity ; as when Philip said: ‘ Show us the
never signs His name to a patent title of
ganization and the expenditure of money,
ather,’ etc. ; and Thomas, ‘We know not.
on
words
brave
are
there
hey ought to unite, for that purpose at least, pobility unless
the
way,’ ete. ; and Peter, ‘I will go with
all
scattered
deeds
and act with mutnal respect, in orderto save your lips and noble
thee
unto death’; each freely showing the
I
path. Then, good friends,
power and.expense.
We have no right to along your
thoughts of his heart. Never, since the
allow feelitigs to interfere with the econom- want that church to be in another respect world
began, was there a more precious,
ical prosecution ‘of good work, which we like the Catholic church. I didn’t mention sweet and amiable conversation. Is it not
it
want
I
respect
another
In
habitually suppress when they interfere with that before.
I want a shame that we are always afraid of Christ,
the cheap and efficient conduct of our own | to be like the great Roman church.
whereas there never was in heaven or on
secular affairs.
'
it open at all times, I wantit not only to earth a more loving, familiar or milder
A striking instance of” unprofitable stew- be open on Sunday, and then have the sex- man, in words, works and demeanor, esardship is furnished by the erection of church ton go around and shut all the windows peciall
ward poor, sorrowful and torbuildings. A Protestant con
tion puts and all the doors, so as to be sure to keep mented
consciences?
Hence the prophet
but
Sunday,
next
up a handsome, or wales oi wn
ony the bad airin for the
Jeremiah
prays,
saying:
‘O Lord, grant
going on in that building
building at a cost beyond its means. Per- want something
that we be not afraid of Thee.’ I expect
Tuesday, and every other more
haps the debt strangles for years the power on Monday, and
goodness from Kate, my wife, from
of the church for active charity; but when
day in the week. Do you know itis a pe- Melancthon, and from other friends, than
to
go
ean
you
that
America
all is done and
paid for, what have we buta Shit of
from my sweet and blessed Saviour, Jesus
building which 1s used twice on Sunday and heaven on Sunday, and you can go to hell Christ; and yet I know for certain that
one
the
once on Thanksgiving Day, and otherwise all the restof the week? That is
neither she nor any other person on earth
not
at all, unless for choir practice? The great shame, it seems to me, of our great will or can suffer that for me which He has
shut up,
inexpensive lecture-room in the rear (or Christianity. Costly churches
rr

even, alas!

in

the

——

basement)

makes

ten

times as much return for its cost as the mag-

nificent

audience-room

of

the.

chure

itself. That is not. too fine or too sacred to
be used. The prayer-meetings of all kinds
gather there,
If there are parlors and a
Sunday-school room, as there ought to be,
they, too, get thoroughly used. But the
most expensive part of the church buildings
is least
fruitful in advantage.
Frequently

it is not full even on Sunday. A Scattering
audience of respectable pewholders represents, but does not constitute, the multitude

that need the Gospel. And meanwhile in
the same city new churches are restlessly
called for, to be run in the same ineffective
manner.

Now, beautiful temples are glorious things.
No one can deny their influence who has
stood in the cathedrals of Europe, or in
some of the magnificent churches of America.
But it must be remembered that our
Roman Catholic brethren make constant use
of their churches.
All the week they stand

cpen,receiving a ceaseless procession of worshipers and penitents. There public religious
services are far more frequent than ours.
They have relays of officiating clergy: andrelays of attending audiences. Whoever wiil

decorated,

frescoed, not only by the

paint-

er, but also by a mortgage. Churches shut
up, property lying idle, doors closed, and
yet every rum-shop inthe land wide open.
I am willing to give satan
It is all wrong.
a fair

chance;

fight I can

beat

because

him.

I believe

in a free

But I can not afford

suffered; why then should Ibe

Him?

This, my foolish

weakness,

grieves

me very much. We plainly see iu the Gospel how mild and gentle He showed himself toward His disciples; how kindly He
passed over their weakness, their presumption, yea,

their

foolishness.

He

checked

-their unbelief and in all gentleness admonished them. Moreover, the-Scripture, which
is most sure, says: ‘Well are all they that
ut their trustin Him.’ Fie on our unbeone better. And. that one better which® I ieving hearts that we should be afraid of
one
the
is
balance
the
into
put
to
propose
this man, who is more loving, friendly,
that makes a majority wherever he goes. gentle and compassionate toward us than
the
is
It
e of Israel.
It is the Holy
are our kindred, our brethren and sisters,
Christ of us all, who spoke to you and me, yea, than parents themselves are toward
to the rich and the poor, to the black and their own children.
white, to the high and low, and said, ‘ we
are all brothers.” And let us say with ong
voice

and

ome

heart,

¢ Our

The

Blind

Girl

5

of Dijon.

tt
Many years

ago,

Love to Christ.

our

Father, which act in heaven.”

when a student

of the

University ‘of Geneva, I was accustomed
to spend the long summer vacations traveling from village to village in my native
watch in one of our American
Catholic» France, preaching in the open squares the
churches from earliest mass to vespers, and kingdom: of God, and distributing the Bible

some, of them naturslly, and no power to

—

| You may love; you may pity, you may
| help one of Christ's little ones without hav| ing Him before your thoughts, just as you
may admire a broken
sunbeam , without

thinking of the orb of light; nay, more,
further he and the relationship
moment out of sight, the more

to meet the ordinary expenses

their establishment. ’

2 at

or Pretext.

of

the

are for the
purely and

either

with

the gravity

of

The SUMMER

©

ad-

the

in the Church.
rl

The strength of the church has always
largely been in its women; {rom the time
when they lovingly ministered to’ the Saviour, in

life

and

at

death,

met

with

the

apostles for prayer, prior to the Pentecostal
baptism, and were the comforters and help-ersfof Paul in his missionary labors, down
to the present day. They have so lived and

worshiped, have so exemplified the virtues
of the wife and mother, have so illustrated
thé beauty of holiness, have so trained for

the church its noblest men, that they have
compelled the admiration of the worldling
and the skeptic. Many a man has found
that the last link which still bound his un
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entirely the sympathy
and aid springs spon- ‘believing *mind to some intellectual faith.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
taneously from seeing, and admiring, and in Christianity was, the remembrance of College,
and it is open for both sexes. The school
loving in a suffering brother the meekness ‘his mother’s piety, or the daily vision of the being SOmposed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teachpurity
of
his
wife.
The
eulogy
of
Libaand
the
gentleness,
the
patience
and
the
deperhaps through a still later service, wil!’ to such as would accept it from me,
and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
Christian wom- ers
On such an excursion, in the summer ok vout submission which the . Christian faith nius, pronounced upon the
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
confess that the ‘‘church accommodations of’
, has lost none students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
inspires, the clearer and less. doubtful the en of the primitive chur
183—,
I
entered
a
little
vine-hung
cabin,
that denomination are effectively utilized.
also in
English Grammar, Arithmetic,
evidence that the same faith dwélls in your of its meaning in this vipeteenth century, languages,
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
They can afford-to spend money freely on in the environs of Dijon: In its low, wide own
Inehasteness
of
1ioralsf
general
intellibosom,
working
there
like
results.
The
Geometry.
Special
attention
given to reading,
cathedrals; they know how to use them kitchen, I saw a middle-aged woman iron- charity which flows unbidden from the in- gence, social culture, sell-denying beneyo- declamation, composition, Greekis and
Latin poetry,
ing, a boy yet too young for labor, and a
when they have built them.
scanning, &c.
The location of the school 80 near
wrought kimdredship of disposition by which lence, and unaffected piety, our Christian the
girl
of
some
seventeen
or
eighteen,
of
a
College
and
Theological
School,
affords
advantBut our’ Protestant churches
are,
and
all true followers of the Lamb are character~ women are the glory of the age ; and it is at ages of association with students of a higher rank
ought to be, chiefly meeting-houses. We sweet, serious aspect, plalting straw. She ized, waiting not, when it sees a suffering once the honor and the triumph of this mis- and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
ought not to make them clumsy imitations did not raise her eyes as I entered, and on brother, to gnake the inference that his be- sionary work, that it is rapidly raising are invaluable..
.
A. M, JONES, Sec.
of an architecture that is unsuited to their a nearer approach I pereeived that she was longing to Christ confers upon him a title to the converted women of heathen lands to a
blind. Poor sightless Marie! how she was
purposes; and if we can fairly and honest]
i
MAINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE
affected when I told her of him who open- relief,— Springs not from any anticipations similar level.
without detriment to other C Pll
-of
reward.
1t
flows
at
once
out
of
that
love
her
to
read
and
blind,
the
of
eyes
PITTSFIELD, ME.
them them beautiful, attractive and expen- ed the
to Christ, supreme, predominant, which has
Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, AcademiNotions of Religion. sive, then we ought, bearing in mind the na- how blind Bartimeus sat by the wayside taken possession of the heart. And hence
cal and Ladies’
Full course of stiidy. Terms, 10
ture and aim of our church work, to keep in begging, when he cried unto Jesus of Naz- the explanation of the answer which the Ed
weeks.
areth passing by, and received his sight.
view always three things ;
The Rector of Ilmington, in a recently- Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
1. Let the money spent on a church ren- Then an irrepressible longing, such as'she righteous are represented as making to the
Summer Térm commences April 25, 1873.
der it comfortable and attractive to the had never known before,—a longing for declaration of the Judge,—the simple, natu- published memoir of C. M. Young, records GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
an
anecdote
of
a
country
parson
who
was
ful
utterance
of
humility
and
surprise:
upon
vision,—seized
preacher and his congregation, and’ aid in God’s blessed gift of
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
)
the social effect of worship and instruction. the poor blind girl; not that she sighed to “ Lord, when saw we thee an hungered and grievously annoyed bythe intrusion of cer- MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prm. of Normal Dep’t.
tain
Baptists
into
his
parish,
who
estranged
fed
thee?
or
thirsty
and
gave
thee
drink?
2. By no means let the convenient ar- see the blue heavens, or the golden light,
Miss
L.
MARTA
SIMONS,
Associate.
members of his flock from the Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paintrangement of lecture-room, Sunday -school or to look upon her mother’s sweet smile, when saw we thee a stranger and took thee sundry
ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
«and Bible-class rooms and social parlors, or or gaze in her young brother's laughing in? or naked and clothed thee? or when vhureh. He was Jaryieniany surprised and
that an old acquaintance, MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
saw.we thee sick, or in prison, and came to hurt at hearing
their ample furnishing, be stinted for the eyes ; no, not these, but she longed to reac
D. x WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keepthee ? ANd the King shall answer and say a farmer's wife, had allowed them to dip
the blessed word of Jesus.
ng.
.
sake of barren adornments in the church.
unto them, Verily 1 say unto you, inasmuch their converts in her pond. On his remonNo deduction for less than half a.term, except on
There lived at Dijon a man of God, who
3, When everythingis done, the more
account
of
sickness.
Half
terms
commence at the
everything can be used the better. Have had gathered around him a few blind, as ye did iffunto”one of the least of these my strating ‘with her, she declared that they
nning
and middle of the term.
had
done
it
entirely
without
her
knowledge,
brethren,
ye
did
it
unto
me.”—Hanna.
whom
he
had
taught
to
read
and
work,
I
he price of hoard, in clubs, varies from #1.60 to
all the prayer-meetings, social meetings, in5
ahd she vowed that they should never flo $2.00 per week. Ladies’
a
clubs as well as gentlemen’s
gought him out, told him of Marie, interest~
nocent entertainments, lectures, temperance
“are formed.
it
again,
*‘I
ain't
no
idea,”
she
exclaiméd,"
addresses, concerts, that you can successful- ed Sin in her, and soon made" arrangeRooms and board in private families at reasonable
ly get up. Let the church freely to all such ments that she should come every morning Musical Education of Ministers. ‘+ of their coming and leaving all their nas- rates.
.
i
OO
bY
ty sins behind them in my water.” On the «Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
good objects. The extra sweeping, paint- and receive an hour's infpuction. I also
The subject of the musical education of whole, this may be quoted as a ¢‘ view” on
ing, and carpeting at the end of the year,
rocured for her a Bible with raised letters
C. A: FARWELL, Secretary.
precedent in the
required by this * hard usage,” is proof of or the blind. You should have seen her ministers of the gospel is, and has been for baptism: wholly without
WEST
LEBANON'ACADEMY.
ecclesiastical
history
of
all
ages.
In
what
some
time
past,
agitating
the
thinkers
and
usage, and of usury for the Lord.
Sacred- delight as she started off ‘next morning, a
The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
England.
A majority of the pas of the world this farmer's wife was
ness, of church edifices is very well, but they warm, bright August morning, one hand writers of
y
iving Mr. Young does not say. But it TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
should not be sacred tg solitude or neglect. locked in her little
ther's, and the other British journals argue in favor of requiring
N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
every applicant for holy orders to Have may be matched in a story of a certain A. Miss.
Wlen men were starving, the bread from fondly grasping the precious Bible, to take
H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress, and Teacher
first lesson., Alas, poor Marie! it re- some knowledge. of church music before Yorkshire farmer, who had been for years of Instrumental Music.
the altar was sacred to the relief of their her
aes
K.
A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draws
at
open
variance
with
his
brother,
and
was
needs; and when the community around us
uires.a delicate touch to distinguish the being passed ; that is, making the ability to
g.
+ is hurfgry for help, sympathy, instruction, Rightly raised surface and nice outline of the lead and join in the choral part of the serv- peisnad d by his minister, when apparentTUITION:
to send for him and be reconciled.
( wholesome social stimulation, every stick letters, and her fingers were hard and cal- ice one of the requisites of the ministerial ¥ i
Primary Course,
= “=
fter they had met and exchanged greet~
and stone of a church building ought to be lous with
Common English, * =
=
outfit. The subject is not unworthy of con| the constant platting of straw.
Higher
English,
.
eile
ings,
if
not
cordial
at
least
amiable,
the
sacral to Jat hunger.
sideration
in
this
country.
When
one
reAgain and again was the effort made, but
:
Languages,
ancy a delegation,of trustees and deacons to no, purpose.
flocts upon the innumerable facilities offer- clergyman, fearing, too much agitation for
i
o+ So
.
Penmanship. a2 lessons)
Instrumenta Music (20 lessons) ©
e@®n our schools, colleges and universities his patient, suggested to the visitor once
saying, ‘‘Here, Lord, are two hundred
{One day; as she sat alone, sorrowful!
¢“ (10 lessons) ;
more
to
shake
hands
and
go.
He
did
so,
thousand dollars of thine, laid out in -a fine chipping with. her little knife the Hand for obtaining such knowledge, and upon
. Use of Instrument,
+
"+
.
2.0p°
Gothic church. We couldnt literally wrap edge of the straw, a happy thought ‘ocour- the incalculable power such knowledge con- but as he was jesving the sick man cried
An excellent opportunity will be given those dea complete course of music, either upon the
a church in a napkin; but we have done red to her. Could she not cut away the thick, fers upon its possessor, it seems strange out to him, ‘“I say, Bill, we've made it up, siring
Pianoforte
or Organ, by a teacher of large experience
you
know,
because
they
think
as
I
be
going
mirisof
element
that as nearly as possible. . Only re- hard skin from her fingers, and then it that such an important
Massachusetts,”
qualified to teach Thorough
spuctable people have been encotiraged . to would grow anew, smooth and soft, like terial education is so generally neglected. to die ; ‘but if T shouldn't die, after all, then from
Bass, Secular or Sacred Music.
hd
Classes—in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax
frequent it, the regular services only have the rosy fingers.of a child?
And so she He who has attended any church where remember, we're to he as we war, afore,”—
Work
formed,
if
desired.
Pallet
hS
» been performed in it, and all crowds have
ared the hard skin from her fingers, heed- congregational singing is employed, has The Rock.
Special attention given to tnose preparing for
been successfully avoided ; so that w
College.
ng not the pain. When thé reading lesson not Tailed to observe the advantages a clerIf a preacher holds his whole theology
in
BOARD:
able to present thee this church, ator fifty was tried again, warm “drops trickled from ~gyman who can lead in singing, as well as
Good board may be obtained in private families at
years, as good as new! ".
Particularly is this solution, not yet guessing what the final
the bleeding fingers along the sacred line. prayer, has secured.
2
$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
This theme might be illustrated in other 1t would not do. After the first bitterness the case among the Methodist organiza- crystallization will bring forth, and there- wishing
to bdard themselves.
"
‘ways, but what we have said must suffice of her disappointment, Marie strove hard tions, where there are more vocalists among fore preaches tentatively and hypothetical
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.
for the present. It is certain that no sincere to be cheerful. ¢ God had ‘ opened the eyes the clergy
than in all the other church or- ly, permitting the vast volume he reads to ©
WHITESTOWN
sEMINARY,
and earnest believers, or bodies of - beliey- of her soul,” she said, ** and ought she not
anizations combined. 1t is seldom one of color his theory of grace, he will accomThe summer term of this institution, will open
plish
little
service
in
winning
men
from
sin
ers, can be utterly
these ministers who can not lead his conunprofitable servants ;" to praise him P”
March 25. 8ix complete courses of study for both
but it is equally certain that all of us should
nd then the new Bible! ah, Surely she gregation in singin is met with, and the to their Saviour, and to holy endurance and sexes, in which students are Jropaled for college, for
teaching
and for business.
er fifty graduates an
ere is nothin
strive and devise and calculate to make our must carry that back ; some happier
i ind immense acquisition in membership argues ‘sacrifices for His sake.
nually.
i
:
i service move profitable; and, ‘among other rirl might be able to pluck ‘the fruit from unmistakably in favor of the proposition human more impressive, and, other things
The Boarding Hall has been refitted and furnish.
things, to increase what mechanics call the this tree of life, and find healing in its "bless- that ‘all ministers ought to he able to lead being equal, more persuasive, than the un- ed, and placed under the care of the principal,
Terms moderate. Send for circular.
percentage of useful effect of the machinery ed leaves. And holding the dear volume in choral worship. As all churches practice Waperng faith of un enlightened and setJ. 8. GARDINER, Principal,
*
]
- of the church.—Christitin Unson.
near to her beating heart, she knelt by her such worship, the proposition applies to all tled mind.
Whitestown, N, Y., Feb. 1, 1872,
’

Fall Term begins

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding themselves will find convesient

pretext, best suits the wants of all

Women

begins

J.N. Rand, A. M.,

of which there

intelligent hearers.— Vermont Chronicle.
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TERM

:

Miss Sarah E. Mason. French.
Mrs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing ssf Painting.
Miss Ellen A, Perkins, Penmanship.
Calendar :
.
Spring term, of 10 week
begins Feb.
1872.
Summer term, UN es 8, begins Mag ¥.
hy

M. E, SWEAT, Sec,

from $2.75 to $3.50 per week. In Welle

supreme authority and Divine inspiration
of the Bible. Let the preacher be plain
before his audience, and wing his fledgling
with natural. and comely plumage. Text,
not

CENTER, VT.

INSTITUTION.

continues ten weeks.
A.B. MESERVEY,

preacher’s work, or a decent respect for the

and

LYNDON

, Faculty :

SEMINARY. :

HAMPTON

at $8.50

both semen. Special

3s

imperceptible, the Scripture becomes an |
ill-chosen motto for taking a theme; and
the incongruity thereof becomes a painful
infliction upon men and women who ¢‘search
the Scriptures,” and that look for the word
of God and not that of man, in the pulpit
and the sermon; albeit, they that thirst
for the sensation may eagerly
snap at the
draught, and laud to the skies the artifice
that tickles their palate, without the least
compunction in respect to the use of the
Scriptures.
This method well suits the ends of self
seeking and worldly ambition
It harmonizes with the prevalent soi of the times;
but, like the tail of a kite loaded too heavily, it is likely to.make the preacher pitch
hither and thither, till gravitation sudden]

comport

y

The SPRING TERM Of this Institution
mence on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and, continue
hirteen weeks under
the continued charge of ALBERT SAVAGE,
A! B.
the u
fiwilities offered to those
pursuing
studies in any branch of an Academic
Education.
Charges moderate. For further information or Circulars address the Principal.
.

NEW

Miss

LYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION,

LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday
April 15, 1872.
omplete courses of study for both sexes.
5
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. I., Marth 15, 1872.

The relation, if there be any, of the
topic to the text, being unexplained and

This practice may suit the

Endy

J.C.
Hopkms,8, A. B., Principal,
AB. Deni
cipal, Latin smd
son, PH. D., Natu
C.
Bradford,
Froopptross
ie

Northwood, N. H., Feb, 19, 1872,

and it were all one, whether the Seripture
be used or omitted, at the beginning of
the discourse, so far as the subject is concerned.

monitory raps.

G.G. AA. Stock* well,

m
Courses
or
7
attention
givend to those de desfe to
HS
a thorough
course in
usic.
For further particulars, address the Principhl. 2

The Trustees take this opportunity of publicly acknowl
the recent Gift of a Library and Chemical Apparatus,—am
all to about -$500,—
from the Rev. R. Van
Nottingham, N. H.
,
y
THOMAS TUTTLE, M, D. Pres.
E. 8. TASKER, Sec.
|

import

ground, with

A. B., P

| per week, or rooms may be Shtatned for self-board-

KV. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

NORTHWOOD

SEMINARY,

Calendar:
SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 13,
‘
SUMMER TEKM opens April
804873,
Board may
be o btained in
vate families

For poriicilars ad

’

In such case, the actual text is the topic
discussed, not the Scripture announced;

the solid

village o; f

1

N. Parscastiold, Apr. 14, 1872.

of the inspired word announced at the outset. By this method, the text becomes a
mere pretext of the preacher—a fair show
of reverence for Holy Scriptare and of Biblical authority, which more resembles the
art of sophistry than the simplicity of truth.

to

useruliiées. 88. *The
Th

C. A. Mooers,

E. C. Lith,
Smith, Mrs. E. EAA
¥ 3

In success-

M. K. MABRY, Pringipal.

discourse with some startling passage of
Scripture, and then dashing at once upon
a sensational topie, without the slightest

him

Pon 868 More en
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= : WarioFaculty:
Onis Vr.pa

Board and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
wil the friends send us some students for

of ‘hearers, viz: that of prefacing a

brings

and has been

GREEN

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesday,
May 14th, and continue ten weeks.

.

apparent or real regard for the true

bp

oT

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

consin
; Yearly Meeting,

)

——
;
“ There is a style of preaching, in these
days, whichis very popular with certain
classes

\

-

»
. CALENDAR:
.
FALL TERM
opens Aug. 27,—~continuing 13 weeks,—
Closineaov. 22.
:
WINTER.
opens Dec. 10,—~continuing13 weeks,
- closing Feb. 28.
i

A little wholesome agigation of this subject by the press of America might result
in much good to the nation at large, as well
as the churches.—Musical Visitor.

Text

a]

ment.

of country vi res and rural districts, where |
congre gations are frequently heavily bur- |
dened

or

vanseville is fine
ated, and few
es ;n the
West surpasses I 154 point of mo ral and I
influences,
vi
Expenses are reéagonable.
vg JAcoss will have charge of the Music Depart

or ‘preach; but ‘as alkeanbe taught, under
favorable circumstances,
do, either, so:

afraid of wishes of soaring aspirants, but it does not

to give him. odds, and I don’t propose to.
He keeps open six days in the week; and
him, and go him
I am going to match

Father,

*

tations of the raised surface are clearly the science and its practical application,
perceptible. ‘With a low cry of joy she although such an accomplishment would by
passes line after line-across her eager lips. mo means decrease the ratio of their usehe turns the leat; the lips lose not their fulness, but that they should be able to renpower. - It is all clear,—all easy now; the der such familiar compositions as ¢ Old
lips can do what the toil-hardened fingers Hundred,” *¢ Sharon,” *‘ Coronation,” etc.,
could not ; she can now learn to read God's respectably — artistieally, if possible—but
Holy Word !
:
:
respectably, any way.
A twelvemonth after, I visited Dijon.
e who reside
in cities, where churches
The old kitchen bore its old ook, but what are opulent, and can afford to spend five
a beaming, happy face was Marie's, as she or ten thousand dollars per annum for musatin her rude chair, her basket of straw sic,do not so keenly feel the need of such
acquireat her feet, reading her beloved Bible! Oh, an element in the education and
it was full of light to her! ¢ N’est dl pas, ‘ments of a clergyman, as do the inhabitants

douz de baiser avnsi les douces

>

This instituti®h is under the control of the Wis-

book;” and

dant que je lis? —**Is it not blessed to kiss

church

tion, whether Protestant or otherwise.
_The objection thay be urged, that all wer
can not sing—that there is no' music 1m

can all men be taught a
kkowlédge of comshe touched the open Bible with her lips. mon sacred music, at least. We would not
Oh, joy! To the soft
lips the slight inden ‘insist that ministers should fully understand
that T love thee and love thy

Academies, &o.

clergymen, of whatever faith or denoming- [£ -

ly words, 1 pray that thou wilt whisper acquire it; but this objection has no botRe into my soul, that my piri may, not tom to it. Neither cag nor do all men pray
heart,

}

dd

-

cot to pray:
who

Fd

Ik

a

my

And if you will allow me to say it, dear
friends, I wantin New York city to build
a churchas nearly after that pattern as I
may. I want with God's love to builda
church that shall be the crystallization of
a dream that I have had ever since I was

God’s'Acre! Yes; that blessed name impurts

»

was

York,
who

H. Hepworth,

Rev. Geqrge
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:
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OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
TROY, N.X., (0stablished 1852,) a large atsortment
of Church,

Academy,

Fire

Alarm,

and

other

Bells

constantly on hand, and made to order. Made of Genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Rotary’
Mountings, the best and most
durable ever use:
ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY.
A%~Large

Hlustrated Catalogues sent free on application to
JONES & CO., Troy, XN. Y., or, 149 Dearborn St.,
’
:
1y21

Chicago, IL

More New
For the

Books

Sabbath School.

:

Price.

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
>

$1.26
1.50

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.
The Judge’s Son,

$1 50

Hester’s Happy Summer,

1 x

One Year of my Life,

1%

Building Stones,
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson's Trials,

125
2 00
iL

The Quiet

Hour.

Dr. Lincoln,

Child Life in Many

Lands,

Ruthie Shaw; or, The Good Girl,

Nattie Nesmith ; or, The Bad Girl,

Blueseyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jopes, or, The Bad Boy,
LR.
|

BURLINGAME,

A Fine

Dover.

N, HI,

Premium.

To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription

in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
paid, the “ Critica
GLISH CONCORDANCE

TesTAMENT,”

GREEK AND EnOF THE NEW

a work of the highest .

value to all careful students.
The regular price of the work, here and elsewhere, is $2.50.
;

New

Question Book,

my
:
MARY LATHAM CLARK,
|Isnow complete and ready for customers.

It is adapted

.to classes that have

just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
‘This book received the prize: offered
not long since by the Printing Estab-

lishment, and is recommended to pas‘tors, Shpeitendons and teachers as
being in efery way

patronage.

worthy of their

Orders may be sent at any

time and they will be filled immediatex

ly.

Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),

4 cents.

*
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The Morning Star.
should be addressell to the Editor, and all letters on
remittances

of money, &c.,

should

be

ad

dressed to the Publisher.

:

Frésh Premiums.
,

——

Wishing

A

to encourage

the

friends who

take an interestjin the circulation
Star, wemake the following offer:

will send a copy of the

large and elegant

to

any

present

subseriber

payment

for his

low a view of life, Wealth is coveted only

has long stood as her champion.

Men now ’ to be used in vain display. Work is done
find the hero and the captain only in him only to ggffeans of gratifying this display,
who truly émbodies the principles they hold and the chglice of work is made with a view
sacred; when he .ceasés to do that, they of keeping dressed up while doing it. Just
turn away either.in a resentful indignation think of it!—a life-work chosen with
or a silent sadness. They grieve over their reference to the effect it will "have on. |
loss, but they neither surrender their con~ clothes.
Mr. Carlle must give us the
victions nor abandon their purpose.
second volume of Sartor Resartus.
A sad

and striking example of this lim-

care to use

many

that case.
Senator

We

Ought the opportunities of this life to be
devotedto so base¢'ends ? Should its gains

words

in dealing with

to

the
own

copy ore year in advance, and also forward

sail painted boats ?

fellows sinking,

His ability is some-

‘The majesty 6f his manhoed

is impressive.

path

be desired with no higher motives than to

have long held our senior

in reverence.

thing rare,

We will also send either of the above pre- | of Liberty
Star, who will make

them in just that kind of business to-day.
This is thé legitimate result of taking so

selves to be mistaught by the old oracles,
and seem to see Truth betrayed by one who

His large and costly service,

steel engraving, 18 by 26 ‘given
to justice and liberty in the persons
inches, entitled ‘*MERCY's DREAM,” the sub- of the weak and spoiled, has been seldom
jeet of which is taken from Bunyan’s Pil- equaled.
His freedom from the very suspieion of self-seeking at the expense of his
grim’s Progress; or,
If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs. country is a splendid and powerful example. We have been proud Qf his talents,
Ramsey's Poems, a volume containing the his
woyk, his character, his power and his
choicest proflucts of her pen, and which our fame.
To echo his grand thoughts has
readers must know, make up a collection of been a choice privilege. To follow where
real beauty and worth.
{ he has led the way as a pioneer in the march
miums

—-fhe

of the Lji tion of leadership appears to-day in the
v ncase of Mr. Sumner. We do not need or

To any person-sending ‘the ndmes of two
, new subscribers’ with a year’s payment in
adwance, $5,00, and 10 cts. aditional to pay

postage, &¢., we

Current ‘Topics.
effect of this bitter speech. It disgusts peoinstead of giving ample time Aor pidasure, ple. Ttrepels their sympathy. Attemp
ting
it is shunned. And ‘there are multitudes of to drive them one way,
they go the other ===A NEW EDUCATION SOCIETY ORGANIZ-

.as in other days. * A “twenty years’ leader| ship will prove a powerless wand to ‘con|

23 All commumeations designed for publication
business,

soils showy colors, or takes time from the
toilette, or requires an allegiance to duty

jure with, when the people believe them-

3
——
T. DAY, Editor.”
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-

|'for themselves, - They aif’ daily ig independence. Great names can not holdsthem
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a
GEORGE

“FEE MOR

has

lighted

been

from

to tread manfully the

above

and

>

What we would like to see is, that these
classes take a higher view of life.
Standing by the fence in the meadow, with the
rake on the ground and the mind eagerly
longing for means to gratify a mere passion

never

makes a

The class who long for
whether for themselves or

pound of hay.
painted
boats,
their brothers,

———

—MR.
what

LANABAY

the réport

investigate

and true
to their stancher support, , It is insolent,- granted by the last legislature of that State.
This new corporation takes the place of a
and so fails to win any real favor. It oversimilar organization that has ‘existed withreaches itself, and so defeats its own ‘aims.

—————
———

ed

SusTAED.

of the sub-committee

the Book Concern

when that
able fraud

.

That

is

to

irregulari-

Those dignified

abit chagrined

positive evidence of unmistak.
was put before them. But if

they did, they made the best‘of the matter
by adopting the report.at once and putting

out a charter for some years, Tts object is the Concern under different management,
It has as ‘of- Mr, Lanahan can feel that he has some re.
People will be amused by the extravagance plainly indicated by its name,
ficers
and
members
some
of
our
first educa-’ ward for the abuse heaped upon him, for the
displayed, till it comes to he too serious a
tors,
and
the
many
well-known
persons
in- frequent snubbings he has received pt the
matter to be laughed at, and then the thorns
terested
in
it
allow
the
belief
that
it
will
do hands of Book Concern committees, and the
that are being so freely sown will spring up
general distrust of him’ it was sought to
effective
service,
We
have
seen
no
stateto fatally prick the hands "that expect to
ment as to the particular sphere in which it awake fn the minds of the public,

These: effects may

not all appear ut once.

now that

gather any fruit.

proposes to operate, nor

will be, but there is good

The Republican Nominations.
The Convention

at Philadelphia had

+

;

b

fits

methods

reason

to hope

that both will be well chosen.

[t was voted,

a however, at a recent meeting of the society,

plain path and a simple task before it, and
it promptly entered the one and perfoithed
the other.

what

:

The situation had become such that there
seemed no room for a question whether Gen.
Grant should be renominated for the Presidency. Whether it was wise or unwise to
arrange for that action a year or even six
months ago, as was virtually done, may be
an open question.’ But since. the general
sentiment of the republican party was
brought to a decided expression in his favor:

he has exposed a waste if not a theft of
thousands of dollars annually from the
treasury. It may be in view of investigations mage necessary by the sub-eommit-

that it was desirable to effect a union with®
the American Education Society, and
a

tee's report that the Conference adjowrned

committee was appointed to see if such a result could be brought about. Also a committee was appointed to confer with the fac-

that they wish to be prepared to put on the
Breaks in season in case they find these new
conductors let the Concern. still run towards
financial ruin.
;
Pe

ulty of the seminary on Lookout

Mountain,

with reference to taking that institution un-

der the care of the society.

So that its first

movements seem to be wisely directed, and
make

it seem as though the society

was

.in-

tent on doing a needed work.

—A
HEATED DEBATE 'IN PARLIAMENT.
vention in Cincinnati, and the open attempt The,“ indirect claims” still vex the English
In the House of Lords on the 4th
to drive him out of the field or insure his | mind.
defeat by an alliance between the bolters and inst., Earl Russell moved his long-threatenthe leaders of the democracy ; and especially ed address to the Queen, - praying that. the
since Mr. Greeley has become his bitter po- English representatives be instructed to relitical rival and Mr. Sumner has appeared as tire from the Geneva Board of Arbitration
his extravagant public accuser,—justice to provided the United States doesn’t withdraw
The Earl's
a patriotic President and a manly seif-respect her claims for indirect damages.
seemed to unite in demanding that the del- was a bitter speech,characterizing the course
egatesin convention at Philadelphia should of this government as éminently unfair, adsince the ripening of disaffection at the con-

|
|

for one year

instead of four, or

it

may be

I

—THE

‘CONTAGION

GF

STRIKES.

The

members of almost every craft in Boston

and New York are either in the midst of or
preparing for a general strike. The disease
—for it operates like: one—first appeared
among the New York builders, and now it
almost gli classes of laborers
| alike. Having first joined some labor or
| trades union, they have the funds of the
| society to fall back/upon while they are

| Jas infected

almost reverently as a prophet ‘will be doomed to disappointment by and
Sea-water washes off the brightest
silence and a guide to be by.
| waiting for their émployers to come to
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &c.
colors,
ollowed without distrust.
and
there
will
be
Among the
winds that will
| terms. Thus they [can be idle .without
striving, which latter contingency is their
N. B. No percentage is allowed on money | majestic statesmen of the land he has stdod strip the best-set sails. Better embark in a
coai-barge
that
will
carry you safely
| main reason for working at all. If they
sent for these premiums.
The number of the kingliest.
But in his recent assault on the President, through, than in a fancy craft to go down
| elect ‘to work only ¢ight hours a day, that
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
—an assault which we will not stop to de- in the gale.
:
| is their business and their right. But when
and we can fill orders for it only till the scribe with the epithets
|
Notice how Mr. Whittier's maiden re- rally as one man about their chosen leader, ding, ** the nation must show, as it has be- | they demand for these eight hours pay out
that struggle for a
small lot is exhausted. = Promptness will be place,—he will fail to get a large
pented
of the dream she had indulged. and call him again to the high office. which fore, that it is jealous of the honor of the | of all proportion {6 thie amount they earn,
following,
necessary in order to secure this rare work save from the ranks of those who have long How toilful seemed her lot, and how batthey are not only violating as to others the
he fills, with a voice as emphatic as it was British crown. It must treat the United |
very rights which they demand as due
been his own foes and the foes of the prin- ren of results. . How she wished she hadsawkited. To do any thing else seemed
of art.
States
as
it
treated
them
in
the
Trent
affair.”
like
themsel
ciples he has given his life to advance. never painted that picture in -the meadow,
ves, but are putting themselves outtreachery to a faithful public servant; likea This of course produced loud cheering, and
The multitudes who have hailed him as when it had faded away and left the field retreat where even hesitation is pitiable cow- when Earl Gladstone ventured to assert that side the sympathy | and co-operation of fair
Limitations of Leadership.
captain will now be silent at his call, and and the kitchen looking so much less at- ardice ; like surrendering at discretion to a the United States had a right to submit those | minded men.
But the disease will bave its
a
—
It is useless.to declaim against leaders. stand unmoved and stern and resolute in tractive. Not. that any honorable choice handful of factionists ; like consenting to a claims to the decision of the Arbitrators if run. And afterwards we shall all h# better
Duty kncws no demoralization that could end only in disas- it chose to do so, he was denounced as an | off, provided it is treated wisely but rigidly.
For some souls are bora into social royalty. their resistance in spite of his orders. Even can be fixed too high.
We do not mean simply that one is a legit- if they give him credit for thorough hon- conditions but to be obeyed unquestioningly. ter and defeat. It is one of those cases ‘ American advocate.” ' Bat the Earl's mo- |
Work for real re- where the call to «lose up the ranks and tion did not prevail, and just as he was pre- ——J AMES GORDON BENNETT. Intelligende
imate heir 'to a throne by the accident of esty, they grieve over hisblunder; and if Follow her guidance.
they
keep
their
love
for
the
man,
they
fill
it
sults
and
not
for
perishing
splendors. stand firmly is clearly heard, and the rea- paring to push it still farther a note from of the death of Mr. Bennett reached us too
birth. That is indeed true. But it is a
small matter.
Many ‘an occupant of a with a sad pity over what they are sure is Then will life reap its best rewards, and sons for it are easily seen and strongly felt. Minister Schenck was read by Lord Gran- late for use last week, and it is only fitting
The confidence he has long those “ saddest words of tongue or pen ™
The convention saw and felt all this, and ville, in which assurance was given that the | that some notice of the man should be inthrone wholly lacks kingliness. His crown his weakness.
possessed
will
surely
drop
away
from:
him
will
not
press
for
utterance.
acted accordingly, Gen. Grant received supplemental article, as amended by the U. serted here. He wus undoubtedly the piois a bauble; his scepter is a meaningless
as he goes on in this path, and the multithe nomination for the Presidency without S. Senate, fally and finally disposes of . the neer of the American newspaper of to-day,
rod; his proclamations are a sham.
He
a dissenting voice, Senator Wilson is de- question of indirect damages.
‘That puts having started the Herald nearly forty
is only an imposing figurehead, nota vital tude who have gladly followed him he can
Bitterness of Speech.
lead
no
longer.
a
different
clared
the
choice
for
the
second
office
on
face
on
the
matter,” remarked years ago in New York city, made it one of
force. The brain of the people finds no |
—
the
first
ballot,
and
the
supporters
of
his
Earl
Derby,
and
Earl
Russell
quietly with- the leading newspapers of the country, and
high wisdom in his words; there is no real | Let others take warning. It is a long
We seem to be developing a style of verheart-homage
laid down before his charac- | and hard task to build a grand reputation; bal expression that is n't in the least con- chief competitor hasten cordially to ratify drew his motion for an address to the Queen. realized from it a fortune of six millions of
ter; his deeds magnetize no souls. He is | but it can be broken down*in an hour. A ciliatory. It is extravagant. It is ugly. the act. The platform upon which these This seems to make an amicable adjustment dollars. Born in Scotland, of poor parents,
king only by a fiction of speech.
|| great and true leader is something to thank It is indigestion trahSlated into bitter En- nominees stand. is one that combines the quite certain, and it is likely that the Gene- he came to this country at the age of nineBut there are those who seem born to | God for; but when pride or ambition or glish. It uses stinging epithets, and draws conservatism of prudence with the radical- va convention will go about its work oa | teen, and after a severe struggle with povIt looks both backward | time.
| erty and a stiil severer struggle to get his
command.
They may spring from the low- | resentment changes him suddenly inte an hateful comparisons, and employs degragd- ism of courage.
|
ohject of distrust, and ‘makes his best ing adjectives,—and
paper well established, he reaped the reand
forward.
It
at
once
grasps
the
[ruits
“Test places, but they soon march as natural
usually’ puts them in
"
friends
seek
in
vain
to
excuse
his
huge
and
i
:
=
of an actual yesterday with one hand, | | ——THE
45 wards of his industry, dying at the age of’
captains at the headof the multitude who |
MASSACHUSETTS
the superlative degree at that.
SCHOOL-SHIP. |
, neitherdispute nor challenge their claims. not innocent mistakes, the best part of a
Mr. Sumner’s late speech is a pretty while with the other it reaches out for the This celebrated craft is advertised for sale at | 77 years. He wus always a Roman Cathonation
is
wounded,
and
there
is
a
cry
of
lic, and his gifts to the Church were quite
fresh and higher things offered by an an- | auction next second 8f July.
Their qinlities’ make a pliee for them.
Zood illustration of this kind of expression.
It has been a |
Their voices have a tone which commands agony as when a standard-bearer fainteth. It states several facts, and tells consilerable ticipated to-morrow. Its tone is calm but Bpston institution these several years, and | liberal. To be sure, there are exceptional
emphatic; its thought is clear and positive ; many an eye has dawced—but not with features to his style of journalism, but those
respeet. They are merally sure of a fol- But even if kingly statesmen discrown truth, but its bitterness disarms it of power.
» lowing, for the spontaneous faith of the themselves, the people will still keep their It is vindictive in the extreme. It bears it neither shirks a definition nor mutters in pleasure—to see its banner in the sky: But who have followed it have improved upon
people votes them into leadership and gath- fidelity to principle, and the right cause evidence of personal hatred in almost every ambiguities; it proffers peace while it ex- the order is given, the tattered ensign must it,—which is very fortunate for the moral
ers a crowd into their train. For they have must go on to its triumph.
paragraph, and each sentence seems like so alts principle ; it at once carries the spirit come down, it has been the home of vaga- tone and influence of the press. He leaves
of charity with the instinct of justice. It’is bonds this long time, and it is quite fitting the Herald to his son, who bears the same
the qualities that rally and held and inspire
much bile stiffened into words.
name that his father has made famous.
their fellows,—the clear eye, the strong
Sailing Painted: Beats.
Most persons who read the current liter- a creedto which every true republican will that it should be disposed of in this ignoble
be
glad
to
subscribe
with
hand
and
heart,
.
—te—
purpose, the undaunted courage, the heroic |
way. The boys imprisoned in it will be
ature of the day have doubtless observed
How Maud Muller was going to make the this feature of it. It is the language of the and which he'niay well take some honest either released on probation, sent to the re- | ——THEe REPLIES TO: MR. SUMNER.
It was
daring; the unpurchasable integrity, the
prophetic faith. Such natures lead, not so Judge’s money fly! No more kitchen drudg- Radicals,—that is, of the radical Radicals, pride in sending abroad to the expectant form school, or shipped to séa as opportu- | expected as a matter of course that Mr.
mich because they are ambitious of dis- ery for her. No more raking the ‘‘ meadows and almost every subject they write about world. If the party succeeds in giving it a nity offers. But what will Boston do now Sumner’s speech ‘would be ‘replied to by
friends of the Administration..
He had
tinction, as because their prompt energy sweet with hay,”—sweet, that is, to the po- is treated in this intense and crabbed man- fair embodiment in its action, the country for a place to take her Sfinday visitors?
made
the gravest of charges, just prior to a
is
sure
of
prosperity,
and
History
will
have
“outruns the movements of cooler and more et’s sense, but rank with must to the bare- Jer. The editor of the Index impeaches
What noted man—excepting Geo. Washingconvention called to put the accused again
a grateful chapter’ to add to her record of ton—ever spent that day in the
Those bare
timid mer, and because they begin to or- footed maiden. No, indeed!
Christianity in language that makes even
city without in nomination,
and it might be fatal not to
ganife forces while others are only think- feet should be encased in the finest of Silken model deacons mad.
In the last number of American life.
being taken aboard to speak to the *“ boys "?
show
the
falsene
ss of his statements.
The
enthusiasm
which
broke
out
at
PhilaTo
ing out a method. And this leadership of hose and the best of button gaiters; satins that paper Mr, Towne writes of *‘Heathen| No doubt'it has been a useful vessel in its be
sure the replies are no sweeter in tone or
delphia,and
which
was
responded
to
all
over
and
diamonds
should
take
the
place
of
hometheirsis at once the best thing for themism in Yale College,” in a style and spirit
way, apd perhaps there was no harm in diction
than the bitter attack which provokselves and their followers. They thus bring spun unadorned; what a plume would that abound in thorns. In fact, he is just the land, is something hardly looked for. showing it to strangers. Will the great
ed
them,
but they make statements that a
It was not marked
their superior power into service instead of wave where now only brown locks tumbled taking up his residence nedr that classic re- Aud it was wholesome.
Organ go next? >
¥
man
of
profess
ed veracity can hardly afby
passionate
heat;
it
was
not
made
to
order
leaving it. latent and stagnant, -and the from a tern hat, and how the country folk treat, ‘‘ to be a missionary to’ the heathen\
ford to let stand unrefuted against him. Mr.
masses who follow their suggestions and would crowd to the windows to see the ism which, under the name of orthodoxy to serve an occasion ; it was not pumped up ——A QUESTION SUBMITTED.
An obseryexecute their orders probably do more and judge’s wife go by! ~ And her brother,—he of doctrine and discipline, has made New by laborious effort. It was calm, but it was ing correspondent of the Boston Journal Sumner asserts, for instance, that Sec. Stanton told him just previous to his death that
better than if left. to dépend upon them- should ¢¢ sail a painted boat” !
Haven and Yale College one of its chief .also earnest and deep and healthy. It was discloses that sometime last winter, while,
* General Grant never could govern this
of that sort which has in il a persistent and riding in
selves. © All great causes call out or develop
So the maiden’s thought translated itself strongholds.”
the cars[in Massachusetts, a Jady
country
,” and says that though the Secretaworking
energy,
and
which
prophesies
a
leaders, and, until these appear, the cause in naming this gift for ber brother.
What
was pointed out a seat or two in front of
‘Now are n't these pills a little bitter for
ry
spoke
in the campaign of *68, he did it in
resolute
and
triumphant
campaign.
It
will
itself halts ‘and hesitates and suffers «dis- was sbe picturing to herself but a merry the common palate? If they could only be
him, going to jail in an officer's charge, beaster ; after’ that, it ‘goes steadily on to its voyage in a painted boat? How was she coated with ‘the least degree of kindness be sufficient to organize for patient work, cause she had two husbands. He goes on behalfof the country and didn't once mentriumph.
ia
3
regarding life but as a bannered trip over they would be much likelier tb go down, and not be found lacking when there is to state that by a published patie it appears tion Grant's name, = Whereas the printed
» But there is now an obvious limit to lead- dancing waves, with sunlight flashing from thus giving us a chance to see whethek need of the dash and fire which carry a that a certain Mr. Rich, apostle of Brigham speeches of Mr. Stantonat the time speak
of Grant in terms of positive praise, and
4
ership.
A man must keep the qualities every crest ? How much she thought of they could produce any other effects than a position with a charge.
Young and husband of six wives, is to be frequen
tly contain his name in creditable
which won his ¢aptainey if he would retain the dazzle and splendor, the ease and luxu- violent retching. f{t-is a-style of speech that | The candidates are sure to be cordially. present at a public gathering in Truro,on
connect
ions.
As to the statements conaccepted
by
true
and
earnest
republicans
his place and power. Because ofie has led ry, of her pictured career. How little she is more offensive to the taste and sentiments
Cape Cod, the last of this month, and then cerning
nepotism,
gift-taking, "&c., of
Gen. Grant's
long and nobly, it does not’ follow that he thought of the clouds and the storms, the of the best part of the community, than in all parts of the country.
calls on the State,to kngw why it -doesn’t conrse those are shown to be highly
great
services,
genuine
potriotism,
modest
overwill lead still. He must not presume upon waves and the breakers, of the real voyage were the big, black bolusés
of ancestral
treat him just as it did the woman.
Can stated, but in the zeal of correcting them
his supremaey or his power. He acquires before her.
Did she think that the waves Allopaths to the stomachs of their patients. self-reliance and steady devotion to the the State tell why? Is it
use Brigham there are quite ‘as ex
vagant statements
no preseriptive rights here.” The appeal would wash off the paint from her boat, that Consequently, its chief effect is to sicken, welfare of the people are sure to be reward- Young has legalized a great crime,
or be- made in the opposite direction.
The con*tohis past record will fail. The fact that he the mists would make her finery hang limp and people turn away from it in disgust. ed by a confidence which no malignant ac- cause Massachusetts has no
business to viction seems to be spreading itself wider
has done well and nobly is: not enough. about ‘her, that winds are changeful, as apt ‘We have always supposed that this style of cusations can shake. Mr. Wilson's most meddle with Utah criminals
? It ‘would and fastening itself more firmly that the
H® must show himself fitted for present to blow towards the rocks as towards the expression was monopolized by those who honorable record, true manliness, almost seize a counterfeiter or a
murderer, knowing
Massachusetts Senator has at length dechildlike
simplicity, progressive ideas, and
service. He must not exalt his personal harbor ?
:
eat’ hearty suppers of lobster and cheese,
him to be such,who mightieone thus adverscended
from a dignity and confidence
.in
genuine
Christian
pretensions unduly, He must find a_better
statesmanship, guaranBut that was no uncemmon view of life. and then do their writing next morning betised from Mormondom.
Why should this which he can never reinstate himself
.
He
tee
a
devotion
reason for his edicts than his own choice Thousands of us stand this morning leaning | fore breakfast.
to
the
ticket
on
which
his
;
known violater of law—both civil and
, to utter thein. He must not.affect the im- idly over the fences that seem to confine
Suppose we cite as another illustration name appears, that will not be wanting moral—come and return again untouched ? has his apologists and. his defenders,
but there are very few who attempt to upperious autocrat. He must. keep clear of our lots, complaining of their drudgery, of it a lady contributor to the Independent. in fervid zeal and glad-hearted effort. If
It would be refreshing to see an example hold him in his illstime
d, vindictive and
egotistic " self-assertion. Hes must respect murmuring because our continued raking She used to be a genial, cheerful writer, his 1ccal popularity be any where less than made
of him. And not only of him, but of!
personal attack. How will Massachusetts
the manhood and the rights of the people seems only to gather windrowsof ‘meadow: and we supposed her heart. to be surcharged that of Colfax,he is sure of a wider and the scores
of others who are going about,
alt, in view of the past winter's display,”
who ‘look ap to him. . He must push mere hay, and morbidly wishing that’ we ‘might with sunshine. But lately we can think of profounder appreciation than even the all the way from
Maine to Florida, preach- when My. Sumner's present term of office
sunny-faced
personal preferences out of sight.
There
and
sunny-hearted
man who ing polygamy and seeking proselytes.’
nothing but red- and fiery Mars when we |
be weddegl
to some rich ‘opportunity, that
oi expires 7 Must we see the great champion
must be no paradeof personal JErievances, should
us of its treasures and load us read her utterances, so spiteful and bellig- now presides over the Senate.
RH
of equal rights close his career in this bitter
It will not do to play the cynic and dictator. sith its honors. Not only that, -but we fi erent are they. She has become a chronic
While every other political organization
©
He must master his passions. He must’ nally throw down our rakes, look up and scolder, and as though she aimed to create in the country hesitates in doubt and is rent ——DEATH OF FATHER CLEVELAND. This and bilious manner?
——
smother his bitter résentments.
He must down the road to see if we can not discern
the greatest sensation, she condemns Chris- with factions, the republican party calmly venerable man has‘ passed away. He had |:
neither whine nor scold.” He niust keep a the opportunity coming, refusing even to tian missionaries as themselves not much and confidentiy closes up its ranks and been in failing health for some tveeks past; —+=GENERAL HOWARD'S VERDICT,
It i8
and
on
the
5th
well
inst.
known
he
entered
that
General
the
other
Howard
moves
serene wisdom along with his heated ener- gather meadow hay
has
on
to
latewhat
seems
to
be a niore comin the meantime,
better than heathen, and as for poor
gy. Only while he masters himself can he because it requires too many .tons fo: buy ministers who accept donations, why, they manding position, and is likely to grasp a life. His career has been an honored and ly been on a mission to Indian tribes, eshold the hearts of: thé multitudein his fash- the goods we covet. What a longing we are the most mercenary fellows among us. new and greater victory.
E) useful one. Karly interested in the moral pecially such as seem hostile to the whites,
and religious “welfare of the poor- he nsed With a view of determining the best mode
doning hand.
If he forgets to be just in have to sail painted boats.!
Probably the dissipations of Washington
great. efforts in their behalf, and for more
of treating them. ' His Christian integrity
his attempt to be royal; if he smites down
See these young,men going to their din- life have impaired her once healthy organNEW BostoN GUIDE-BOOKS.
Messrs,
the truth in his angry assault on an oppo- ners. They are clerks in stores.
They ism, so that itis as though she sent us only H. A. Brown & Co., Boston, have issued a than forty years has been known fis the mis- and philanthropy, as displayed in both his
siopary and friend of the poor in Boston. military and civil career, insured confidence
nent; if he tues his back to-day upon the have health, talent enough, and elastic the burdens,of east winds instead of trans- “New Guide-Book and Map for
Boston,” What Father Taylor was to the sailor, Fa- beforehand
in whatever verdict he might
principles which he exalted yesterday; if ‘muscles. This evening you will see them lating for = the whisperings of western which must commend itself
to all who have
he only curses bitterly when he should deal again, either walking the Wtreets with a breezes.
:
occasion to use it. It 1s put up in paper ther Cleveland was 10 ‘all whom he could bring. But it must be confessed that peoin fair and manly c¢riticism; if he shows cane in their hand and a cigar in their
But Mr. Sumner will change few votes covers, contains, besides a good, map of the helpby any needed aid. Full of years,— ple looked rather for recommendation of a
carrying a hundred ofgthem lacking sixteen peficeful policy than its opposite,
himself so willful and unforgiving that he mouth, or at some place of fashionable by his vindictive speech, The Indez could city, all the informat
Vincent
ion a stranger would
hailed

him

the name of one new subscriber with $2,50, 1 to be heard in

a —————
|

out of sheer resentment.
Attacking
best featarés and the best institutions of our
organized in Massachusetts, under a charter
modern life, it only rallys the good

of our

painted boat.

TEBE

ED. * A society for the prafnotiop of colle- ties virtually amounts to.
the giate and theological
education tras just been clergymen must have-felt

and shall we persist in

boating only for pleasare? They are wicked and ignorant, and poor and hungry, and
they
. parade their needs hae. us from
momyeg till night.
How is“that we can
pass them by in our struggles'for place and
gain, leaving them to perishin their svretchedness ? - For these efforts will be found
in the endto be very like a bargain for a

leading to | for display,

loftier hights of life. A man of royal mien
|
{ and heroic spirit, many thousands have

Here are hosts

*

will not restrain his spite even when its, in- arusemen? with yellow kids and a_nosegay

dulgence puts

nurses

vital interests in peril; if he

in their buttonhole.
That is to “say, gay
nt
clothing
and
festive
conduct
are the chief
judgme
his
warps
his spleen till it
and throws everything out of proportion ; points with them. And so they choose oc-

—if he fails in such ways as these, le must

cupation that ought to be left to deserving

swrender his captainship.

‘ladies, filling up our stores and offices,
‘&., chiefly because it affords opportunities

LT

a

have pointed out the faults of Christinnity
in a more serviceable

way

than to*¢im-

peach” it in such a cynieal and ungenerous

manner.

Mr. Towne will be likely to make

few -converts, going

at the *‘ heathen” in

the boastful, disgusting way that he does..

‘There is no eseape for him. Sadly, and
Gail Hamilton will never'desolate the Miswith tears,it may be, his old followers will to indulge in this kind of display. The real sion field nor impoverish deserving minturn away from him. But turn away they work that the world heeds to have done, isters, until she can state her case.in a kindwill.
Th

For the people are learning to - think

they

#hirk.

4
ly

If it hardens the

hands,

or

er and less sensational manner,

2

need, and is furnished at the verysow price

of twenty cents. It will bequite useful to
the

days,—he has been fol#he last ten'ag’ much
before the public on
$eownit of his age, as
almost anything ¢lse His birthday recep-

many strangers visiting Boston during the.
tions have been
Jubilee

chasers.

and will be likely to find many pur-*

quite a feature in ‘Boston

during the last .decade, and if he displayed

1t can be had of the publishers, a little vanity in thus
exhibiting himself, ‘it
144 Tremtont St.—J. R. Osgood & Co,
have is no ‘more than could be pardonedto his
also’ issued a paper-covered Guide at
half years and his service. His century gave him
the price of the above, and containing quite the advantage
of the most of us‘in this life,

as

much information.

publications.

These

are

timely |-and he still keeps it, for the life on which

he has entered knows no death.

Collyer has

championed

one method of

treatment, General Cook another.
The
public has hardly hesitated to believe
that General Howard would find more to

commend in Collyer's policy than in Cpok’s,
a reasonably
But here is the verdict, afte
r

long stay among the hostile Indians and a
careful studyof their spirit, and

ver

that

diet'seemsto be for war instead of peace.

He

finds

unmistakable

evidence

that

the

Apaches,in particular, ave treacherous, wily,
fin

-

and

¥

I

y

fromp

1

.

nl

ii]

po

ockan's vasel
+ 39 6pftier pearly
vers go down in divers places;

+

But at our mouths‘of streams arid bays,

No pearls do Asian swimmers raise

Like thosein beauty’s mouth that shine

Commencement at Dartmouth oceiirs the last

week in June. There will be an address before |

get only

4

L

boy

i'l

Denominational News: and Notes:|

Lord.

Edward Everett Hale will address the

: Revivals), dc.

Walt Whitman

will deliver

the poem.

Com-

mencement exercises Thursday.

East LivErMORE, ME, The Lord has
visited this place, and several have decided
to follow him. Thirteen have lately been
added to the'F. B: church by baptism, and
others are expected to go forward soon.
97

4

;

J. E.

The governor of Utahis delivering Bible

The Rev. A: L. Stone's
¢isco has a new church.

society

in

San

were

parks, statues, wharves, churches, ‘theaters,’ leading
business establishments, and whasever in the city or

Fran.

in the beautiful towns that surround it is specially
worthy of attention. The book describes all these
clearly and compactly; and nearly a hundred and fif-

WEST WATERVILLE, ME.
During the
past three months extra meetings, conducted mostly by Rev. J. A. Bates, of this vil
lege, have been held with marked success.
The membership of the churches generally

ate in Cincinnati,
:
The Presbyterian general assembly at Detroit
has declared against women in the pulpit.
‘Miss Stevens, a beautiful blonde preacher, is
creating a profound religious sensation in Georgia.

:

has been greatly revived and cheered, and
There are no less than 4,000 seamen’s libraries
several backsliders redeemed. Some five or afloat, and they contain about 200,000 volumes in
six professed Christ for the first time, and all,
The Church Missionary Society report for last
two of them followed him in the ordinance
of baptism on the 2d inst. All praise to year a‘receipt of £153,697—or £1,731 less: than
the Lamb of God.

last year.

Com,
’

Ministers and Churches.
Freedmen's

Mission,

On Sabbath, June 2, the Meeting House at
Shepardstown, W. Va., was dedicated. "The last
thirty dollars needed to pay the dues, was raised
by the congrégation, and the house declared free
from debt.
Four were baptized and added to
the church.
It wasgépleasant and happy day to
many.

sonit

;

The friends who have aided in raising money
to pay the old debt on the Winchester church,

will rejoice to know that it is all “ lifted,” at
last,
way,

Many and sincere thanks to all who, in any
have contributed to these churches and

this good cause.

A. H. MORRELL.

*

tlemen connected

church, including some of the precious youth of
the Sabbath-school ; and many have been stimulated to labor with more energy in the Master's

service. A fine organ has been placed in the
church and nearly paid for; the Sabbath-school
has increased in interest and usefulness, and we
humbly trust that the good seed so faithfully

sown by our beloved pastor, watered by his tears
and prayers,
fruit.

may

yet

bring

forth

sbupdant

While we deeply regret that ill-health

obliges

him to leave us for the present, we sympathize
with him in this affliction and pray that hé
may

. speedily be restored to health and active

useful-

May he find'the grace of God sufficient
for him, and the divine blessing rest on him and
his labors, till from the church on eagth he is called to receive an unfading crown in the church
triumphant,
B.

ness,

WEST LEBANON, ME, The PF. B. church in
this place is at present without a pastor.
Here is,
in many respects, a pleasant and desirable field
of labor, a pleasant location, among a people
avilling to pay for the preached gospel according
to their means,
I leave them on the account of
failing health.
Some one to break unto them
the bread of life is what they now want, and

what they are trying for. , I hope they
1 ood

will get

‘man and great good.
A.

D. FAIRBANKS.

ton

°

The widow
daughter and

The Rev. Heman

R. Timlow,

Boston correspondent of the

on the
for

many

Christian

Within the boundaries of the Southern Baptist
Convention are 4355 associations, 11,168 churches,
6,493 ministers and 893,087 members,

of the

a

He-

other languages, also giving instruction in the
Jewish faith, has recently been converted and
was baptized on May 12th by Rev. A. B. Woodfin.

on

o'clock,

Saturday,

P.

M.

August

Question

24,

1872,

at

2

for discussion,~The

evils that exist among us,
and how they should
Paras be removed.
C. C. RUBLE, (Clerk.

Quarterly Meetings.
BELKNAP, N. H., 9M

~Had its May

session

at Gilford Village.
tters were received from
ull the churches, indicating = general
prosperity.
A resolution was adopted urging the churches to

raise money for all our benevolent causes systematically rather than by transient collections.
Q. M. Mission

collection,

$21.05.

We

were

fae

vored by the presence ind labors of Bros, Ers
kine of the Sandwich, Park and Lothrop of the
New Durham Q. M. Delegates to Y. M.:—J,

Rand, H. 8, Kimball, 8. N. Brooks, J. B. Higgins, J. M. Durgin, E: P. Noulton, B. G. Blaisdell, 5. Rowe,
J.T. Weeks, Charles Emery, D.
G. Smith, J. Sawyer,
8.0. KrMBaLL, Clerk.”

CLEVELAND

with

Q. M.—Held

the Auburn

its spring

sess

church, May 24os Season

SANDWICH QM.
to the N, H, Y. M.:

Fourteen little girls of Brighton, Mass., held a

June 26,

fair on Dr. Mason's grounds last Wednesday.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

EVENING

of
Students’
Rev. T.D. Ad-

WEDNESDAY. —ExaminaPrize

—Address

CARPETINGS

Debate.

before

Literary So-

BO

CANTON

STRAW

from

CARPETINGS,

pet Hall, Mercantile

Bank

THREE-PLY

establishment

of a Protestant

chapel

MINNESOTA

SOUTH'RN

Y. M.

session with the Spencer church,
June 21, at 2 o'clock, p. M1.

in

tA

bie

will hold

its next

wen

dence.

Bof territory

DAO

2teow22

New

DUNDEES,

the

best

pér yard,at

in the

CROW -

Carpet Hall.

pe blood. 8
Inflami
and Chronic
h
dism, Neuralgia, Gout and Sj
Complaints,
can only. be effectually ured through
the blood.
For Wicers, and Eruptive
ases of the
Skin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
Tetter, Scaldhead. and Ringworm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
FOR PAINS IN THE BACK,
Kidney Complaints,
Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrheea, arising from
internal ulceration, and uterine diseases and General
Debility, VEGETINE acts directly uponfthe causes
of these complaints, Tt invigorates and strengthens
the whole system, acts upon $y secreive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
the bowels,
:
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Costiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Head-

great progress
MINNESOTA Y. M. will hold

its 15th

session

with

the F. B. church, Minneapolis,
commencing Friday,
July 12, at 2, p. M. The ministerial conference of the
Y. M. will convene on the day Fr
ous, at the same

hour,

inally Christian people are three times as many

. D. BATSON,

rd

more.
The three missionaries now in the country earnestly ask for five additional laborers, and
besides this, they plead for $50,000, wherewith
to provide a Seminary, at Ramapatam, for the

+

Clerk.

—

WISCONSIN MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE. The following are the assignments in the several branches as
arranged by the committee. Hope all will come Dre:
Jared

for

a good

drill:

Intellectual

Philosophy—

Wayland’s ; pages 15—76,—the Perceptive Faculties.
Moral Philosophy—Haren’s; pages 21—70,—Nature
sand Ground of Right. Homiletics—Kidder’s,—chapters 15, 13,
R. CLARK,

education of native preachers.
"There are twelve Baptist churches in France,
with an aggregate membership of 557.

G. S. BRADLEY,

has been sentenced to

! + Tenchers.

HILLSDALE Q. M. will hold its next session with
the churchat Dover Center,June 29, Opentug sermon
by M. R, Kenney. Those coming by
R. R. will find
teams awaiting them at Clayton,
"
G. R. Hort, Clerk.

bread and water for eleven days, in Sweden, for
endeavoring to gain proselytes to ms denomina| tion.
'

SKIN

~ Paying 60 Per Cent.
MORE INCOME
THAN GOVERNMENT BONDS,

FIRST

MORTGAGE SINKING FUND
BONDS OF THE

Logansport,
|

Crawfordsville

Western

Railway

.

THEY

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the and much improved about the first of April,

GOLD

and

1869.

equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publica-

of Indiana.

BEAR

tion should be addressed to *“ THE MYRTLE,"
Dover, N. H.

All orders and

For the present we

are offering these Bonds

them for Government

Bonds,

or

other

securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with

it

and
appli

Prices of Freewill Baptist

JONES & SCHUYLER,
No. 12

Pine

FINANCIAL

Street,

AGENTS

New

OF

THE

his

“FAMILY
by

mail,

to

Single and by ‘the dozen;

make any one their own doctor.

one.

This

book

COMPANY.
x

do

do

Remedies are given

8.8.

5. FITCH

8.30%,

CASTORIA—a substitute for Castor Oil—a
family physic which is pleasant to take and does not
distress or gripe, but is sure to operate when all other remedies have failed. It is a purely vegetable
preparation, containing neither” Minerals, Morphine
nor Alcohol, the result of fifteen years experiment
ing vy Dr. Samuel Pitcher. It 1s erfectly harmless
and far more effective than Pills, Narcotic Syrups,or
Castor Oil, Dy soothing the system it produces natural sleep, and is particularly
adapted to cryingor
teet!
children. It kills
orms,
cures stomach
Ache,
Constipation, Fiatulency
and Derangemétit of
the Liver.

No family

can

afford

tobe

do
do
do

PATENT

Button-hole Worker,
The most

perfect Button-hole Worker ever invented.

So sim lo that a child can work a more PERFECT
BU
N-HOLE with it, than the most experienced
hand can without it. It does away with pricking the
fingersor straining the eyes, and with imperfect and
imegular.worked J oeholes;
They sl ve univer
Tr
them 8:
Ladies who use
sal satisfaction.
worth

their

weight

in

gold.

SAMPLE-

ORKER,

with divgetions for use, sent by mail, post-paid, on
receipt of 50 cents. Local and Traveling Agents
wanted

without this

for this and other new and useful articles.

Address,

article. It costs but 50 cents—ask your druggist to
get it for you, and he will always keep it.
4w22

1m21

|

encing Friday,
pene
y

plaint,”

WEARE Q: M.~Held its last session
church at
Wilmot Flat, May 28—80.

good scason was ehjoed, though

was small,

Preachin

interestin

the

and

with the
A very
delegation

effective.

Delegates to Y. M. i=Revs. D.
Mood , EB. Smith,
N. B. Smith; I: Peastee; Geo. W.
nupp, Geo.
' B. Tewksbury.
<
. Laymen, B. D. Andrews, Jon.
Mores) & C. illey, Geo, Holmes, I. Morse, R.
on.

Field,

Next session with

{ churchy Aug. 27th,

the Grantham and ‘Enfield
E. SMITH, Clerk.
\

WESTERN R. I. Q. M.—Held

with the So. Foster church,

May

its last
29,

session

80.

Busi-

0 wus transacted with havinony and dispatch,
oted to indefinitel
Postpone the question of
)
~uniting
with the R.-T. and
Mass, Asso:,
give Bro, Nath’l Waterhouse a license
ml
one Jean Cor. Mess. to other Q." M’s :—Boston
Q. M., Rev. D. C. Wheeler; R. I. Asso., Rev. §.
B. Young; The * Christians,”
Rev.
Brown. A resolution of condolence withGilbert
8. Phillips in’ view of his declining health Bro.
passed, The Q. M. is in a prospering conditionwas
. Next session with Chepachet church, Aug, ,
28,
29.
+ C. WHEELER, Clerk pro Ay
CUMBERLAND
the Casco St. church in Portland,

Pierce’s

|

Alt, Ext. or Golden Medical Discovery, for they shall
be happy in knowing that the cure is complete,
Sold by all Druggists.,

|

Handsome
The

Is’ that

twisted loop-stiteh,

use of Dr.
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Does.

made
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by
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single,
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sters, A. A, Smith, B, P. se

Yoodhury, Lemuel Merrill;

Each

Charles Wi Deering,

has power to fill, va-

W. F. EATON,

(lerk.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

RI Hill=J

Haunford—R Hayward—H

Towle~C H Thompson~H

‘

60
04
36
* .04

3.48
29
2.76
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dozén,

9.60
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11.76

do
0
do
TheBook of Worship,
do

dozen,
single,
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do

dozen,

TheGospels,

; ic) E

The point for IT
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More Afients

Wanted.

|

OF THE FINEST DESIGNS AND

EXPRESS.

5

10.00

Bangor ch, Me, per § D Chureh,

1,0
x,

WW,

Intelligent men and women

Silver - Plated

Canvassers, Apply to J. IB. FO

Washington

w2l

Ei,

rk,
Wo
*
! Job
!

i

ya

Street,

OLLce,

;

Chicago,

QUALITY,

Being the largest manufacturers of

& C0. 27 Park Place, N. XY,
11 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass,
bo

°

ICE-PITCHERS,

may obtain lucrative employment by taking an
cy. Full descriptive Circulars mailed free.
ifberal terms to

1

PORCELAIN-LINED

the Agent to
know 18 that

x

0

Silver - Plated,

LS

WE

OFFER

Table Ware

IN THE
WORLD;
INDUCEMENTS NOT FOUND ELSE-

MERIDEN RITA COMPANY,

XII.

ds, dene at this + 550 Broadway,
kin
aid
|

4teow2]
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. do,

do
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;

do

do

. , dozen,
bd single,
dozen,

20

2.00
.03
.7

04

a“
02
20

24
10
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single,

.76

J2

87

1

240

D.

D.,is

now

ready for delivery to’ our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the

Address
i
\
:
:
:
“DOMESTIS" 8. M..Co., 96.Chikmbers St; N.Y.

ARS, TH
CLERGY,
THE
FPRESS
AND THE PEOPLE, read it eagerly, enjoy
it thoroughly, praise it sincerely.
;

1.7

24

The Commentary on the Gospels by

“WILL LAST A JW
LIFETIME.”-

SC HLOLe.

28

Rev. John J. Butler,
v

3m22

1.44
2.00

.

Book) single,

\]

19
1.72
19

single,

The Acts, Romans,

do

04
28
04

2.66
1.20

Now Ready.

Necessity.

BY HENRY WARD BEECHER,
men welcome jt heartily as a book to read.

mY

A. DOMESTIC

MONTH.

56
20

StoryofJesus,(Ques.Book)
single, .15
do
do
‘
dozen, 1.44
Wonderful Works of Jesus,single,
.15

Choralist,

————_

:

2.10
1.00

dod
dozen, 7.20
1.44
8.64
Minutes of General Con—
sneel
single,
.75
«20
S56
aS
ete is no discount on the Minutes by the
ozen,
1

Blessing,

Is a work ‘which the reading public have been
waiting for with avidity; all sorts and conditions of

D Lothrop & Co, 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
Home Mission,

;

=

2.83
JA7
LI

2.83
25
2.40
.25

A “DOMESTIC

The Life of Jesus, The Christ,

Forwarded,

BY MAIL.
Jabez Griffis, Albion, Erle Co, Pa,
Rev M Searl, Iron Furnace, Scioto Co, Ohio,
** C Green, E Greenwien, RI.
** A H Morrell, Harper's Ferry, W Va.
Vt.
* DH Adams, Lyndon Cen,
D_8 Johnson, Bridgewater, N H,
1 W Chandler, Short Falls, Epsom, N If.
Miss M E Bassett, Ripon, Wis.

(ong. church, Emer-

The instantaneous success of this Book is not
strange, although it is having unprecedented sales.

Winsor—D

wy
\

10,000

—A York—W N Yeates—W Parker.

|

_

J, W.

A Book for Everybody!

Whittemore—D
White—F W Waterman—H Whitney
—W
LF
Walker—~W Whitacre—E Winslow—W Walker

Books

Mr.

7

Potter—J

y

\v

—

T Hall-B ¥ Her-

W

father,

by Rev. 3 7 Berry,

48
02
28

dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

do
do
Communionisty
do

~4

1.40

13.92
29

do
do
do
Treatise,
og:
Thoughts upon Thought,

the Year, (Ques,

-

18.62

120
2.00
38

Butler’s Commentary,

nwJ

20

2.40
- 04

#20
2.40
08

Lessons for every Sunday in

DOMESTICH™ Bt

church, by

Sold only by Agents,

Kurtz—8 W Kelly—R

A Thorpe—J

:
of the bridé’s

REV. B, GREELY PAGE, of the

worth-P W Stewart—S V R Slade—=Mrs Emily Steward
—=W P Spooner—A Snell—( W Smith—S Shaw—Mrs T
Shackley—D Y Smith—W F Trott—G E Trickey—H D

*A New Book.
i
#. Annihilattonism not of the Bible, is the title of a
new and an ‘excellent book that will meet the wants
of our people in many localities. The retail price is
$1.50, but we have made such arrangements that we

Address,

Hilton—T

Marks

ald Grove, Wis., and MISS AMANDA LENNAN, recently of 8. Montville, Me.
|
§

L Rodgerd—MPstockwell—W R Stone ~GeoT Story—A D
Sandbone~S8 A Stow—CL Street—H Sherman—JA South-

from the use of

at this-oflice.

of Atkinson
At the residence

Loomig~T T Lewis—A B Loomis—L Lewis-Myvs J M
Leightbh—A Lucy—A
Larabee—Mrs
R McKee—) W
Messer—N P Morse—G W. Myers—C H Moore (2)~E H
MecIntosh—A K Moulton=J Newton—C M prescott—Geo
Plummer—G H Pinkham—B P Parker =T C Partridge—N
H Pomroy=Sarah Peck—W Paddock—E Root—J N Rich
=L Root—E Ramsey—F Richardson—R A Randolph—J

from its diseased condition to a healthy circulation.
VEGETINE régulates the bowels, which is very important in ‘this complaint. One bottle of Vegetine
will give relief; but to effect a permanent
cure, it
must be taken regularly, and may take several bottles, especially in cases of long standing. VEGETINE
is sold by all druggists. Try it, and your verdict
will be the same as that of thousands before you,who

can send it, postage pnid; on receipt of 81.23,

A

gt St.

Page, of Metamora, 111, May 28}

H Edgar—W F Eaton—3 P Fernald—E N Fernald—J N
George~TH
Garcelon--8 8 Gllman—8 B Given—D Green
8 M GroVe—=M E Goodrich—k Groro—0O C Hills—J P

VEGETINE acts by converting the blood

of

Received.

Hutton—L

Me., June 5,

the Rector, Rev. Mr, Vln
‘Mr. Trigtram Horne, of
Great Falls, and Miss Fannie Grey, adopted daughter of E. Rowse.
In Corinth, May 30, / Réy., F. A. Palmer, Mr.
James E. Fmerson and Miss Frances A. Rowe, both

lass~A Dick—J Erskine) Edgecomb ~-E 8 Eastman—W

RHEUMATISM.—~ Rheumatism is a disease of the
blood, in this disease itis found to contain an excess

exclusively
:

In Augusta,

3.26

dozen, 11.52
Bound, single, * 25

single,1.00
dozen, 9.60
single,
.30

Vol.2

TE “LIGHT RUNNING" §

MARRIED

Addresses.

I D Adkinson—Jas Ashley—G ‘'W Allen—V N Arnold—
D C Akin=58 B Andeéews—J N Benedlet—~L B Betchley
N W Bixby—P A H Bigelow—A Balentine—OA
Besse—G
S Burgess—H Bush—J W_Burgin—S H Barrett—J Clark
—( N Cooper—J Coffin—=E C Cook—J C Connor—S8 Caryemter—J C'offin=<A M Coombs=W Colegrove~R: Deerng—D B Dudley ~Jas Dunton~F B Dunton--J F Dong,

Gibbs Silent Family Sewing Machine, is as much superior to the old lock-stiteh as the latter is superior
tothe chain-stiteh; it is easier to learn to sew a secure and elastic geam upon the Wiltox & Gibbs Machine than to sew an insecure and non-élastic seam
upon the heavy-running, troublesome lock-stitch
Machine,

of fibrin,

Office

tevd H Cox, E Randolph, Vt.
* WG Willis, ’hiladelphia, N Y.
** A P Tracey, Haverhill. Mass,
.
** BF Herrick, South Ridge, Ashtab, Ohio.

|

»

J. M. Bailey, B. F, Pritchard; Charles Bean, H.
Whitcher, ‘A. ¥. Hutchinson, Luy Brethren,
R. Deering, E. N. Perry, W y Harmon, John

Johnson.

Blotch-

Erysipelas, |

say, “I never found so much reliefas

persons were chogen to attend ¢

Geo, Wi

and Serofulous Diseases, by the

VEGETINE,” which is compounded
barks, roots and Nerds,

sented, and generul
out the Quarterly
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es, Eruptions, Rough Skin, Salt Rheum,
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{
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doVol.1

'

08

96

1.60

do

.

.85

16

11.52
1.26
12.52

8.18

do

HARTFORD MANF'G CO.,
Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.

JA8

1.92
16
1.96

dozen,

& Corinthians,

Blessed are they who seek relief from * Liver Com-

on the same

single,

do
‘| Christian Baptism,

WEBSTER'S

y

1.00

single,

do

Theology,

History,

-

tor Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

Send your direction to Dr.
71+ Broadway, New yoik.

32mo.

Butler’s

to

Books.

Postage

do
do
dozen, 9.60
do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
do
do
do
dozen, 10.56

9
is

also

Psalmody,18mo.
in Sheep, single,

do

FHYSICIAN,”

a year

Price. Postage. Tojal,

York,

3mIi3

any

30 cents

postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
=!
o percentage is allowed on money sen
us for the Myrile.
:
Sample copies will be sent free on’ application.

at 93%

pamphlets

copy,

more. sent to one address, 20

number between one and 10, when sent to
ne address, than on a single one.
The

marketable

maps, furnished by us on personal or written
cation.

R. BURLINGAME, Do-

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PostaceE.—The postage on a single comy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any

or will exchange

and accrued interest in currency,

L.

TerMS.—Single
Ten copies or

rich agri-

section of the State which
;

remittances for the paper

should be sent to
ver, N. H.

This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logansport and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Park County, as
mineral

It is printed on paper of a very supe-

rior quality, and its mechanical excellence i$

Seouth=

YORK, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND ARE
COUPON AND REGISTERED.

cultural and
traverses.

MYRTLE.

use of Sunday School scholars; was enlarged

DR. S. 8. FITCH,
free

pros-

Bie

THE

8 Per Cent. Gold
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW

)

sends

and General

This semi-monthly, published by the Free-

——

For Moth Patches, Freckles
AND TAN, USE PERRY'S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known, reliable and. harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the
face. Prepared only by Dr. B.C. Perry, Dermatologist,49 Bond
sprdet, New York. Sold, Druggists everywhere.

pages,

Nervousness,

P Prepared by HL.IR. STEVENS, Boston, Mass
Price $1.25. Sold by all Druggists.
eow3méb

91-2 Per Cent. on the lrivestment.

DISEASES.

6ml!

Piles,

The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and tise it in their own:-families.
In fact, VEGETINE
is the best gemledy ye discovered tor the above diseases, and is the
reliable
BLOOD PURIFIER
yet placed
ore the
ublic.
:

AN UNDOUBTED SECURITY,

4w24

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is“warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions,
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond St., New York.

York.

VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks, roots and herbs, and

per bottle.
York.

also, for the large surplus products of the

:

New

0

last and

Write for terms, &c., free.
:
CEORGE MACLEAN. Publisher,'ssvix
.
3 SCHOOL 8T., BOSTON,

For anything in the CARPET
line it will pay to
visit CROWELL’S.
No trash; no shoddy; one price

and polite attention.

Square,

&CO.,

tem.

and mos

carpet

Union

THE
®

you will

LEWIS’

nations of $1,000, $500, and $100.

June 19.— Examination of classes.

WEDNESDAY EVENING.—Address before the Philologian Society,~Hon.Chas..C. van Zandt, of Newport.
.
THURSDAY A. M.,June 20.—Exercises of the Graduating Class and others at the F. B. church.

among the Teloogoos, the only mission we have
on the western side of the Bay of Bengal.
The
churches have now 2,500 members, and the nom-

preacher

yo

LATEST IMPROVEMENT AND
BEST ARTICLE MADE. -

TIFFANY

kind

'

CROWELL keeps FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.
Don’t
pay the high prices usually asked for these goods till
you have been to CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall;
Marble Building, 387 Washington St., Boston. ;

:

WEDNESDAY,

ing ofthe Italian Bible Society, advocating, as
THURSDAY P. M.— Exercises of the Alumni, at the
F. B. church,
G."E
Whittemore, of Providence,
I have always dome, the giving of the Bible to
- orator. C. K.Clarke, of Ponagansett. poet.
everybody, irrespective of church, position, call-THURSDAY EVENING, promwnade condert and Reunion.
ing, sex or age.”
Music by Gilmore’s Band, of Paytucket.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
Rev. J. E. and Mrs. Clough, of the Teloogoo
Mission have reached New York, the change beENOSBURG Q. M. will hold its next session at
ing needful on account of the state of their
Enosburg, June 15, 16. Conference, Friday
precedhealth, and the wants of the Mission,
Within a
ing, at 1 o'clock, B,'M.
R. J. RUSSELL,
Clerk,

Methodist

a new

BRGAIFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

tration of the Nervous System, no madicine
ever
iven such perfect satisfaction as the
GETINE.
f purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs, and
possesses a controlling power over the nervous sys-

mvoice of 50 rolls)

North

TUESDAY, June 13.—Examination of classes.
TUESDAY EVENING.—Sermon before the Phillips
Missionary Society, —Rev. A. H. Heath, of Provi-

which “I am repand generous symthat for the diffuamong the Italian

masses.”
TI have just spoken publicly here in
Rome with Protestant Christians in their found-

A

THE

monthly

LJ)

Sold by all druggists. Price $3
OFFICE, 60 Cedar St., New

front,

out at 624 cents per yard. They are made in imitation of Brussels and Tapestries. CROWELL’S' New
Carpet Hall.
THREE-PLY

ANNIVERSARY WEEK at Lapham Institute;
Scituate, R. 1.
ORDER OF EXERCISES.

Pere Hyacinthe writes to the Independent from

made

marble

INDIA BRUSSELLS.—I
have a small invoice of
these goods, and regarding them not very desirable
on account of slight imperfections, shall close them

Iowa, commencing
8. A. Stow,

2t24 -

should be taken up for its benefit.

has

regdy

YORK, or 32

ICE-PITCHERS

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denomi-

Rome.
Whenever he exchanged, he should do
80 with the understanding that a collection

few years the truth

Now

Address;

COMPANY,

PORCELAIN-LINED

4w2l

yard.

Gray

J. 8. GARDNER.

for $275 cash.

BOOK.

S. BARNE

. SILVER-PLATED,

The Best Known Blood Purifier.

at CROWELL’S New Carpet

ELL’S

de-

NEW

CUNDURANGO'!

article

cents per

de)

We cordially extend an invitation to friends of the

in small

of the * Hymns only.”

eowTt22

BLISS, KEENE & Co.’s FLUID EXTRACT cures
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Ulcers,Skin diseases,
all Blood diseases, and is

Hall, Marble Building, 387 Washington St., Boston,
’
&

school.

He

YARD,—
200

heaviest

designs, and

intendent of Baptist missions in Italy.

The

A.

AND

CARPETINGS.—The

solid makes in new

market for the price: 623 cents

Exhibition,

gnd

balance

EDITION

Sehd ten cents for SPECIMBK

ache,

Building,

and Hart Prize Essays and Orations.
THURSDAY EVENING.—Studeants’ Reunion.

Anniversary

to them,
a

387 Washington Street, Boston.
\
.
7

Dr. Lorimer, of the Boston Shawmut-avenue
church, has declined. his appointment as super-

THURSDAY.

Declamation

Tunes” and CHEAP

ever sold by subseription.
Agents, the peoples 3
eager for such a book, and will urge you to
bringi

Don’t buy trash, but look at my mattings and “get
the best,” at the lowest prices. CROWELL’S New Car-

Recitation of Poetry.

EVENING.—Prize

4a Notice CHAPEL EDITION; ot ‘the “ Hymns and

points

It is by odds'the most taking and saleable book n
the field. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject
It is by America’s most popular writer on health. :.
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book

y.

a superior

cultivated grags, for 25

of their work.

WEDNESDAY

|

OUR
DIGESTION;
or, MYX JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

AY

cieties, by Prof, C. Townsend,

5

Rich Prairie Pas-

2

Saturday they visited the Home at No, 277 Tremont street, and presented $71.25 as the result

Rochester.

PER

:

|

New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,all mod-

(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

....

& Center Harbor,

20 CENTS

just received under value

t

EVYENING.— Walcott

THO

CARPETS. —Hartford Co’s best double-extra Superfines for $1.25 per yard. It is well known that these
are the best 2-ply Carpets produced. The price for
this invoice is ten cents per yard less than manufacturers sell for. At CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall,
Marble Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.

are the delegates

Seminary.

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND
tion of classes.

and ‘profitable time, and on

for Woltboro’

4w24

Revs. Runnells, Tasker, Sargent,

ams, of Syracuse.

545...

8-PLY AND ENGLISH TAPESTRY CARPETS, ALSO
ExTRA SUPERFINES.—Suited to the New England
trade. Dealers are invited td examine. Fresh invoices just received. NEW.ENGLAND CARPET Co.
at our New Warehouse, 76 to 82 Friend St., Boston.

made

SUNDAY
KEVENING.—Anniversary
Christian Association, Address by

....

Timber

of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made.
Illustrated Catalogues mailed.’ Sheet
Musie, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Music
Books.
1y22

s

P.M. P.M\- P.M,
“
0
T40.....

ENGLAND CARPET CO., 76 to 82 Friend Street, Boston.

Co., N.Y.

Whitestown

for Portland.

100A Me srarass 2.40, PMyvvereres 5.45 P.M.

STRAW

Anniversary exercises, June 16—20, 1872.

upon at once,.

They had a pleasant

Wednesday,

The following

installments,

ern improvements,

rolls, now landing, will be sold to our customers at
#8 per roll, containing 40 yards in each roll.
NEw

Sinclair, Calley, Hurlin, Peasley and Prescott.
Laymen: N,T. Chase. Joshua Durgin, Asa Severance,
Martin Blaisdell, A. R. Glidden, Dana Woodman,
Alvah Quimby and Increase Batehelder,—with authority to fill vacancies.
L. B. TASKER, Clerk.

The Baptist church at Amesbury, Mass., have
resolved to commence the building of a new
house of worship, the cost of which will be some
$20,000 to $25,000.
The work will be entered

for the promotion of pure and undefiled religion?
Many modes were suggested, all of which were
edifying and encouraging, doubtless, to
all
church,

Philadelphia, Jefferson

brew school in Mobile, teaching the German and

.... 240.

Excellent

cash,or will take part cash, and

1

“oy

ST. LAWRENCE Y, M. It will assistall concerned
if those who hy pose attending the next session of
this Y. M. at
the Philadelphia church, Jefferson | Co.
N, Y., June 21-23, will notify us accordingly, an:
srhether they will have a team. Come, for there’s
room for many more. Address
W. G. WILLIS,

Baptist church in Danbury, Rev.

A. C. Hubbard, pastor, has just swept away
debt, of long standing, amounting to $6,000.

Chapel Hall, on

10001035.

Trains leave Dover

;

tor the

2.

A GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE
WATERS,
481 Broadway, New York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED
PIANOS, MELODEONS and
ORGANSof six first-class
makers, including Waters’s, at Exriremely Low Prices for

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
10.10 A.M

1872, at 1 o’clock, P. M., to choose officers for the ensuing FE
Also to see ifthe corporators will so
amend the 6th article of the constitution as to strike
out the words * in July.”
J. R. PIKE, Sec,
New Hampton, N. H., June 8, 1872,

lyn Taberngele.

Rome to correct an article in
resented as * withholding full
pathy from an enterprise like
sion of the Holy Seripturés

Next session to be holden with the Pierceville

held at No. 4,

D.

* Or on their arrival from the East.
t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

New Hampton, N. H., June 3, 1872.

1, Me

best of Wheat Land;

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M,

vee

and

and Western Minnesota, embracing:

DEPARTMENT,
NORTHERN
PACIFIC
RAILROAD, ST PAUL, MINN.,
13teow22
Or 120 BROADWAY, N.Y.

.... D.05 5.45%

Dover

nit”

i

]

:

East
to purchasers
of Railroad Lands, and fo set‘tlers on Government Homesteads. Purchasers,their
wives and children carried free over the
Northern Pacific Railroad. Now is the time for settlers and Colonies to get Railroad Lands and Government Homesteads close to the track.
‘Send for Pamphler containing full information,
map and copy of New Homestead Law. Address,

ne 5, 1871.

.

at

LRY.

LAND

RAIL

AM. AM. AM. PM. P.M. PM!
«10301035 .... 2.40. 5. 545

-

BURLEY.

Notice.
:
of the New Hampton Literary

Trustees

11.20% ....

Trains leave

AM,

PLANTS for

The annual meeting of the corporators of the New
Hampton Literary and Biblical Institution will be

the

- present,

CHOICE

Four thousand people every Sunday night attest by their presence that they are interested in
the preaching of De Witt Talmage at the Brook-

charge

ARRANGEMENT.

Notices and. Appointments.
The

MAINE

Markets.

RATES furnished from all the principal

DOVER & WINNIPISSEOGEE RR. R,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 187].

Biblical Institution will meet at their office, June 25,
1872, at 4, P, M.
E. C. LEWIS, Sec.

had

WINTER

5.50% 8.00.

Re-

One thousand people, one-twelfth of th® whole

A Jewish Rabbi, who

AND

AM

population in Lawrence, Kansas, have been converted, during one of the most successful revivals
ever known.

Second

BOSTON

Strangers’

CHARLES

York,has lately become its editor.

,15
,00
.00
450,00
6,66

Trains leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM, AM: AM. P.M. P.M. P.M, P.M,

the Garden or Parlor; Roses, Flowering Shrubs,
Vines, &e., &c., at low rates. Please call at the PINE
STREET GREEN-HOUSES
EXET[ER;N. H,

Intelli-

5,00

Special Notices.

‘FLOWERS,

furnished promptly to order.

6,00

10,00
15,50
3,00
2,00

Remarkable Cure, also Permangnt
Cure, in Star, Feb. 14 and 28:
‘+

+"

Also

formed church, N. Yi

The

See

«

!

hi

Healthful Olimate, Free Homes, Good

;

TIT

ghd

FAV

Mill, the Farm and tke Fire; 3.

Teas.

©. 0. LIBBY, Treas.

ee

digi
——

turage and Natural Meadow, watered by clear Lakes
‘and running streams,—in Healthful Climate, where
Fever and Ague is unknown.
~Giwafm can be shipped hence by lake to market as
cheaplyas fcom Tastorn Towa or Central Illinois.
Cars now run through hese Lands from Lake Superior to Dakota.
Price of land close to ‘track, $4.00 to
48%
r acre; Jurther away, $2.50to $4.00. Seven
ears’ Credit;
Warrantee Deeds; Northern Pacific 7-30
IZonds, now selling at par, received
for land at #1.10. No other unoccupied Lands present such advantages to settlers.
SOLDIERS under the New Law. (March 1872
get 160 acres FREE, near the Railroad, by one an
wo years’ residence.
4
TRANSPORTATION
AT
REDUCED

Mission.

Dover, N, H.

:

i rr

"THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAIL-

12,00

L Barnes,

.

ROAD offers ff sale its Lands in Central

5,00
7,00
i

13

—

|

ARS Cr AL IF

dei

i

SILAS CURTIS,

Richlaod, Iowa, TRL

years

present, A. Redlon, R. M. McKee, Wm. Tucker,
and Bs F. Ferris,
Meetup
s opened with
prayer by Bro. Redlon.
The“Gonstitution and
By-laws, which were framed for the government
and regulation of said Conference, were read
and, with a little correction, were adopted.

is the best method

or “ The

Society.

Whitestown
NY, per P Phillips,
Johnstown,
Wis, per R
Cooley,
A friend, Morristown, N J,
"
** with conditions,
Weir street, Taunton, Mass,

to at
Bos -

FLOWERS!!!

Smit

could accomplish more good for Rome in Boston.
He announced that he shouid do all he could for

- Question discussed,~Which

Parties.

CUT

agree-

MINISTERS’
CONFERENCE of the Ripley Q.
M. heid its 2ud session with the Franklin church),

Ministers

and

reports its last
its expenditure

£120,004, leaving a small balance
able side.
:

cents,

Tow.

SILAS CURTIS, Zyeas,

Woreign

Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS for the
Funeral or Church
Service, Weddings

of Ex-President Tyler, with her
an infant grandchild, have been

Religious Tract Society
income at £121,943, aud

50

GREEN-HOUSE

received into the Catholic church at Georgetown;
D.C.
,
The
year's

Illustrated ” at

id

Forth Jack: om

Falrburg, Til pay W H Harris,

Guide” at 10 cents.

The Southern Baptist Convention has pledged
twenty thousand dollars for the Baptist Chapel
at Rome.
:

clined the appointment because he thought he
May 25, at 11-2, P. M.

‘We suggest that all persons visiting Boston
tend the Jubilee, sam themselves with either

LY

:

West Greenwich, R I, per C Green,
Lowell, Mass, per LL G
Howe,
Ashburn, 11, per W. H Gifford,
s
Spring
v
Hi,
id

have

$200 to $20,000.

&

on Saturday,

Government,

examined these manuals and heartily commend them,

He will also supply the pulpit of the South

his stay with us eighteen have been added to the

the City

Under the will of the: late Miss Nabby Joy,
the sum of $280,500 has been appropriated to public charities in Boston, in sums ranging from

gencer of New

MEREDITH VILLAGE, N. H. The church at
Meredith Village have enjoyed,
for
eleven
months, the labors of Rev: H. J. Durkee, and
we feel that God has blessed his efforts.
During

with

|

WG Wills,

din

AE
+

Bo T
2,00

hes

Adina

Concord, N. H,

ty illustrations,
represent faithfully and artistically
those o jects which are of most conspicuous interest.
With this'is a “Supplement,” which contains an admirablé new mup of the city, besides a host of other
information. The “Supplement” is GIVEN to pur.
chasers of “Boston Illustrated.” It gives full and
minute instructions about loéalities, routes, railways, buildings, parks, eto. Osgood & Co., to cover
the ground completely, also publish “The Strangers’
New Guide through Boston and Vicinity.” It is a little pocket pamphlet with an excellent map, and an
immense amount of condensed information about
the city, giving clear dirvections how to find everything worth seeing in and around Boston, Mayor
Gaston, Mr. McCleary, Mr, Savage, and other gen-

The Rev. A.D. Mayo has resigned his pastor«’

por i

be

Education

timé and trouble, to see the notable buildings,scenes,

ures in Salt Lake City, ,
:
One hundred and twenty-five. members
added to Mr. Beecher’s church lately.

ie

}

* Bangor ch, Me, per 8 D Church B
Contoocookville ch, N H, per 4 W Knapp,

itord to Boston during the Jubilee,
bi
It containg just the sort ot information needed by
visitors who desire, with the greates’ economy of

lect.

heute

cai

Abiipsy |
Parker, «|

Conoco:NJ Hi

issued. It contains a remarkable amount of histori
cal, topographical, architectural and statistical information, which will prove specially valaable to vis.

United Literary ‘Societies in the afternoon, and

per5 Ben
iran

Fhiladel hin an VE

/

thay be classed among the most compact, comprehensive; and complete publications of the kind ever

A.B. Crosby will eulogize the late President

ATTA

gay

Pictorial Handbook of Boston and its Surroundings

"Aiken, of \Princeton Theological School, and Dr,

L*H

ETT

[son
Pa per A 1 Corse,

i
£5
{
newspaper accounts of Indian wrongs, tow, Sabbath evening, and elass-day exercises |
‘A Book for Jubilee Visitors.
better not dispute it yet. ;
|
Teéday.
The
Phi
Beta
Kappa
address
will
be
Shuey
“ BOSTON ILLUSTRATED,” J. R, Osgood & Co.'s
delivered ‘Wednesday morning by Rev. C. A.
radi

SITAR

[3 oy Buxton, Me, er P
Fron:

Made by the SOZODONT divine,

the Theological Society by Rev. Lewis O. Bars-

SE te ova

Sh

|

at home

ATI

7

S

must bé paid in theirown ‘coin before they
will be satisfied with their end of the bargain. A grave verdict, certainly, but per-

.

g

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

blood-thirsty fellows and thinks that they

Wy ARW

v

To

-§

N

haps we who stay

STAR, JUNE alll.

MORNING

4

New York.

| first volume,

have already’ been

sold.

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that

others think the work a%ood one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be off
our hands. Price $2,00.. Postage,

extra, 24 cents.

Special terms giver

to agents who sell 100 or more.
dersme solicited. .. =
.

MAY: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical account of
’s Creation:
tested by Scientific Theories of his
and ‘Anti.
quity,
v Josepn
P. THOMPSON,
b. D.,, LLD,
One'vol,, 12mo, Pricé, $1. Will be sent prepaid Ly
post, on receipt of price, by

36

LR.

BURLINGAMY.
}
DOVER,

.
yi « H,
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Jn a cozy corner.
Safe, and snug, and warm,

. Lies a little birdling,

\

keith
rg
cy ip Pe

Little shining forehead,
White, and pure, and fair,
Little wavy tresses
.Of bright silken hair.

After many a consultation in the “playground, measures were agreed on ; and the
very next day the ringleaders were, down
tha.ghimney, smelling the apples and
'| scheming how to get at them. It was too
far to jump or drop down; but a rope—

could be more handy ?
.
They twisted and twined them
out to the size of a cable,

down the smallest

Little rosy fingers,
Reaching for the Jight,

of

and

the

party,

Passing out of sight.

.

Guide his little feet.
¢ Many steps and weary
In his path may be;
Lead him gently, Father,
To his home and Thee.”

And this cozy corner
Is a mother’s heart,

©

:

Warm, and pure, and holy,
Of God’s love a part.

A Blessing.
A little child hath blessed me;

1 wonder what it means!
Jt seems a brighter blessing
Than a bishop’s or a queen’s.
In her snowy nightgown drest,

Standing up to be carest,
Softly lisping in my ear.

Pretty words, “ God bless you, dear.”
They fill my heart with wonder;

Of God what can she know ?
She can not tell the meaning
Of the words that please me so.
Like the church’s silver bell,
‘Winning souls to heaven from hell,
Knowing not what glory lives

nN”

In the message that it gives.
It is so sweel to hear her—

Her rosy mouth to see
Form the pretty syllables
That give such joy to me.
Like a little mocking-bird,
Deftly she repeats each word,

Words.

SW

A queer, old-fashioned house was *‘ Cloverbobs,” where the ‘sensible but somewhat queer Dr. Rounder kept his school.
The doctor had a fine garden and ormanner

of pleasant

fruits were to be found, from the early
strawberries to autumn plams and apples.
From him the boys had: full liberty to revel in those inviting pastures. He considered that the fruit was sent to be eaten,

and

that the boys of Cloverbobs were sent to
eat it.
All the boys were of the same opinion;
but Mrs.

Pinnicker,

the

housekeeper,

did

not agree with them, now and then. Many
grievous complaints did she carry to her
master of the nursing and doctoring arising fromthe boys eating unripe fruit, or
too much of what was ripe; and she so
wearied him that he was fain to let her

lock the gate, and give out such measure
of.the dainties as she thought fit.
For this the big boys resolved to be

~ venged.

re-

The theft of her spectacles,

drowning of her cat,

and

plots, were

abandoned

made

and

worthy of gentlemen,

the

various

other
as

un-

and disgraceful of

the - doctor's pupils. Nevertheless,
thing, it was decided, must be done.

a

the way futher cured

that night

someNow,

where there's a will there's a way, and that
may be said with a strong significance of a

of the

thieves,

the

doctor

got,

she

had

complained

What

chance,

then,

had

How Father Cured His

Of this room,

into

of the

which

the

straggling
boys

all the good things go and never come

saw

out,

Mrs. Pinnicker kept the key—a great door' key, that hung with others from her girdle.
To et the key was impossible,

and

to get

at the apples without it equally so; at least

so it appeared till accident showed it. otherwise.
It chanced that, ina

game

of hide-and-

:

Nevertheless they thought it best
awhile, and Allowed her

to

make

to rest
another

~ Byving
ee

could

came up, and suddenly gave
“whiff of
him an explanation of Git Wherashouts.,
Seem
;

up

time, to save father trouble.

by

Father wouldn’t

The. Latin

Tutor.

master’s own appellation, when their innocent victim suddenly supplied them with

schools, you know ; hut he never

a sobriquet

of any

“Yes, I do, and I'll sell cheap, too,” says
he.
:
«Oh, well, "says father,
it’s no use talking, for I haven't the money to buy with.”
¢ Make me an offer,” said he.

promptly, and there
gles. But from that
master was known
other-name than that

“ Well, just to put an end to the talk,”
father says,
I'll give you seventy-fivé dol-

Halsted

lars for the horse.”

did

be

“Do you want to sell?” says father.

able

roof, hidden by its ins

and

outs,

doctor on the walk beneath,
their way at the same time
spot,

and

the

He had let himself in and was looking" at

the fruit, when he thought he heard a
noise above him.
He waited and heard voices.
He was almost as much frightened to find

he had caught the thieves as he would have
been if they had caught him.
In nervous expectation he waited,

won-

dering where he should see them appear,
when

the

basket

through the

slowly

made

its

;

way

chimney-holé - and gradually

‘not done, as

his

back

was

towards

doctor knew

cried

to be his nephew’s.

The doctor made signs tothe trembling

urchinto say © Yes,” svhich he did, but in
a very husky voice.

ie
away, then,” said several! Voices.
Whereupon the doctor, making signs t0
him of his intentions, and looking at the

‘Well, T think we sKill have

dogtor’s hat; and soon his face was visible,

boys,” he said.

** I have had some trouble

to come up, and should like to stay

little, if you please,”

=

*

here

a

It was sufficient.

The plate was

Brilliant wit, wasn’t it, boys ?,

didn’t mind

not

know of

banded

were no audible gigday forward the new
behind his back by no
of ‘* Cheese, please.”
Well,

it much.
it, or

Mr.

He either

didn't

think

it

this they knew, that there was no shuffling |
of feet, no ‘“ firing of spit-balls,” no ** chaf-

ways carry around a little book to put things
into they think of when they are out walking or riding, or hoing in the garden.”
Well, father sat full two hours before the
horse was ready to start;

there was

no more

The next morning

but when Le

troubld

did,

for that day.

‘twas the same

thing

over again, only Georgie gave in a little
sooner. All #68 while it seemed as if father
couldn’t do enough for the horse. He was

round the stable, feeding him and fussing
over him, and talking to him in his pleasant,

was

playing

about

the

did not quite understand; but

fering "of any kind going on in the schoolroom

when

Cheese,

please”

was

evidently

in

the

right.

of subjects, high-toned, and teaching the best
lessons, such as actual boys and girls need to
learn.
They may be put into the library of the
home or the Sunday-school, in the full faith that

they will really serve true ends.
ADOPTED.

* The

By Mrs. E.

Harwoods,”

[%%

J. Richmow!,

* The

author of

MecAllisters,'” &e.

but

welcome

with

testimony taken

and blessing to the hearts

or, The

Believer’s

in-

the late

to read

most to ' denounce the brutality
with horror.

this re<

up to a

upon the

that

filled him

Itis a document that reflects credit

fidelity, skill aud courage of the com-

mittee, and needs to be preserved for the sake ot
its bearings upon Rational questions’ that still
await solution.

of the house-

| ©

|
CHRIST;

to

in

concerning the outrages is here

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.

Union with his

Lord.
By A. J. Gordon, pastor of the Clarendon-St. church, Boston. Boston: Gould &
Lincoln, 1872. pp. 209.
Mr. Gordon does not enter upon his work of
exhibiting thé relations of Christ to the human

magazine

A monthly

THE CATHOLIC WORLD.

IS

Committee

of affairs

Made to the two Hous19, 1872. ‘Washington :

single conclusion, and explaining” why Reverdy
Johnson, who went south to defend its citizens
against false accusers, became one of the fore-

center-

requested to address the Publishers.

Select

spread out in detail, shutting the reader

to circulate widely, and wherever it meets prop-

hold.
It is sold only by subscription, and those
wishing to engage in the sale of it as agents are

Joint

fora little, until other and better testimony cau
have time to muKe itself heard. The mass of

entire work performed in preparing the volume
shows good judgment and a true taste. It ought

table

of the

faith in liberty and even in human nature waver

es a thoughtful and fitting introduction, and the

the

put

port. 1tshows that the Ku-Klux organization
was as far as possible from being a myth. It was
one of those terrible realities that make one's

this fine

and creditable, and the binding is rich and chaste
without being expensive. Dr. Gulliver furnish-

beauty to

and

Government A riming Office. 1862. octavo. pp.

ject and artistic qualities they are well conceived

carry

lessons

632.
It is as sad as if is instiuctive

gance, the illustrations are sufficiently numerous
to afford all desirable embellishment, and. in sub-

it will

wholesome

insurrectionary states.
es of Congress, Feb'y

edition of his complete works, in a single volume.
It is one that has no lack of solidity or of
beauty. The typography is good, the tinted paper
gives it an aspect of richness without extrava-

er welcome

teach

quire into the condition

of what

high: satisfaction

will

REPORT

he writes, and especially effective in his clear,
simple, picturesque and masterly style.

We

it

honor upon the very qualities that deserve it,

He is stimulating, sug-

gestive and’ profitable in the substance

June, 1872.

Science.

of General Literature and

Contents : Dutiesof the Rich in Christian Society ; On the Troubadours of Provence ; The House

charge. And yet, strangeto say, he used
less severity than any of the other teachers
andvas daily growing the most popular of
them all.
So much so, that when, one Friday evening, he opened a little prayer-meeting in
his room, more than a dozen were found
glad to attend; and in a few weeks the
large class-room proved nene too large-for
those who felt the attraction of his manly,
Christian life, and the power of his earnest

prayers.

One after ‘another of ‘those who

had been readiest to ridicule ‘him, came to
him and begged his forgiveness, and en-

treated his help towards a new life;
er another, guided by him to the
his great Exemplar, found there the
from their burden of sin, the grace

the reader, and make his ministry one that expe- | Spain; Official Charity;

one aftfeet of
release
to help

calm, always hopeful.
He is fiot always equally
clear and stimulating; sometimes there is a little |
at invitation |
mistiness in his language anc
to a dreamy devoutness,
sug
“Fenelon and |
Madame Guyon. But the book evidently springs |
|
from an inward and vital experience that is be-

coming too rare in these days

of religious

out-

wardness, and can hardly fail to help the deeper
and more ‘meditative natures that would find
Christ a real portion for the soul.’

THE

CHURCH

SCHOOL

AND ITS OFFICERS.

J. H. Vincent, D. D.

Lanahan

16mo.

0.

New York:

pp. 224.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

Sold

By

Curlton and

by D. Lothrop

INSTITUTES

AND

‘NORMAL

CLASSES. ByJ. H, Vincent. With an introSusetion iy Alfred Taylor. Same Publishers,
&e. 12
pp. 186.

HISTORICAL

TAMENT.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE OLD

By

Rev.

G.

Rawlinson,

M.

TEs-

A.,

Camden Professor of Ancient History, Oxford.
Same Publishers,
&c. 12mo, pp. 160.

NORMAL-CLASS

OUTLINES ON, TEACHING.

Rev. Joseph
Publishers, &c,
The appearance
of the importance

By

Alden,
D. D., LL.D.
Same
12mo. pp. 82.
of these volumes is suggestive
now attaching to the Sunday-

school and to the “work nominally attempted
within and by means of it. There is no other
single agency, preaching the gospel from the pul-

pit being excepted, in which so much interest 1s
felt, and

in

behalf

of

which

so, much

careful

planning, thinking and experimenting may be
discovered. There is a most earnest and resolute effort making, and by some of the best
minds in the Christian church, to exalt the work

tion

souls.

of saving

truth

and

the

wise

some

of

the

training

of

That some of the theories are more fan-

found their

ridiculed

ciful than valuable,

experiments

such as can issue0#y in failure, and some of the
as there i$ the right purpose and the teachable
heart, the fruitless struggles; and even the pitiapolicy, will

help to bring in

the

faithful, 80 right plan and the successful methods. Through
quick with bafllings and blunders most of the real successes
words, with of our life are at length reached and made practically beneficent. And so the conventions and
very angel institutes, the normal classes and the object

dying bed they

tutor

to be;

and

when the dark hour had passed at last, and
the scattered circle was once more reunited,
round which all revolved. ~Band of Hope
Review.
:
iy Wn

:

.

« Profanity

never

good.

man is ‘richer, or happier, or

up by the horse's head.

wiser for it.

No

did

any

man

the

It commends no one to

least
socie-

ty; itis disgusting to the refined, and abominable to the good. |

riage ; Miscellany. —Boston: Alexander Moare.

SUNDAY MAGAZINE. “May, 1872. Contents: The
John

Born Again;

Vicar’s Daughter;

Bunyan;

Many Ways Home; The Indwelling of the Word
of ¢

rist; Crux Moa Salus; Margaret;

-

The Res-

jon of the Dead ; Premiums Pald to Experi.
The National Synod of the Reformed

Church of France;

** Can

Religion and Science;

Nazareth?” The
there any Good come out of
Editor's Room.—Phila.: J. B. Lippincott & Co.

May, 1872.
GOOD WORDS FOR THE YOUNG.
Contents: The Great Dutch Admirals; The Old

Set; The Traveling Menagerie; Childs Spring
Song; The Musical World amongst Cats; The

Deserted Ship; Leopard Adventures in South
Afrien ; Gutta-Percha Willie ; Lessons in Composition Little Ditties; Buttercups and Daisies;

A Desbert Plate’s Autobiography; The Area
B. Lippincott & Co.
ndelphi J.B.
Ont

Goon WORDS. ‘May, 1872. Contents: The
Golden Lion of Granpere; How we went Yachting; A Blessing; Town Geology; Wanderings

was Plumbed; The Story of the South Warwick-

ble and foolish

and

GOOD HEALTH. June, 1872. Contents: Adulteration “and how it may be prevented; Sanitary
Seienee?: Danger from Lightning: Manna of the
Desert; Means of Pre serving Health; Darwinism
Reterence to the Eyes of Animals; Increase of
Heart-Disease; Sea-Sickness; Shall we throw
WeatherPhysic to the Dogs? Black Assizes;
Wise Animals; Carbonic Acid Gas; The Begin‘ning -of Summer; Apparent Deaths Consumption; Our Educational Outlook; Love and Mar-

tem into the service of teaching, and so make it
preéminently a place for the effective ineylea-

value of Christian character from ‘®@heese,

sick

Lime-Light.—Dos-

in Spain;

methods such as tend to defeat the very best objects of the school, is all very true; but so Jong

of comfort by the

Heat-Spectrh of the Sun and”
ton: Littell & Gay |

of the scHool in the estimation of its officers,
teachers and pupils, to put brain, heart and sys-

in time of need.
And when the small pox, dread invader,
broke into their ranks, and laid down one
after another of their young band, then indeed the boys of Thorncliffe learned the
please.” None so patient, so
self-forgetting as he; none so
kindly offices, with Cheering
loving, pleading prayers. A

the

and

Church

The

The
York:
rience shall interpret and exalt.
He would aid | Press: New . Publications.—New
®
Catholic Publication House.
the soul in its apprehension of Christ as the
giver and sustainer of its real life, and suggest
-.
Contents:
LIrTELL'S LIVING AGE. June, 1872,
fresh reasons and encouragements for the faith |
Parliament; The Maid ®ker: The
British
The
whieh appropriates the infinité forees and fullthe Skelligs; The Boness of Christ as the believers portion. He is | American Civil War; Off
The
Messengers;
always suggestive, always ‘reverent, always | hemian Elections; Spring's

in

yard, ‘and she brought her stool and climbed
“ Dove, tell what you aid {0 Cedinis that
o morning.”

re.

up to real inward victory and outward success,
It is not marked by great genius or literary art,

teaching, the uniférm lessons and the general
drill,—all these may be welcomed as, the prophots of some better

plans that

shall

hereafter be

larger and better results that are sought and to
be expected. The first is~addressed chieflyto
young pustors, and ‘constitutes a good presentation of the real work to be done in the Sunday-

Dove

part

these characteristics into his Holy War, his
Grace Abounding, his Solomon’s Temple Spirit-

differefiflook in the horses eyes. But when
fathe
‘ready to go, Georgie put his feet
Well,

in

did not and eould not use up all his resources in
the preparation of any single work.
He puts

generally adopted, and: some richer

stir,

House, and

cellent, ~attractive fn style, happy in the choice

attractive style, as
Pilgrim’s Progress,

morning, when
he had fed and curried and harnessed him | it was acknowledged by all that “ @heese,
with his own han:
mehow, there was a please,” was the , central point of strength

together and laid his ears back and fyouldn't

fruitful

of Yorke; Fragments of Early English Poems
had made sharp; and his supply of cheese
on the Blessed Virgin; The Legends of Oisin,
being exhausted, he glanced up and down
Bard of Erin; A Salon in Paris before the War;
the table until he spied a plate of the desired soul in the spirit of the controversidlist, the crit- Reviewof Dr. Stockl’s Philosophy; Fleurange;
article, and then, fixing with his eye the ie, or the theologian.™ His aim is higher, and his Art and Religion A Fete-day ag Lyons; How
boy who sat nearest it, said, in rathera, methods are prompted by hi# desire to bring the the Church Understands and Upholds the Rights
loud and abrupt tone, ‘‘ Cheese, please.”
Lord Jesus into vital contact with the spirit of of Women; Bryant's Translation of the Iliad;

“Pll take the horse,” ‘says
father.
“ What's his name?”
*
* George,” says the man.
«1 shall call him Georgie,” said father.
Well, father brought him home, and we
boys were pleased, and we fixed a place for

« Mind the rope ; don’t let it dip; give it gentle way ; and the third

another twist.

himself to his sup-

per with the appetite which a long journey

gentlemen

into the wagon to go. But Georgie wounldn’t
stir a step. Father got out and patted him,
and we boys brought him apples and clovertops, and once in awhile father would. say,
¢ Get up, Georgie,” but he didn’t strike. the
horse a blow. By and by he says, ¢* This is
going to take times Well, ‘Georgie, we'll
see which has the most patience, yon or 1.”
So he sat in the wagon, and took out his
skeletons—
¢ Skeletons? ” said Poppet, inquiringly.
: “Of sermons, you know. Ministers al-

a voice above, which the

enough t last, this time,”

observa-

hind alive, before he'd have budged an inch.”

next morning father harnessed him, and got

him,)

this, and immediately topk advantage of it;
he put his finger on his {ips as a sign that
he should keep silence.

« Safe?”

tion, he was addressing

special

“ You may have him,” says the man, as worth noticing, and went calmly on his
quick as a flash, *“ but. you'll repent of your way from day today. A very good sort of
way the boys began to find out it was, too,
bargain in a week.”
«Why, what ails the horse ?» says father. by and by. They might make as much fun
“-Ajls him? He's gotthe ¢ Old Nick’ in as they chose of his short coat-sleeves and
him, that’s what ails him,” says he. ‘‘Ifhe scanty trousers legs; of his large nose and
has a will to go, he'll go; but if he takes a his brusque manners; but there was no
notion to stop, all creation can’t start him.
possibility of making fun of his learning,
I’ve stood and beat that horse till the sweat his skill in imparting knowledge, and his
ran off me in streams; I've fired a gun close power of maintaining law and order in his
to his ears; I've burnt shavings under him. yclass,
I might have beat him to death, or roasted
How he managed it these da: young

were making
to the same

or extend a

of this

prints of books originally issued in England.
They are printed and bound in uniform style,
put in a neat box, and are as tasteful in outward
appearance as one could desire. In character,
they are not only unexceptionable,but really ex-

gument for Open Communion,—~wherein he is as

far more original and amusing.

Quite unconscious

cations

given

ualized, &c.; and he shows. his dialectical skill
and his thoroughly practical tendencies of mind
in his defense of the doctrine of Reprobation,—
wherein he is plainlyin the wrong, and in his ar-

ready revolving in their minds the respect-

Greene lived scattered, and he had so far to
go to attend funerals and weddings and visit

But one day he

Schone 5. or. 4 Currie
Moss ST ne ind her
Lothrop & Co. a
70.
These volumes: are in part the original publi.

New York: National Temperance, Society &
Publication House. 1872. 18mo. pp. 231.
A pleasant story, having abundance of life
likeness, bringing out the mischievous work of
the cup into bold relief, exalting Christian charity, and indirectly but promptly pleading for
true homes,as it follows the fortunes of an orphan.
ed brother and sister who went by the only road

and eminently forcible and
thesé (ualities appear in the

from the first entrance of the new teacher.
The leading wits of the school were al-

if

LOVING HEART AND HELPING HAND LIBRARY,
In five 16mo;,
1. Nettie and her
Friends, 2. bul: Soors:
oore, the Sculptor,3.

read it are
else of his

that there is anything

It wil)

almost surely help the thoughtful, reflective and
conscientious ; nothing will
wil do much for others.

felt in his other productions than their real merits deserve.
For the man, with great power of
thought, vigor and health of imagination, large
knowledge of men, critical subtilty, logical skill,
Y

man.

to settle the question of theft or no theft; so
he took the key. ~
Mrs. Pinnicker seemed go quiet about her
second loss that the boys thought they
might venture a fresh excursion into her
treasury ; and, as it chanced, they on the

and of

has

adapted to win a general patronage

Evangelist.

let him know, and say nothing about it to
any one else.
So she went to him again with more consternation than the doctor thought all the
apples were worth; but he said he would
see the apples and judge for himself; for
by a visit, now and then, he would

oriental

extant that deserves attention. The editions of
a ED works heretofore issued have not been well

ive merits of *‘ Dominie Sampson” and
*¢ lchgbod Crane” as a substitute for Latin

as

imaginative

take two hundred dollars for the horse to- knowledge of his less known productions to the
ddy. He eats anything you give him. Sis mades of the people. They have sometimes
been voluminous and expensive.
They have
very often brings out some of her dinner to’
often been needlessly and unwisely incomplete.
him.”
>
They have been emasculated, abridged, and
‘“ He likes to eat out of a plate,” said modified in the impression they were adapted to
Dove, * it makes him think he's a folks,"— make. And hence there has been less interest

Horse.

felt

of the

hardly aware

Why, I've seen him back himself
ny

hold

It is this wonderful work which
Many who
' Bunyan his reputation.

as quiet as a

between the shafts of the wagon

saw any fresh signs of theft she had better

to the horror and amazement of ail.
- see nothing but a flat hearth-stone.
“ Don’t let me down. among "the apples,
4 There's no fireplace there,” he thought ;

he thought and 1ooked a strong
‘but while

walks

was coming afoof from Hildreth, and a
stranger asked him to ride.
Father said, ¢ That's a handsome ' hotse
you're driving. 1 should like to own such a
horse myself.”
“ What will you give for him?” said the

satisfied, they

While they were rejoicing ini the coming
cdthined this, he went to the ‘spoils, the nearest boy capght sight of the

edge of the hole, and looking down

a horse could speak,

went to work again, and the diminished
heaps left no doubt in Mrs. Pionicker’s
mind that thieves were somewhere.
She
had told the doctor, and the doctor had
told her she was mistaken, but that if she

and. he descended rather quicker than he in it, he allowed himselfto be drawn up, to
wished into the chamber beneath, and fell. the utter confusion of the small boy, who
within a few inches of a large hole in the devoutly wished he had never seen an ap-.
ple in his life.
_ floor where the grate had once been.
“A good lot this time,” oid the doctor’ 8
At firsthe was in a panic, but finding he
i
was not hurt he soon recovered himself, and nepRee™"
‘began to look about him. ‘It was a dingy "He's coming up with. it,” said"another.
ivy ; but there was light enough to show
‘him fhak the boxes of all the pupils were

and told him as pl

and put him at once upon the true path.

the cooler and more practical dweller in western
regions, It stirs the solemn wonder of the
child, and feeds the calm and settled faith of the
old man waiting by the river and listening for
the call to go over and look upon the splendor of
the celestial city whose glory it has
“helped to
make real, And it seems to have before it a future even moré significant than fts past has been,

And

always wanted a horse, because the folks in

he could afford to buy one.

visit before they took any more apples.

seek, one boy, the hider, climbed the roof thickness of the rope, whispered to him to
of the house, and creeping towards the. give the accustomed signal when he had
apple-room end, got down an ivy-covered taken hiy usual time for filling the basket.
chimney. The chimney was very large, Then, settling himself with some difficulty

place ; the window was almost covered with

strong

unharnessing,

goninst father's shoulder,

sheep,

Well, said Reuben, the story-teller, father

serving, and the whole were laid in the he was so paralyzed with fear that he could
most housekeeper-like order on the floor of not utter a sound. The doctor observed
a large room at one end
old house.

horse,

OF

WO!

enterprise has discovered and mastered. It takes

That's

he rubbed his head

his name, and he

the

with the plums, which were stored for pre-

was

He

and treadings on toes, within a few minutes

it

more of plain, accu »

Tnirodatiton b y Rev.

With an

father has only to stand at the bars, and call

to

her

ing and Ifervid rhetoric and

rate, uninflated suggestion; but it is valuable as
it is.~The second is very excellent in the abun.
dance of practical hints and fuller plans touch.

veryD. D. Illustrated
edition. Phila.: Bradley, Garretson & Co, 1872. octavo. pp. 1015..

that he was sorry. He's tried to make it up
with father ever since, for the trouble he
made him. When he's loose in the pasture,

settled on the hearth, the small boy in it not. him in the barn, and curried him down and
housekeeper against the wills of between expecting any company, and least of all fed him well, and father said, ¢ Talk to him,
boys, and let him know you feel friendly.”
| the doctor.
thirty and forty boys?
When he saw him (which at first he had
So we coaxed. and petted him, and the
The apples had been chiefly gathered in
boy’s will.

a balky

when he

THE ‘COMPLETE

The boys of the Thorncliffe school were
as fine a set of fellows as one can find gath| round an iron bar that went across the win- should, give the key to the senior boys, and ered in any school, but full of energy and.
Re| dow, and wound or unwound it as need re- let them take a sufficient quantity.
love of mischief, which seems to be commember, lads, not to be imprudent!” he
| quired.
mon to the. genus boy. "So when they
For some days their depredations went added, filling up the confusion of the were told that the new Latin teacher was
>
| on, and now their revenge was at hand. thieves,
to arrive one evening, they one and all set
“If that wasn’t enough to conquer any
| They knew it was Mrs. Pinnicker’s time
themselves to mark what manner of man
for bringing fruit for the Sunday pies, and heart, I don’t know what would be,” said he was, and to see what material for fun
they hid about, here and there, to watch ‘one of the boys, many years after, in speakwas to be found in this new subject.
her go into the room.
They saw her put ing of it. ‘It had the effect of making us
Unluckily for him, they found plenty at
her bright key into the lock, and go in and forgive the housekeeper; for how could we
once. He was a tall, lank, awkward young .
resent, who had been so nobly pardoned ?
close the door behind her.
man, with a large nose, bristly hair, and
Would she never come out? Were they And, more than that, it gave gn effect to
coat-sleeves and trowsers both too short for
the
doctor's
moral’
and
religious
teaching
| to wait in vain for the pleasure of seeing
his
overgrown limbs. But despite these
whiclr was most valuable tous. We were
her horror-stricken face? The bell rang,
drawbacks, he had a good, sensible face, a
sure he was sincere; we saw that he had
the play-time was over, and they were
pair of bright, thoughtful eyes, and a very
forced to forego their delight; but they none of the meanness that he dealt so gen- pleasant smile,they did not choose to notice ;
saw her in the house, in the dormitory at tly with, while he must have despised it, and sundiy nods and winks began to pass
night, and she looked troubled and per- and we were thoroughly ashamed of our- around the table, various nudges of elbows,
selves.”—Selected.
plexed.

was fancy, that the apples could not go
throhgh the keyhole, and that the heaps
were not any less, as she declared they

Dr. Rounder and his Boys.

all

Here, let

nicker know that you could so far forget

acters

Thinking now that she was

which

has never made any trouble since,

Accordingly that night, afte} supper, the | their help, from the chimney. As soon as
|
| market basket was in its ordinary place, he got into the house he sent for his house| but the following morning nobody could || keeper, afd said :—
“There are too many apples there by
find it; where it was hidden, and how, I |
can not tell, but the next play-hour saw it half, Mrs. Pinnicker. I'm sure the boys
f
| can not have had enough; mind that they
in the box-room.
|
To prevent the possibility of their letting have plenty in future. In fact to prevent
| zo the rope when the basket contained their their falling into the hands of thigves, as
| messenger or the appless they secured it you have supposed they do, it is better you

They were sure

The Family Circle.

in

told him to go, he was off like a shot.

But

were.

chard,

“I'm glad of it for your sakes.

charged

"the doctor ; but he must have told

.
—@Good

none younger

.

us put these boxes straight, and untwist
these ropes. I wouldn’t have Mrs. Pin-

| the basket ; the cords hurt.Pol 1]

In a cozy corner,
Safe, and snug, and warm,
Lies a little birdling,
Sheltered from the storm.

—

They said they had trusted
than the one below.

your duty to yourselves and to me, for anypockets, even large ones, would not hold thing.”
They could have borne a scolding, learnmany ; and the small boy had small pockets,
of course ; so he had to go down ‘several ed a lesson, or stood a caning ; but this way
times before he could satisfy his, compan- of meeting their misdoing completely overcame them. They resolved, one and all,
ions.
inwardly, never to engage in anything un¢ Let's drop down a basket, " said one.
worthy again,
“ Our supper basket,” said another.
The boxes were speedily replaced, and
* Yes,” said the small boy; ‘ and it
| would be easier to go down and come up in the ropes put right; and, to save the char-

Catching at each shadow
And a mother singing
Soft, and low, and sweet :
‘Father, keep my darling,

my hands of it, and will

any of the other boys concerned in it?"

letting

hit to come up with his pockets full.

But they sink into my breast,
And T know that I am blest.

affair that I wash

in and

then

do it

forget it immediately. I'm only very glad
that no one knows it but ourselves, Are

there were the cords of the” boxes—what

Little pearly eyelids,
Shading eyes of blue,
Little smilgs and dimples,
Little mouth so true.

ou oun

apples

the

‘Literary Rv.

talking to,” sald

“I told him it was perfectly

FOnN BUNYAN,
ing the organization aid maintenance of Insti.
John P. Gulli-’ tutes, Normal
classes, &ec., for the training of
teachers. It puts special honor upon the §, §,
The dreamer of Bedford Jail still finds eager work, and will greatly aid those Who must up.
to all other horses, and So Svei] not love
and grateful hearers to listen while he reports dertake the inaugurationof new measures for
him if he wasn’t a
orse.. That's what
supplying better q
~The thirg
I told him.
:
Then I kissed him on the nose.” his significant visions, : The Pilgrim’s Progress volume is one of real value,teachers.
being intended to
is a sacred allegory whose lessons can never be
¢ And what did Georgie do?”
ida between the sacred
meaningless or uninteresting so long as the hus. shew the SUE
‘“ Why, he heard every word I said, and
Old Testament and the pas.
man soul is oppressed with the deep sense of history found
when I got through, he felt so ‘shamed of sin, and struggles to find deliverance, and would sages in profane h
having reference to the
himself, he couldnt hold up his head; so he fain put itself under the influence of the gospel same events, It is ‘eminently instructive, ang
just dropped it tili it ‘most touched the - which comes to’ bring it freedom and peace and will aid in inducing an intelligent and confirmed
faith,—The Normal-class Outlines consist of
ground, and he looked as sheepish as if he redemption. It finds its way into hall and hovel brief statements of principles, facts and methalike, It takes firm hold of both the thorough
had been stealing a hundred sheeps.”
*
scholar and the simple peasant. It is translated in- ods, which are meant to save the teacher from
“ Yes,” said Reuben, “and when father to nearly every tongue and dialect that missionary aimless or unadapted service before the class,

again, not even if I got them honestly.”
.
Seeing so little anger in his face they
clustered round him and made an awkward
attempt at an apology.
“Lads,” he sdid, ‘I can't forgive you;
don’t ask me. It is so very disreputable an

were fouhd to be within reach without ‘the
big key.

Not a winged creature,
In full plumage shown,
Bat a tiny spirit
From the Father’s Throne.

taken:

been

important had

the little girl.

till he was

wouldnt for all the apples in England

for, although much had to be done to carry
out their enterprise, the first step and most

MEL :

ity

and twisting

fairly landed on the floor.
‘
ridiculous for him to act so, that he'd come
“My déar lads,” he exclaimed, when he. to a real good placeto live, where everywasp out of the basket “‘how could you body helped everybody; that he was a mindrive me to make such a journey? 1 ister's horee, and ought to set a good "sample

out

fron the chimney, and, smoothing -the ivy,
he descended with all speed to tell his comrades.
. Exultation was in every heart that night;

Mother's SE

Sheltered from the storm.

wenton pulling

soon got

he

up,

Piling the boxes

—

“1 gave him an oe

There was no escape, no help for it ; they

over

4+ Of course,” he exclaimed, * I am

the fruit store-room.”

shall make our churches

er.

results that

fountains of fresh pow-

‘

;

:

These volumes are all real contributions to the

school for the

training of the youth belonging to

the tamilies of the congregation, besides containing many valuable suggestions touching the
‘methods to be used. Perhaps the work ‘would
have been

worth more if there

were less glow-

’

So
[4]

The Mountain Well; Frederick Deni-

son Maurice; At his Gates; How

a Fort Ditch

shire

of

Laborers’

sons; John

Union;

A

Song

the

Sea-

Macleod, D.D~Philadelphia: J.B.

Lippincott& Co.

HoME AND HEALTH, June, 1872. Contents:
A Frontier Tragedy ; Sunshine and Shadows, in
Europe and the East; The Meat We Eat; The
Pulse;

Plants Indicate Health;

Body and Mind;

Galvanic Treatment ; Sleeping on one Side ; Over
‘Dosing; Delirium Tremens; the Care of Infancy; A hundred and sixty square Yards of Lungs:
Artificial Teeth; Avoid Chills; Physiological

Action of Quinine ; Miscellaneous Health Notes;
Home Entertainment; Editorial Répast. New
York: De Puy, Lyon & Co.

OUR YOUNG Forks. An Illustrated Magazine
“for Boys and Girls.

June, 1872. Boston:

James

R. Osgood & Co.
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A Monthly
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La Shorey,
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8. Arthur,
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THE MORNING
be

Sleep After Work.

Curious Things About Dreams.

This importance has been already

There is another very curious thing about

thought is not worth much; and I begin
to think there has. been a waste of brain-

all the creations

dreams ave

minds—that

we _ ourselves
that.look

faces

forms and

example, that

of our own

originate the

on us, and per-

haps terrify us—that we think the thoughts
that others seem to speak with their lips—

the authors of

are

others

no

that we and

terrible tragedy in which we ourselves are
the phe apn 110 Me
\

dreams, and that is, the short period of
time in’ which they occur. This has been
often measured—by noting, for example,
the hour

or

minute

when

ene

has

fallen

asleep, dreamed a'long dream, and awoke.
Many remarkable instances of this have

been given. I shall add to those one from
my own experience.” Very late one night,
when

wearied

in

body

and

mind, I was

dictating to a friend what requiredto be
. sent to press early next morning. I spoke
a sentence, and suddenly fell” asleep. I

dreamed

‘a very

long

and

complicated

dream, and then I awoke, feeling quite refreshed, but for a moment utterly confused
as to where I was, or

ing.

what

I had

been do-

Recovering myself, I began to apolo-

gize to my friend for having so long detained him at that hour of night, expressing
the hope that he had been. able to em loy
himself profitably in preparing his college
exercises, when at last, turning round—for
he had been writing with his back'to- me—

nations of Europe.

People have often asked me, how I manage - to sleep after preaching. Generally,
1 do not have any difficulty in getting to

the comedy that is acted before us, or of the

—

say,

generally, that

material.

the

England

account

I have

of the

all over, on

blood, which

is the

o

work-

ing force, being drawn away from the extremitics to the brain, I kpow that the

thinking power has been busy—has, probably, worked to some effect. You must

deal with yourselves on this theory; whatever will distribute the blood to every part

of your system will relieve the brain; and
you will be able to. go to sleep. In the first

place, do not talk after preaching on Sunday nights. Do not go home and have a

ood time over what you have seen and

Board, ~ Many a minister uses himself up
more by the after-piece than he does by the
main

performance.

“But,

it

is sweet

to

talk when you are in such fine condition !
Everybody is there pouring out complaints
upon you. But they are wasting you. You
are

like

causes

you

now

to

suffer?

Ayghit surely is worth learning, as taught
solvividly by such night agonies, what an

effect the body has on

the mind,

how what

we call a trifle, affecting the nicely adjusted
and finely tempered organization of the one
will

affect

the

other, and

a" small

morsel

perhaps of toasted cheese make the immortal spirit of the greatest statesman as well
us of the greatest boy experience a horror
5 of great darkness! So look sharp after the
body by obedience to God’s will regarding
it, sod you will save mueh suffering in the
Soul,

Another curious fact about slreams is that
we very seldom, if ever, dream about what

chiefly occupies our minds during the day.

This side of the brain, so to speak, is wearied, and sleeps soundly ; while that portion
which was idle during
the day remains
awake, and works at night. Accordingly,
if we want to know what has given mse to
Jour dreams, we must search among the
most trivial of our day thoughts; but, alas!

the trivial are so numerous that we seldom
have patience to search long enough to discover the tiny cup of water which at night
our fancy magnifies into an ocean tossed y

= a storm.

ence

sources may assume

For example:

dreams

nearly

when one of

from

different

the sanre form,

my boys was ill

‘with scarlatina, I had a shocking attack of

The

the cocoonvof a silk worm,-which

Transit of Venus

in 1874.

—

Perhaps there is no
cal science which is’
importance than the
the measuring unit by
gauged, and the

datum of as‘ronomiof more fundamental
sun’s distance. It is
which space itself is
plummet line used in

sick

nurse

that

he was in a refreshing sleep; but that “he
had sprung up in the night with a scream,
saying that
determived,

his room was on fire. T was
if possible, to trace out the

meeting the previous evening

I had conjectured

what

would

be done in

the ill-constructed building, if it ‘ook fire,
andfinow I could possibly res
my own
family, who were seated in the inmost part
ofit.
So much for my part.
But what of

my

boy's share?

On” making

much

alike,

occuring

thé same

night,

incidents of" the previous day!—Norman
Macleod, in Gooll Words for the Young.

Love one human being
ly, and you will love all.
heaven| like the

urely and warm‘The heart in this

wandering sun, sees

noth-

ing, from the dew-drop to the ocean, but a

mirror which it warms and fills,

:

stations were

se=

mers,—nothing has been dohe in this country in the way
this transit.

of preparation to observe
arly in April a memorial

was presented to a Committee of Congress,

a

—

ERR

I

a

multiplied by

a difference of

distance

of

even

the

nearest fixed star. It is of the utmost importance, therefore, not only to pure astronomy asa science, but also. to applied
astronomy,—the art by which navigation
has been made certain, and by which the
measurement of coast surveys and the de-

terminations of longitude have

béen made

exact,—that this distance be accurately determined.
j
But not only this. One of the most accurate of the methods in use for measuring
the velocity of light is by noting the time it
takes a light-ray to cross the earth's orbit,
by this number.
Jupiter's satellites are
eclipsed by their primary about 8 minutes
sooner when the earth and Jupiter are on
the same side of the

sun,

than when

they

are on opposite sides ; so light is-8 minutes

ounds upon. it. many

of those principles

which, having been applied in practical, ife,
have been the means of advancing Jour civilization and increasing our wealth.
, It must now be clear that, even considered ina Furey 600noN al
int of view,

the*four known

measurement,

the

some

valuable

relic’ from

the

old world,

you are constantly attracted by something
still more wonderful.
In the parlor, Turkish lounges and quaint
chairs luxuriously
brocade, curiously

statuary, form

upholstered in yellow
inlaid tables and rare

a picture of oriental magnif-

icence.

:

:

One of the attractions of the dining-room

is the massive black walnut sideboard, upon

which may be found well filled decanters,
dainty goblets in quaint designs and elegant fruit-dishes of rare workmanship.
o those, however, who ‘‘look not upon
the wine when it is red” the elegant tablecover upon the dining table would be the
greatest curiosity. This marvelous piece
of work came from Turkey. The most
dazzling colors of Constantinople are artistically wrought in curious figures upon alternate rows of black and crimson cloth.
Its gorgeousness is almost inconceivable,
except
by ocular demonstration, and its
intricate designs make it an * artistic puzzle in needlework.”
:
In the library are views of all the memorable peace conferences in the world, from
Westphalia in 1848, down to Paris in 1856 ;

promising

ist that

based on a careful determination of the po-

sition of Venus on the sun's disk,

chiefly chosen for their brilliant cecloring.
Pictures and choice engravings are everywhere,

There

are

Grotius

and

his

wife,

two pictures of Edmund Burke, and en~
-gravings of many great generals and states-

during a

transit of that planet, by two . or more

ob-

servers stationed widely apart on the earth's

The parallax or angular distance

notes, but it is cewtain that acts of civility

men

of the

old

In the library, up stairs, where, with his
amendments and books, when he is not

otherwise engaged in trying, by his forcible
logic, to impress upon the American
people the question of equality as viewed by
European nations generally,—that all things
else being equal, the colored

man

is

wor-

thy of as much attention as the white man,
—the honorable gentleman from Massachusetts may be found. .
Here,

as

in

the

lower rooms, the walls

are covered with valuable
the collection

paintings, while

of cameos, mosaics, missals,

The

Value

of Smali Courtesies.

stance :

+A local doctor of medicine at Bath, England, has just had a legacy of twenty thousand dollars and a domfortable house left
him by a lady who was only known to him

bg nis once offering her a seat in his car-

we

express his views on this subject:

Authors 48 ‘Talkers.

ress out for men

Almost as wonderful as Coleridge's were
the conversational powers of Thomas De

Quincey.

While

yet a youth at Oxford, he

astonished all who ‘came in contact with
hint as well by his great colloquial as by
his extraordinary mental gifts, ¢ Yonder
boy,” said a learned professor to a distinguished visitor at Eton, * yonder boy, sir,
could move an Athenian mob with his elo-

wont
to address

her

father’s

hotisekeeper,

when giving her directions as to the preparation of his food, and .did it come from
any less friendly source we should take it
as a caricature or parodv.
He ‘simply
wanted his meet cut with the grain or fiber,
instead of across it, and this is the way in

which he conveyed to her that fact:
“Owing to dyspepsia afilicting my system,

and the possibility of any additional derangement of the stomach taking place,

consequences incalculably distressing would
arise; so much indeed as to increase nervs

ous irritation and prevent me from attends

ing

to matters

of

overwhelming

impo?-

tance, if you do not remember to cut the
mutton in a diagonal rather than a longitudinal form.” No wonder that the simple

Scotchwoman

exelaimed

to her mistress

that ¢ Mr. De Quinshey would mak’ a gran’
preacher, though I'm thinking a Lantle of
«the folk would na’ken what he was driving
at.”
:
An eminent living writer who knew him
well has drawn him as. he appeared one
‘morning at a friend’s house, stretched upon
the floor, with but one article of clothing
on him, surrounded by an abattis of books,
wildly gesticulating over a Greek classic
in which he had just discovered an important error, and shouting with all his might :
‘“ Eureka !”. “As he expounded it,” says
the writer, ¢ turning up his unearthly face
from the book with an almost painful expression of
grave earnestness, it occurred
to me that I had seen something like the
scene in Dutch paintings of the Temptations of St. Anthony.”—Evening Mail.

The Polite Dog.

and

this

delicious

nectar;

In earl
lifeDXLY
she Wetnber
lefl the
make a sew one
homesof her childhood, to
among strangers in Montville, where she lived
till two years since, when she moved to E. Cor- .
inth,
Her home was always the home for the
Christian pilgrim and servant .of Christ. She

and her husband loved the

and were not turned from their door empty.
She was a true and staunch friend of the denomi-.
nation, and was a faithful reader of its paper.
She was one of the mothers in our Israel, of
whom but few linger
among us. She has gone
on high to swell the number of redeemed ones
there. The God she loved in early life did not
leave her in its

nearer to me in my art than to
I work without fear with him, be-

fully

feels it will be

forever

by the side of her husband’s.

delivered

nature,”

he

remarked

on

view

with

him,

‘¢ Beethoven

sang

I concluded he had not found a bill of fare
to his taste. Butin a few minutes he returned, followed by a little black-and-tan
dog. It was really amusing to see the big
dog open the gates, and manage to keep
them open, till the little one got through.
The next day the little dog came back
alone, for a lunch.
When-—he reached
back gate, he tried to open it; as the

the
big

dog had done; but it was too much for him.
So off he ran, and in a few minutes came
back, followed by
the Newfoundland.

When the little black-and-tan reached thé
gate this time, he did not try to open it, but
looked up as

if to

say,

“Iv’e

tried,

and

can’t !=~but you can!” Where-upon the big
dog put out his paw, pulled open the gate,and
kept it open till the little one went through,
when he followed, himself.

;

-

Reader, did you ever find yourself trying
to get a lunch at a railroad station, where
the conductor had said ¢ Cars wait twenty

years has ondenraliherself to the people of

by a good

the Freewill

one . occasion,

‘¢ that is why my music is so admirable.”
fadame Bettina says, describing an inter-

Alexandria,

me,

DEA.

Rev. C. Bean, and

reflection

to

make,

but

probably a just one, that scandal flourishes
all the more because scandal-mongers receive no gain from their
proceedings.
Many other crimes are attended by personal gain; and what is gained often furnishes
the means of detection and of punishment.
If, by a merciful provision of nature, it
was arranged

Chelsea

and

Canaan, N. H., where

died

65 years.

Limington,

united

in

Taunton,

Bro.

Me.,

with

pled

by

baptized

by

the.

¥'. Baptist

church at Limington, and was a faithful and
worthy member during
his 1esidence
there.
Some few years after, Lie moved his family to
Taunton where he has lived over 80 years, a
highly respected citizen. He _had been in the
employ of the Railroad Co., as" road master, for
30 years past, and though sick for the past six
months, and confined to his house the employers did not displace him nor discontinue his
salary. Bro. Burnham was really the founder
of the Weir St. ¥'. Baptist church, and was one
of its deacons from its origin till his decease.

—

curious

in Meredith, and

Topsham,

BURNHAM

May 10, aged

was converted in

Scandal.
a

N. H., and

AMOS

Mass.,

is

life and membership in

she resided at the time of her death.
She died of
bilious fever and pueumonia, after one month
of severe sickness, leaving an aged husband
trusting in God, an only daughter and a large
circle of relatives to mourn
her absence. ‘May
God Sauctify beg life and death to their gcod,
also to the church, from which she has been called to rest from her labors.
N. JONES.

is wonderful,” I answered.
¢¢ Then I shall
sing it to you again.” —Brilish Quarterly.

It

Christiah

Baptist church

Fairvill8, Vt., and also in

‘Kenstdu das Land’ with a penetrating
voice and with such expression as to affect
me with profound inelancholy.” ‘Is it not
beautiful ?” he cried, quite inspired.
¢ It

that a portion of the charac-

His whole heart was bound

up with the interests

ter taken away by scandal should attach it- of the church, ready and ever willing to sacrifice
self to those who invent or propagate the for its prosperity. Many good things might be
scandal, the

world,

written. of our deceased brother,but we will only
say thathe was truly a good man, and greatly

like the birds in the fa-

ble, would be very ready to fly upon the
scandal-mongers and deprive those
daws of
the plumes thus gained. But in the present state of affairs, these lovers and propagators of scandal do not gain the smallest
shred of honor or reputation by their scandal mongering, and consequently they feel
much less shame and meet with much less
reproof, as their evil sayings are attended
by no personal advantage. 1t is only very
nice and sensitive consciences that enable
their ownersto suffer remorse when thgy

esteemed by all who knew

spected and

dal.—Good

him.

lamented.

He

The

and. a heavy

or.

The

six

watched

months

past.

May God sanctify it to the good of all the surviving friends, and finally meet the departed in

paradise of God.

|

-

Ww.

the

3

JOHN C. PILLSBURY died in Strafford, April
23, aged63 years, 7 months.
Although disease
had heen preying upon
him for some
time,

neither himself nor
friends were Spprehensive
of danger until he was prostrated with pneumodeath has cast a

gloom over a once

His sudden

happy

home

and the neighborhood to which he belonged,

was

Op

a kind

husband,

warmshearted

A great many things are at least worth
trying for a day, Politeness, for instance,
patience, good temper, neatness, gentleness,
industry, charity, and so on. We boys and
girls see a great deal written about these
between

blow.

lonely widow who

around him day and night for

nia, which terminated his existence.

and

re-

has

He will be greatly Tissediby all,especially by

the faithful and now

An Experiment Week.
itl)

lived

church

family has lost an affectionate father and counsel-

Words.

and other virtues,

died

met with a great loss

have heedlessly invented or furthered scan-

obliging

friend,

ang

neighbor,

much

He

a

respected, by

those who knew him, for honesty of purpose and
integrity of character. In his social relations he
exhibited a spirit of equity and frankness that
gave a peculiar interest to his character.
Free
from ostentation, with nothing affected in his
demeanor, he bore the unequivoeal marks of an
honest man.
His funeral services were performed at his residence, and a very appropriate dis-

-ourselves,

I'll admit the repetition gets to be just a little tiresome now and then. The best of folks course given by E. C. Cogswell, from if oM, 23,
dislike to have one set” of ideas constantly
thrust at them. I do, that is, and you do.
MARTHA, daughter of John and Hannah ButBut if there was only some way, you say, to ler, died in Berwick, May 23, aged about 35
years.
She experienced religion when but a
make such subjects really interesting, «it youth, and
united with the M. E. church, of
would be a great deal pleasanter. * I'll tell which she remained a worthy member until
you what can be done. Let us, just as an. some two years since, when she was baptized by
«experiment, give each of these fine qualities the writer and united with the F. B. church in
a fair trial for a day. Then if we find that N. Berwick. She possessed a kind and amiable
all this talking

about them is, in

the

disposition, to which was added

main,

worth holding on to.

That's all.

the beauties of

the Christian religion. . Her sickness wads protracted and distressing, but was endured with
Christian patience and she passed
peacefully
away to the better land, where sickness and
death never enter. She leaves to mourn, a father,
mother, two brothers and one sister, with a

correct, if wefind that they are really pleasant and profitable—if, in short, they *‘pay”
~—why, you see, we'll have found something

Wouldn't

it be fun to have a sort of experiment-week ? large circle of friends.
On Monday, for instance, we'll be resolutely

Samuel Burbank of Limerick, and wife of Captain Benjamin R. Frisbee of Kittery, Maine, died

in Limerick, April 20, of consumption,
years, 5 months,
‘ Denth loves the

aged

Rarely does
the
shining! mark,”—find

and signal illustration.

30

proverb,
so sad

Sister F. was one of the

lovely Christians.
She embraced the Saviour,
and united with the church at the age of 14 years,

Sunday so much that is good and sweet and

holy’comes to us, that

JAMES NASON,

JOSEPHINE FRISBEE, daughter of the late Rev.

gooduenpeted all day long—every minute
om waking uutil sleeping; on Tuesday,
we'll be absolutely
neat; on Wednesday,
polite; on Thursday, industrious; on Friday, thoughtful; on Saturday, gentle; and
on Sundays—there, we ought to have commenced with Sunday, ought we not! On

and lived a blameless and beautiful Christian till
death. She died just 6 months after her mar-

it at least would

wouldn't it? riage, at her bridal hour. She was a member of
the choir and teacher in the S. school. - She spent
Then again—
year at the south teaching the Freedmen.
Oh!
Iknow!
Let's begin
to-day— one
She loved to work for Jesus. Her death-bed
whatever day it is—and whether Sunday seemed near to heaven, as if there were “ angels
comes at the beginning or the end or the hovering round.” Of a family of 7 children,only
middle, its blessed influence will help us, I one son survives, and he was not permitted to be
resent at her funeral.
A widowed mother, one
know.
ih
rother, with the community, mourn her death.
makes better beginning day,

You see, I have not

once

mentioned

the

The

Master

from

$100

has

called

* Come

up

.

higher.”

highest reason of all for trying these exper- The children of the schools followed in the proiments. Ihave a special motive for just] cession, and of their own accord brought evergiving these much-praised qualities a trial greens and flowers to decorate the grave of their
The less of earth, the more of heaven.
'om simply commonplace motives. Iknow teacher.
Sermon by the writer from Luke 14: 10.
we'll find that the virtues will get ‘mixed
'
E. P, LADD.
up, we'll find them running into/each other I
on different days, in spite of ug/ But never
AGENTS and all Men WANTING
mind that. In the ‘course
Tie
THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
4
which will furnish &¢ nance with
ment, we may find this
njixing up of the

bucket—that is,

he came back, and ran off up the street, and

J. ERSKINE.

after them.”

one less-absorbed in his art would have sa- these
vored of conceit. ‘I am of an electrical God

greatest

but litcle

advan-
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uaries published in the Morning

to

THIS, and do not fail to send for our Circulars giving full description of the business, before engaging

Obituaries,

in a canine sense, _,
:
>
Among the frequenters of this back alley

up through the yard, pulled open the back
gate,and went out to see what were the probabilities of .a good dinner. ‘Immediately

light

BETSEY, wife of Moses Smith and sister of
"He was, moreover, fully conscious of his ‘Rey, Steplien Leavitt, died in Canaan, May 3,
own genius; and this consciousness ‘some- aged 67 years and 1 month, She made a profestimes showed itself in a manner which in sion of religion 47 years ago at Meredith, and
was, baptized by Rev. D. Moody, and during

virtues to be one of its very

restranrant is a large Newfoundland.
One
cay he pushed open our front gate, marched

he was her

rejoice in the prospect before me.”
“It is
bright and glorious.”
All is Mght.,” Her remains were removed to So. Montville and laid

derstood him, Neither have Tany fear for
my music; it can have but one destiny; he

who

closing hours;

and Joy through the dark valley and shadow of
death, Her expressions often were these, * I

cause I have always acknowledged and un-

from evils that others draw

and

and needy found in them hearts of sympathy,

it

is I ‘who
give them this intoxication of
spirit; and’ when it has ceased, lo! the
have fikhed out a crowd of things whic
they bring ‘with them to the shore.
I have
no friends, I am alone; but 1 know that
God is
others.

people of God

their company, and especially enjoyed entertaining the people of their early choice. The poor

outside our gate stands a barrel int q | tages. Who knows? Npw, who'll begin
is thrown the refuse of the kitchen. an experiment-week this very day ?— Hearth
readers were dogs— (beg pardon !)—I and
Home.
not have to state the above fact; for
dog in town knows the exact latitude

longitude of—our swill

$i

As of the F. B. church,

philosophy ; it is the wine which inspires
new creations.
I am" the Bacchus who

our while to

.| minutes tor passengers to dine? ” If so, did
age
:
A gentleman known to the writbr once as- you find ‘that hungry, jostling ¢rowd of peoold and feeble man to cross ple so considerate toward each other as was
long, one in 1874,the others
2. Though sisted a very
London Mansion House to the this noble Newfoundland to his little canine
unfavorable as regards certain methods of from the
friend P—Chelsea Telegraph.
measurement; they are favorable for others ;’ Bank of England. This crossing is a very
'
4
»
so that varying their methods, astronomers dangerous one, especially at mid-day, when
Tuke away the Christian revelation we
are Dlanilng the most delicate observations the city 48 full of cabs,omnibuses, drays and
on-the
transit of 1874. It may hewe be . Aehicles. When tlie old gentleman had got might, in the. flush of youth.and joy and
observed that the importance of new meas- safely across, he exchanged cardd” with his hope, feel that we were under a fatherly
urements appears
from the fact that the obliging friend ; and there the matter rest- providence; but we should hardly feel so
best determinations thus far made differ by ed. Some four or five years after this inci- did we stand by the lifeless form of our best
three or four per cent. of the whole’; a large dent occurred, a firm of London splicitors belovéd, did we survive the hopeless wreck
quantity . when applied
to celestial dis wrote Lo the young gentleman Who had of earthly fortunes, or were we wasted by
taken pity on the old man, informing him ! disease, of racked with chronic suffering,
’
:
tances.
»

an

‘my religion, and I despise the world which
does not understand that music is a revelation sublimer than
all wisdom, ‘than all

ner selves to make it worth

True,
hate of her daugh-

a" 4

The following remarkable words, recorded fhe Ia ots of Eid. d tf Coty and by him was
by his friend Ma dame Bettina von Arnim, Dbaptiged, and ever
remained a
worth

praetice them wherever we find the opportunity.

waited for his big friend, into whose face he

Civility costs nothing, and_is. often productive of good vesults, Here is an in-

He looked upon music as

ed

‘| ter in East Corin
N
ki
A
She was born in Center Harbor, N.
H., where at
inspiration. the age of 17 she sought and
found Christ ‘under

\are productive of sufficient results to our in-

Just
which
If my
old; bronzes on the mantels, the tables,
should
and in niches and corners, bronzes that tell
every
old stories of mythology, and curious studern French vases.

of a

soon as [ open my eyes,” he said, * I begin to sigh; for what I see is contriry’to

world, whose names stand

ies in China, Japanese, Dresden, and mod-

SARAHB.,
of thee late
Capt. Paul
late Capt.
wk
By widow
Paul

Beethoven.

old watch and chain, had been left to bim
bya gentleman who took the opportunity
again thanking
him in his will, for an act

high upon the scroll of fame, together with
those of some of our own most
prominent
men, There is a sybil two hundred years

autographs, and thousands of quaint’ treasures, betray the ‘great veneration and love
Mr. Sumner chérishes for all that is old and
sun's dis- ‘antique.
¢
Now, of |

methods” of “Mikito this|
most

that a legacy
of five thousand dollars and a

signed by Professor Henry, by the men of
science connected with the Smithsonian In- quence more easily than either you or I
stitution, and by the astronomers of the could an English one.”
:
Naval Observatory,
ng that an approA gentleman who visited him in 1854
priation of $150,000
be made to enable thus records his impressions of him after
them to make this rare opportunity availa- a half hour's conversation: “We have lisble to science. Their proposition is to use tened to Sir William Hamilton at his own
the nayy "or this purpose, sending such fireside, to Carlyle walking the parks of
vessels as can be spared, equipped with London, to Lamartine in the midst of a fathe necessary observers and instruments, to vored few at his own house, to Cousin at
such points in the Indian and Pacific Oceans the Sorbonne, and to many others, but nevas shall seem most desirable. It is already er have we heard such sweet music of elolate to begin these preparations. = Men quent speech as chen flowed from De Quinmust be trained, methods,—especially the cey’s tongue. Strange light beamed from
photogsaphic snus; be tested, imstruments that griet’ worn face, and for a little while
must be constructed, and equipments pro- that weak body, so long fed upon by pain,
with supernatural
vided.
Concerted observations must also seemed to be clothed
}
be agreed upon and duties carefully as- youth,”
signed to each individual of the observing
Eloquent,
however,
as he was at all
parties. All this requires time; but with times, he was supremely eloquent when
proper means given by Congress, ‘it may under the influence of his favorite drug.
be done and done satisfactorily.
In this He once made an extensive visit at the
way a well won reputation for liberality to home of ‘* Christopher North,” where he
science, acquired by the appropriations twas permittedto have a regular allowance,
made in recent. years for observing solar an ounce, of opium each day. Mrs. Goreclipses,
which have yielded results of don, in her delightful memoir of her father,
while
there, would,
great value to science, may be-sustained.— tells us how De Quinc
ey,
College Courant.
:
- after taking his opium, stretch himself at
full length on a rug before the fire, with a
couple of books under his head instead of a
pillow, and how he would'lie in that posiCharles Sumner’s Home.
tion for hours in profound unconsciousness.
a——
Honest ““Kit North,” with perhaps a
A Washington correspondentsof the New ‘pardonable pride in his eccentric guest,
York Evening Mail says:
liked to exhibit De Quincey as he apStanding first among the palatial resi. peared on first recovering from the stupor
dences of our eity, is the elegant home of into which the opium had plunged him,
Charles Sumner.
It is unquestionably the for then his tongue seemed touched with
most unique private establishment in the an eloquence almost divine. He accordingdistrict, and probably in the United States. ly would regulate his parties so that the
The beautiful house is filled with every- company might have an opportunity of
thing that is rich, rare, and therefore of seeing, or rather of hearing, i Quincey at
inestimable value, that a gentleman pos- his best.
Mrs. Gordon says that these
sessing a highly cultured mind and unlim- gatherings were often prolonged to three
ited wealth would naturally wish to sur- or four o'clock in the morning, in ordér to
round himself with. The beautiful rooms hear the ‘‘ Opium Eater's” wonderful eloare heavily wainscoted with carved walnut, quence.
the floors covered with turkey carpets and
It is singular that De Quineey, possess.
beautiful rugs, and the long windows richly ing as he did such mastery over language,
draped with brocade lined with exquisite never attempted to adapt his conversation
lace.
:
to the comprehension of his listener. He
Upon entering the reception hall the first addressed an illiterate porter, housemaid,
object that meets your eye is an exquisite or prowling beggar on the most trivial substatue of Minerva, and Jee are for an in- jects in the same precise and measured lanstant surprised to behold your own face guage as he would have addressed «& Campeering at you over the shoulder of the bridge professor on a disputed point in met-'
goddess. You scarcely recover from this aphysics, or Porson on a classical emendasurprise when the wonderful ¢ cuckoo tion. In this respect,
he differed much
clock,” hanging near the statue, attracts from Dr. Johnson.
your attention; and thus through all the
Mrs. Gordon has preserved a specimen of
rooms, while you are silently admiring the style in. which he (De Quincey) was

Louis XVI; Sir Samuel Romily, Bismarek,
and Fenelon, and numerous oil paintings,

when

dredth of the whole causing

minute ' in- ‘surface.

originated in. different
yet similar trifling

to move in the matter.

200,000 miles in the

error in this distance,

quiries, I ascertained ‘that the physician at- of the planet's position, as thus measured,
tending him had casually remarked in his
ives data by which the solar distance may
hearing the day before, ‘‘Although this
e calculated. But these transits of Venus
room 1s very comfortable, I have a dislike are very rare occurrences.
The last one
to all’ garret rooms reached by wooden took place in 1769; and another as favorastairs on account of fire,” . This remark he ble will: not occur for another century.
had heard and noticed. Thus our dreams, Two, however, are to tak {use before
so

as 1857,

the immense remoteness of a fixed star, becomes enormopns; an
error of ome-hun-

A trifling

origin of so dem ge a coincidence, and
Jearqied among the trifles of the past day. the precise. determin
on o|
the
Reca ing m thoughts, I remembered that. tance is u necessity of ‘séience..

at a crowde

@

of the Congress of Vienna; of the grand
old Cathedral of Cologne, There is a fac
simile of one of the ‘windows of the Alhambra ; paintings by .the Count de Vergennes, the celebrated cabinet minister of

sounding
the celestial depths.

crossing the.earth’s orbit. Evidently, then,
nightmare in which I was attempting in upon the value determined:
for this orbit,
vaiu to drag him from a house on fire, and depends the velocity of light. But this is
from which I awoke with a sense of horror ‘one of the fundamental data of ‘physical
. at seeing him perish in the flames, while science. Optics deduces not only’ the theoappealing to me for help.
1 went up to his ty of, light itself from this datum, but
room, and was told by his

long

lected, and
the
expedition
arranged.
Prussia has planned a series of observations with great liberality; and a commission, made up of her best astronomers, has.
the matter now in charge. France moved
in the matter before the war which has resulted so disastrously. Since its close the
preparations have been continued and are
to be liberally sustained by the Government. But until within a short time,—excepting suk estions from Soyer astrono-

product of my

to wrap up

began

As

by the Government, the

they are unwinding, and in so doing they
take the life out of you. You never get
. he asked me with an ‘expression of wonder,
through your work.
I owe what 1 know
and almost glarm, if 1 felt unwell oy what
of horticulture to the study I gave it at
did I mean?
I wondered much more, short
intervals, when I was preaching'every
when I heard that he had never lifted his day for, two years, and’ twice on Sunday,
pen, nor had ceased writing, and that I besides. doing revival and other work. I
was aroused by his repeating
the last word got out of the State JLibrary of Indiana,
of the sentence, so that 1 could not possibly
or five volumes of Loudon’s works on
have slept above three or four seconds! four
Agriculture
and Horticulture. I read them.
Aud thus a long dream, which seems to ocwas a charm in reading even the
cupy a night, has often been found to have There
names of the plants in the catalogues, alocrupied, perhaps, only a few seconds be- though
was nothing
very stimulating
tore waking. = This may account for a fact in it. there
It was like Webster's Dictionary,
often noticed
by men
recovered from where the
contection is broken at every
drowning, that just before becoming un- word, and. yet
it is intensely interesting to
conscious, their whole life seémed suddenly
read. In that way I let myself down quietto pass “before them, like a FEnorsma, and
and then I could go to sleep.
time was nothing in tire rapidity of thought. ly, But,
I can not go to sleep ? I get
. There is one experience which we have up from suppose
bed and walk about the room withacquired, I believe, from our dreams as
out dressing myself.
That is, I take an airfrom no other source, and that is our awful bath, and, if need he,throw up the window,
suffering through fear.
Who ever was
smitten when awake with such abject terror, and keep on walking, not until Iam chilled,
but until I am pretty, nearly chilled. The
such dread alarm from sights of horror, moment
that any paft of the human body is
from dangers dim, impalpable, mysterious,
attacked,
the vital forces rush to that part
overwhelming, as in a nightmare? We
to repair any loss that may have taken place.
seem to encounter death in its worst forms,
to combat terrible foes, to endure agonies of If you take cold, the vital forces instantly
torment, to be persecuted by eyery savage attempt to establish the equilibrium. Brin
your body, and the vita
or demoniacal power—the wild
beasts of cold to bear upon
the desert, the hideous forms of serpent life forces instant ky send out” the blood to the
cold is, - to restore the
and of ocean life, while we are all the time part where the
utterly powerless and deserted. Even the warmth, and that relieves the system. The
dearest friends turn away, and we are alone blood ceases to be dammed up in the brain
J amidst all that can fill the soul with such and in the large vessels. But suppose I cin
‘What i8 to be done? Isay
fear that the hero of a hundred fights starts not sleep thep
up with a cry of terror, and the greatest to myself, ‘Now, you have got to go to
semperor screams like a child! What a sleep ; and be sooner you give up, the betwonderful description is that of such a ter it willbe,” So L walk into the bathdream given by Eliphaz the Temanite, in room, and turn on alittle water, just
to put my feet and ankles into; and it is
the Book of Job!
:
“Now a thing was secretly brought to very rare indeed that. the obstinacy of my
me, and ine ear received a little thereof. dystem resists that. This operation brings
In thoughts from the visions of the uight, the blood down to the feet, and I can almost
when deép sleep falleth on men, fear came always get to sleep. If I can not, I turn on
upon me, and trembling, which made all a little more water and sit down in it.
All this is treating yourself physiologicalmy bones, to shake. Then a spirit passed
hefore my faeg; the hair of my flesh stood ly, medically, if you may say so, without
up; it stood still, but I could not discern medicine. - It is treating yourself according
the form thereof; an image was before to correct principles for the sake of procuring sleep. If you do not sleep, first or last,
mine eyes; there was silence !”
It is very likely that you will sagely re- your audiences will; and, therefore, it is
mark that all those terrible dreams of ours necessary that you should sleep for them,
have been caused by some tritle—some in- that they may keep awake to hear what you
discretion in eating, or by some acid, or in- may have tosay. More than that, when a
digestion.
I have no doubt this is general- man has gone through the paroxysm of the
ly the case. Seme of you may have seen week, which is Sunday, it 18 neccessary that
an excellent caricature of George Cruik- he should, as soon as possible, he put into a
__shank’s, representing a pan asleep on his state 10 go to work again.
Therefore, you should eat as you would
"back, with an expression’ of agony on his
fire an ‘engine; dnd sleep, remembering
face, while a black
pig sits on his chest,
and looking at him asks, “Why did you eat that out of sleep comes the whole force of
pork for supper?” A most pertinent 'ques- wakefulness, with the power you haye in
.
tion, which might be varied by asking suf- it.—f. W. Beecher.
terers from nightmare—why did you eat
‘‘cheese,” or ‘‘pie crust,” or this or that
dainty. which

A

12, 1872.

Experiments were made and plans «were of unlooked-for* civility, * It is not likely
proposed and tested ‘for obtaining the best that all will have gold ‘wgfches and chains
results ; and in 1869, £15,600 were granted left to them, or neat little bundles of crisp

But if my hands and feet grow

chilly, and

recog-

nized more or less fully by all the oiyilised

sleep. I can sleep after a good sermon,
and even bad ones do not keep me awake
long! You must recollect that the reason
why
a man can not sleep after excitement
is Loci the brain is gorged with blood.
The blood is the stimulus which works the
brain, and the brain draws to itself all the
blood it- can get. I always know whether
my brain has been doing its work well, or
not. If I find my hands and feet warm I

—
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Literary Wiseellany.
Is it not a curious fact, tor
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than a
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$125. From Night to Light, $125
123 Mabel Livingstone,
123

75 Bud and Blossom,

50

The Victory,
The Robinsons,

50 Neddie and Maggie,
50
125 A Year in the Country, 1 25

Silver Sands,

150

The Veil on the Heart,
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125

Battles Lost & Won,1 50 Old School Fellows,
125
y Hero,
150 The Emigrant Children,1 25
ShellCove Series, 4v.6 00 Sunnydell Series 5 vols.3 00
The Talbury Girls Lib
}
34 VOIBucnaattatniiinnas 600
Pro and Con Series, 4 vols......
5
Little Ben Hadden Beries, 4 vols
Bill Rigas Library, 4 vols.......
Little
.
Young Ladies’

Library,

4 vols...

FRANK, eldest son of John
and Lucy
M. The Original $500 Prize Stories, 8'vols.....v.uues 12 00
Critchett, died in Strafford,
May 18.aged 21 years The New Prize Series, 13 volg........
16.75
and 7 months,
He had not formerly enjoyed Fire Homespun Library, 5 vols.
very ‘good health, but now, looking out upon life The Select Library, 7 VOls......cuavees
with brightening prospects, the thought of death
BUYERS OF SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS
V
was very unwelcome; yet he finally yielded to find it to their advantage of their schools to send all
orders
direct
to
I).
Lothrop
&
Co.,
Boston,
whose
the summons as all must,
His «disease was constock is one of the'largest and best selected in the
sumption.
He suffered much, yet he was ve
United
States.
[15tf
resolute and uncomplaining, keeping about his
work till nearthe last. A large concourse assemibled to sympathize with his afflicted friends,

and follow him

to the

grave.

Services by

writer.

CC.

HirAM StAGgHT died in Bloomsburg,
Dac. 22, 1871, aged 46 years,
He lived

and; consistent member
church for 25 years.

of

the

the

FOSTER.

Free

Ontario,
a useful

Baptist
CoM.

ELMER E., youngest sen of J. L. R. Ti

Thurston, died in

Kenduskeag,

:"

Me.,

y

19,

deeply feel this loss, but we trust it is his eternal
The Lord

giveth,

and

the

Lord

away, and blessed be the name of the Lord.

taketh

J. L. R. THURSTON, |

MR. JOEL B. BARTLETT died at ManchesteY,

Me., Sept. 8, 1871; aged 42°
Bro. B. gave his heart

years and

to Christ

some

9 months.
80

years

since and united with the F. B. church in Mt.

Vernon.

He died in hope and rests. in

He was a worthy citizen, and

price lists, and all necessary
Rev,

T,

informastamp)

P, CHILDS,

Troy, Ohio.

HERNIA.~It is now demonstrated-shat rupture can
be surely cured without suffering,
are

superseding

all

others.

Elastic Trusses
d
e advise all, before

buying metal
sses or. supporters, to send for a
descriptive cire
to the ELASTIC TRUSS CoMPANY, No. 683 Broadway, New York.
12w12

CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by the author, has
been clothed in an entirely new ress, and present
a very comely appearance. It should be in ever.

peace. Baptist family:

leaves a pl aint

home for his wife and two sons.
But their loss
is deeply felt by them, and the parents of thé deceased, for this is the fifth one out of a family’ of
nine children that have passed away within a
| few years,
Services by the writer,
J. E.
r

Circulars.

tion can be'had by addressing (with return

243

after a short sickness of eight days,aged 10 years,
8 months,
He was a very active and interesting boy, beloved by all who knew him.
We
gain,

Catarrh!
Catarrh!
IT CAN BE CURED.

Tet every pastor and church-mem-

ber havé a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 ots.; in paper covers,
15 cts. Tostage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on the
latter, 2 cents,
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